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Abstract
The Chow groups ChpX of codimension-p algebraic cycles modulo rational equivalence on a
smooth algebraic variety X have steadfastly resisted the efforts of algebraic geometers to
fathom their structure. Except for the case p = 1, for which ChpX is an algebraic group, the
Chow groups remain mysterious. This thesis explores a “linearization” approach to this prob-
lem, focusing on the infinitesimal structure of ChpX near its identity element. This method was
adumbrated in recent work of Mark Green and Phillip Griffiths. Similar topics have been ex-
plored by Bloch, Stienstra, Hesselholt, Van der Kallen, and others. A famous formula of Bloch
expresses the Chow groups ChpX as Zariski sheaf cohomology groups of the algebraic K-theory
sheaves Kp,X on X. Bloch’s formula follows from the fact that the coniveau spectral sequence
for algebraic K-theory on X induces flasque resolutions of the sheaves Kp,X . Algebraic cycles
and algebraic K-theory are thereby related via the general method of coniveau filtration of a
topological space. Hence, “linearization” of the Chow groups is related to “linearization” of
algebraic K-theory, which may be described in terms of negative cyclic homology.
The proper formal construction arising from this approach is a “machine” involving the
coniveau spectral sequences arising from four different generalized cohomology theories on
X, which I will call K-theory, augmented K-theory, relative K-theory, and relative negative
cyclic homology. The objects of principal interest are certain sheaf cohomology groups de-
fined in terms of these theories. In particular, the Chow group ChpX is the pth cohomology
group of the K-theory sheaf Kp,X on X. Due to the critical role of coniveau filtration, I refer
to this construction as the coniveau machine. The main theorem in this thesis establishes
the existence of the coniveau machine for algebraic K-theory on a smooth algebraic variety.
This result depends on a large body of prior work of Bloch-Ogus, Thomason, Colliot-The´le`ne,
Hoober, and Kahn, Loday, and most recently, Cortin˜as, Haesemeyer, and Weibel. An im-
mediate corollary is a new formula expressing generalized tangent groups of Chow groups in
terms of negative cyclic homology, which is more tractable than algebraic K-theory.
vii
Chapter 1
Introduction
The Chow groups ChpX of codimension-p algebraic cycles modulo rational equivalence on a
smooth algebraic variety X over a field k containing the rational numbers remain poorly
understood despite intensive study by algebraic geometers over the last half-century. Results
of Mumford [1], Griffiths [2], and many others have demonstrated the general intractability
of ChpX in the case where p exceeds 1.
Bloch’s formula [3], extended by Quillen [4], expresses the Chow groups of X as Zariski sheaf
cohomology groups of the algebraic K-theory1 sheaves Kp,X on X:
ChpX =HpZar(X,Kp,X). (1.0.0.1)
Bloch’s theorem follows from the fact that the sheafified Cousin complexes arising from the
coniveau spectral sequence for algebraic K-theory are flasque resolutions of the sheaves Kp,X ,
using the machinery of Grothendieck and Hartshorne [7]. Algebraic cycles and algebraic K-
theory are thereby connected by means of the very general technique of filtration of a topolog-
ical space by the codimensions of its points. Bloch’s theorem is a striking consequence of the
close relationship between dimension and inclusions of closed subsets of algebraic schemes,
arising from the coarseness of the Zariski topology.
Mark Green and Phillip Griffiths [8] have recently introduced an interesting new avenue of
investigation into the structure of Chow groups: the study of their tangent groups at the iden-
tity, which I will denote by TChpX . This approach carries the theme of linearization, familiar
from elementary calculus, differential, analytic, and algebraic geometry, and Lie theory, into
an unfamiliar realm populated by objects far larger and more complicated than manifolds or
schemes. This is by no means the first effort to study Chow groups in a manner analogous
to Lie groups; for example, Jan Stienstra’s Cartier-Dieudonne´ theory for Chow groups [9],
[10], goes beyond the tangent space to investigate higher-order deformation theory, but in a
somewhat different context.
Via Bloch’s theorem, the tangent groups TChpX may be identified
2 as the sheaf cohomology
groups HpZar(X,TKp,X), where TKp,X is the tangent sheaf to algebraic K-theory. Restrict-
ing consideration to Milnor K-theory KMp,X , a simpler version of algebraic K-theory with a
straightforward presentation by generators and relations, the tangent sheaf is the (p − 1)st
sheaf of absolute Ka¨hler differentials Ωp−1
X/Q on X.
1An immediate question is, “which version of K-theory?” As explained below, Bloch’s formula itself holds for
a variety of different versions. However, the infinitesimal theory developed in this thesis requires use of the
nonconnective K-theory of Bass [5] and Thomason [6].
2Here the specific version of K-theory used makes a crucial difference, unlike in Bloch’s theorem 1.0.0.1.
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Based on these results, Green and Griffiths give the definition:
TChpX ∶=Griffiths
Green-
HpZar(X,Ωp−1X/Q). (1.0.0.2)
This definition brings arithmetic considerations to the forefront in the study of algebraic
cycles, even in the case of complex algebraic geometry.
1.1 Approach of this Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to offer a broad and deep generalization of Green and Griffiths’
approach to the infinitesimal theory of Chow groups, expressed in terms of a a construction
which I will call the coniveau machine. The coniveau machine extends, generalizes, and
formalizes the use of filtration by codimension to analyze the infinitesimal structure of objects
in an abelian category arising as sheaf cohomology groups of a generalized cohomology theory
with supports. The guiding example is, of course, the Chow groups, which arise as the sheaf
cohomology groups of algebraic K-theory, viewed as a cohomology theory with supports on
an appropriate category of schemes. “Precursors” of the coniveau machine appear in Green
and Griffiths [8], and in Sen Yang’s thesis, [11]. A version will also appear in my joint paper
with J. W. Hoffman and Sen Yang [12].
1.1.1 Coniveau Machine in this Thesis
Abstract General Form of the Coniveau Machine. In its most general form, the
coniveau machine may be represented by the following commutative diagram of functors and
natural transformations, with “exact rows:”
EHrel,S EHaug,S EH,S
i j
EH+
rel
,S EH+aug,S EH+,Si
+ j+
chrel ∼ chaug ch (1.1.1.3)
where the top right functor EH,S assigns to a topological space X belonging to a distinguished
category S of topological spaces the coniveau spectral sequence {EH,X,r} associated with an
appropriate cohomology theory with supports H on the category of pairs P over S. Here, Haug
and Hrel are “augmented” and “relative” versions of H, respectively. The functor EHaug,S
assigns to X the coniveau spectral sequence associated with the augmented theory Haug,
and the functor EHrel,S
is the “fiber” of the “epimorphism” j, with i the “fiber map.” The
downward arrows and the bottom row of the diagram are shaded, to indicate that they exist
only under the hypothesis that H possesses an appropriate “relative additive version” H+,
2
which is related to H by a “logarithmic-type map” labeled ch. Under this hypothesis, H+aug
and H+
rel
are “augmented” and “relative” versions of the additive theory H+, and the functor
EH+
rel
,S is the “fiber” of the “epimorphism” j+, with i+ being the “fiber map.”
Algebraic K-Theory, Negative Cyclic Homology, and Chow Groups. This “vague
nonsense” acquires a concrete and useful meaning when X is a smooth algebraic variety, H is
Bass-Thomason algebraic K-theory K, and H+ is negative cyclic homology HN. In this case,
ch is the generalized algebraic Chern character. The rationale for this elaborate setup is based
on the fact that when K-theory is “augmented” by means of a “nilpotent thickening” of the
variety X, then the relative generalized algebraic Chern character chrel is an isomorphism of
functors. The significance of this is that cyclic homology is generally much easier to compute
than algebraic K-theory; in particular, it can often be expressed in terms of differential forms.
Since the goal is to analyze objects arising from K-theory; namely, Chow groups, the additive
theory H+ and its augmented version are not a necessary part of the picture; hence the
coniveau machine may be simplified by eliminating them:
EKrel,S EKaug,S EK,S
i j
EHNrel,S
chrel ∼ (1.1.1.4)
Simplified “Four-Column Version” for a Nilpotent Thickening. Now suppose that
one is interested in analyzing the infinitesimal structure of a particular Chow group ChpX
of a particular smooth algebraic variety X over a field k. The meaning of “infinitesimal
structure” in this context is that the augmented theory Kaug is defined by adding “nilpotent
variables,” providing “infinitesimal degrees of freedom” for algebraic cycles on X. Technically,
this involves multiplying X, in the sense of fiber products, by the prime spectrum Y of a k-
algebra generated over k by nilpotent elements; e.g., a local artinian k-algebra. In this case,
the transformations i and j in equation 1.1.0.4 split; i.e., there are arrows in the opposite
directions.
Due to Bloch’s formula 1.0.0.1, the objects of interest in this context are the sheaf cohomology
groups of the pth K-theory sheaf Kp,X on X, the augmented K-theory sheaf Kp,X×kY , the
relative K-theory sheaf Kp,X×kY,Y and the corresponding “relative additive K-theory sheaf,”
which is the relative negative cyclic homology sheaf HNp,X×kY,Y . The sheaf cohomology
groups of these sheaves may be computed via their sheafified Cousin complexes, which are
flasque resolutions in this case. These complexes arise by sheafifying the −pth rows of the
corresponding spectral sequences.
Transposing these sheaf complexes into columns yields the schematic diagram appearing in
figure 1.1 below. Note that the diagram has been rearranged so that the arrows go from left
to right.
3
Cousin
resolution
of K-theory
sheaf
Kp,X
of smooth
variety X
1
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resolution
of K-theory
sheaf
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2
split
inclusion
Cousin
resolution
of relative
K-theory
sheaf
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3
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homology
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relative
Chern
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4
tangent map
Figure 1.1: Simplified “four column version” of the coniveau machine for algebraic K-theory on a
smooth algebraic variety in the case of a nilpotent thickening.
Toy Version for Smooth Complex Projective Curves. For illustrative purposes, it is
useful to examine a “toy version” of the coniveau machine, given by restricting X to be a
smooth algebraic curve over the complex numbers. This is the subject of Chapter 2 of this
thesis. In this context, I examine the “simplest possible” augmented version of algebraic
K-theory; namely, the version given by taking the scheme Y in the schematic diagram of
figure 1.1 above to the the prime spectrum of the algebra of dual numbers C[ε]/ε2. Since
the only interesting Chow group of a smooth projective curve X is Ch1X , I set p = 1 in figure
1.1. Computing the resulting K-theory and negative cyclic homology sheaves in terms of
“elementary objects” then yields the diagram shown in figure 1.2 below:
O∗X
R∗X
Z1X
i
DivX
O∗Xε
R∗Xε
i
i
i
Z1Xε
DivXε
i
O∗Xε,ε
R∗Xε,ε
i
1/f
1/f
Z1Xε,ε
DivXε,ε
proj2
O+X
R+X
ch
i
ch
∼
∼
P1X
Π+X
ch∼
Figure 1.2: Coniveau machine for Ch1X of a smooth complex projective algebraic curve X.
The first column on the left in figure 1.2 is the familiar sheaf divisor sequence. This sequence
is the Cousin flasque resolution of the sheaf O∗X of multiplicative groups of invertible regular
functions on X, which coincides with the first sheaf of algebraic K-theory K1,X on X. The
first Zariski sheaf cohomology group H1Zar(X,O∗X) is therefore the first Chow group Ch1X of
X by Bloch’s formula 1.0.0.1. The second column is the “thickened divisor sequence,” given
by tensoring the structure sheaf OX of X with the algebra of dual numbers C[ε]/ε2. This
is the “sheaf-level manifestation” of taking the fiber product X ×k Spec C[ε]/ε2. The third
column is the “relative sequence” defined in terms of the first two columns. The fourth column
is the “additive version” of the relative sequence. As noted by Green and Griffith [8], the
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fourth column may be recognized in this case as the so-called principal parts sequence. This
viewpoint may be understood very concretely in terms of Laurent tails in the case of complex
algebraic curves, but ultimately involves profound connections among algebraic K-theory,
local cohomology, cyclic homology, and differential forms.
1.1.2 Precursors in the Literature
Green and Griffiths’ Version for an Algebraic Surface. Green and Griffiths [8] use
a rudimentary version of the coniveau machine, though they do not use this terminology.
In particular, they work directly in terms of sheaf resolutions rather than beginning with
the coniveau spectral sequence. For purposes of comparison, I include a diagram in figure
1.3 below representing their version of the machine for analyzing the first-order infinitesimal
theory of Ch2X for a smooth algebraic surface X, using their notation. The clearest statement
of this construction appears in the proposition on page 131 of [8], where Green and Griffiths
state,
“The tangent sequence to the Bloch-Gersten-Quillen sequence [column 1] is the
Cousin flasque resolution of Ω1
X/Q [column 4].”
K2(OX)
K2(C(X))
⊕
Y
C(Y )∗
⊕
x∈XZx
“First-order
arcs” on first
column
Not
featured
explicitly
Ω1
X/Q
Ω1C(X)/Q
⊕
Y
H1y(Ω1X/Q)
⊕
x∈XH2x(Ω1X/Q)tangent map
Figure 1.3: “Coniveau machine” of Green and Griffiths for Ch2X of a smooth algebraic surface X.
Here, the “Bloch-Gersten-Quillen” sequence appearing in the first column is the sheafified
Cousin complex coming from the row in degree −2 of the coniveau spectral sequence for
algebraic K-theory on X, while the “Cousin flasque resolution of Ω1
X/Q” appearing in the
fourth column is the sheafified Cousin complex coming from the row in degree −2 of the
coniveau spectral sequence for relative negative cyclic homology on X. In this particular
case, negative cyclic homology reduces to the absolute Ka¨hler differentials Ω1
X/Q, since the
augmentation is taken with respect to the algebra of dual numbers. The “tangent map” takes
“first-order arcs” on the first column to their “tangent elements” in the fourth column. The
tangent map descends to give maps on sheaf cohomology; in particular, it takes “first-order
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arcs” in Ch2X to their “tangents” in H
2
Zar(X,Ω1X/Q), which is identified as the “tangent group
at the identity” of Ch2X .
Sen Yang’s Version. In his recent thesis [11], my colleague Sen Yang presents a version of
the coniveau machine, using different terminology, which enables analysis of the first-order
infinitesimal theory3 of the mth Chow group ChmX of a smooth n-dimensional algebraic variety
X over a field k of characteristic zero. Yang’s version is represented by the commutative
diagram in figure 1.4 below, using his notation.4 The columns are exact and the rows split
exact.
0
Ω●
OX/Q
Ω●
k(X)/Q
⊕
d∈X(1)H
1
d(Ω●OX/Q)
⊕
y∈X(2)H
2
y(Ω●OX/Q)
⋮
⊕
x∈X(n)H
n
x(Ω●OX/Q)
0
0
Km(OX[ε])
Km(k(X)[ε])
⊕
d[ε]∈X[ε](1)Km−1(OX[ε] on d[ε])
⊕
y[ε]∈X[ε](2)Km−2(OX[ε] on y[ε])
⋮
⊕
x[ε]∈X[ε](n)Km−n(OX[ε] on x[ε])
0
0
Km(OX)
Km(k(X))
⊕
d∈X(1)Km−1(OX on d)
⊕
y∈X(2)Km−2(OX on y)
⋮
⊕
x∈X(n)Km−n(OX on x)
0
tan1
tan2
tan3
tan4
tan(n + 2)
Figure 1.4: “Coniveau machine” of Green and Griffiths for Ch2X of a smooth algebraic surface X.
Here, the notation Ω●
OX/Q denotes the direct sum Ωm−1OX/Q ⊕ Ωm−3OX/Q ⊕ ..., and underlines in-
dicate skyscraper sheaves defined by the corresponding groups at the points indexing each
summand.
3I believe Sen has extended this to higher-order, but his thesis states ε = 2. Also, the definition of Ω●OX/Q
gives the correct answer only if ε = 0, by Hesselholt’s theorem on relative K-theory of truncated polynomial
algebras [31].
4Actually, I “correct” what I regard as a few small typos here.
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Yang’s first column on the left corresponds to the column on the far right in figure 1.1 above,
and the arrows are reversed. As in Green and Griffith’s version, the column involving relative
K-theory is absent. Note that the sign of the index m−n in the bottom row may be positive,
zero, or negative. This reflects the existence of nontrivial K-theory groups with supports in
negative degrees for Bass-Thomason K-theory.
1.2 Points of Departure
The principal foundations of this thesis are as follows:
1. The general theory of filtration of a topological space by the codimensions of its points,
or coniveau filtration,5 developed by Grothendieck and Hartshorne [7]. This theory
leads to the definition of the coniveau spectral sequence underlying the construction of
the coniveau machine.
2. Bloch’s formula for the Chow groups [3], extended by Quillen [4], first cited here in
equation 1.0.0.1 above. This formula expresses the Chow groups as sheaf cohomology
groups of algebraic K-theory sheaves. It is a seminal early application of the coniveau
filtration, underlying the K-theoretic approach to the theory of Chow groups.
3. The nonconnective algebraic K-theory of Bass [5] and Thomason [6]. Here, noncon-
nective refers to the properties of the topological spectrum K defining this version of
K-theory; in particular, it admits homotopy groups in negative degrees. While Bloch’s
formula 1.0.0.1 itself holds for the older version of K-theory due to Quillen, and even for
Milnor’s symbolic K-theory up to torsion, an adequate description of the infinitesimal
theory requires Bass-Thomason K-theory. Technically, this is because K is an efface-
able substratum in the sense of Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13]. Thomason’s
localization theorem ([6], theorem 7.4) captures some of the most important properties
of K in this sense.
4. The relationships between algebraic K-theory and cyclic homology, explored by Good-
willie [14], Loday [15], Keller [16], [17], [18], Weibel [19], [20], [21], [22], and many
others.6 Roughly speaking, the negative variant of cyclic homology may be viewed as
a “linearization” of algebraic K-theory, playing approximately the same role as a Lie
algebra does to its Lie group.
5. The Bloch-Ogus theorem [23] and its generalizations, as explicated by Colliot-The´le`ne,
Hoobler, and Kahn [13]. Theorems of this type permit algebraic K-theory and cyclic
homology to be recognized as effaceable cohomology theories with supports. This, in turn,
implies that the sheafified Cousin complexes corresponding to the sheaves of algebraicK-
theory and negative cyclic homology on an appropriate scheme X are flasque resolutions,
5The French word coniveau means “codimension” in this context.
6There is a large literature on this subject. The few papers I mention here are some of the references of
particular importance to this thesis.
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which enables computation of their sheaf cohomology groups. In the case of algebraic
K-theory, of course, these groups include the Chow groups.
6. Green and Griffiths’ infinitesimal theory of cycle groups and Chow groups [8], and
related results of Van der Kallen [24], [25], [26], Bloch [3], [27], [28], Stienstra [9], [10],
[29], [30], Hesselholt [31], [32], myself [33], and others. The main ambition of this thesis
is to place at least some of these results in a rigorous broader context.
1.3 What is New?
The main innovation in this thesis is the coniveau machine, presented as a structural orga-
nizing principle for studying the infinitesimal structure of generalized cohomology theories on
appropriate categories of topological spaces. The guiding example, and the only one exam-
ined in any detail, is the case of algebraic K-theory and negative cyclic homology, viewed
as cohomology theories with supports on a distinguished category of algebraic schemes. The
resulting version of the coniveau machine enables analysis of the infinitesimal theory of Chow
groups of smooth algebraic varieties via Bloch’s formula 1.0.0.1.
In more detail, this thesis contains the following new material:
1. A new definition of “generalized tangent groups at the identity” of the Chow groups
of a smooth algebraic variety. Here arises an important subtlety: although Bloch’s
formula 1.0.0.1 is “relatively insensitive” to the specific version of K-theory used, the
corresponding tangent objects differ in important ways for different versions of K-theory.
Green and Griffiths [8] use Milnor K-theory KM to define the tangent groups; in this
thesis, I use Bass-Thomason K-theory.
Definition 3.8.3.1(2) Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over a field k, and let Y
be a separated k-scheme, not necessarily smooth. Let KX be the spectrum of algebraic
K-theory on X. Let KX×kY be the “augmented K-theory spectrum of X with respect
to Y ,” where X ×k Y is shorthand for the fiber product X ×Spec k Y . Define the relative
K-theory spectrum of X with respect to Y to be the homotopy fiber KX×kY,Y of the
morphism of spectra KX×kY → KX . Define augmented and relative K-theory groups of
X, and augmented and relative K-theory sheaves on X with respect to Y , in the usual
way, via the corresponding spectra. Under these conditions, the generalized tangent
group at the identity TY Ch
p
X of the pth Chow group Ch
p
X of X with respect to Y is
the pth Zariski sheaf cohomology group of the relative K-theory sheaf Kp,X×kY,Y on X:
TY Ch
p
X ∶=HpZar(X,TKp,X×kY,Y ).
The assignment X ↦X ×kY is called “multiplication by the fixed separated scheme Y .”
The corresponding assignments of spectra X ↦ KX×kY,Y and X ↦ KX×kY define “new
cohomology theories with supports” from algebraic K theory, in the sense of Colliot-
The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13].
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The prototypical example of a generalized tangent group is the “ordinary tangent group”
TChpX , for which Y is the spectrum of the algebra of dual numbers Spec k[ε]/ε2. In this
case, the tangent sheaf TKp,X is just the kernel Ker[Kp,Xε → Kp,X]. Note that even in
this simple case, the definition given here differs from that of Green and Griffiths. For
example, comparing the tangent sheaves at the identity of Milnor and Bass-Thomason
K-theory in the case p = 3 yields:
TKM3,X ≅ Ω2X/Q while TK3,X ≅ Ω2X/Q ⊕OX ,
and the “extra factor” OX may lead to interesting new invariants in cohomology, inac-
cessible to the approach of Green and Griffiths.
2. A new, rigorous definition of “generalized deformation groups” of Chow groups. Log-
ically, this definition precedes the definition of the corresponding generalized tangent
groups, as reflected in definition 3.8.3.1 below. However, since the generalized tangent
groups are the main focus, I reverse the order in this introductory setting. Generalized
deformation groups include groups of “nth-order arcs” on the Chow groups. Green and
Griffiths [8] do not formally define such groups, but resort to manipulating special types
of “arcs” ad hoc. A rigorous definition is enabled by the “existence of the second col-
umn of the coniveau machine,” which involves the procedure of “multiplying by a fixed
separated scheme” a` la Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13], as in the definition of
the generalized tangent groups above.
Definition 3.8.3.1(1) Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over a field k, and let Y be
a separated k-scheme, not necessarily smooth. The generalized deformation group
of ChpX with respect to Y is the group H
p
Zar(X,Kp,X×kY ).
The prototypical example is the group of first-order arcs on ChpX , which is the group
HpZar(X,Kp,Xε), where Xε is shorthand for the fiber product X ×Spec k Spec k[ε]/ε2.
3. Existence of the Coniveau Machine for Bass-Thomason K-theory and negative cyclic
homology. The meaning of this existence result is that certain very general construc-
tions, such as the coniveau spectral sequence for a cohomology theory with supports
on a category of pairs over a distinguished category of schemes, when applied to Bass-
Thomason K-theory and negative cyclic homology, exhibit certain desirable properties,
such as exactness of the corresponding sheafified Cousin complexes. Proving this in-
volves combining several known existence results:
(a) Combining results of Thomason and Bloch-Ogus [23], a` la Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler,
and Kahn [13], the Cousin complexes appearing as the rows of the E1-level of the
coniveau spectral sequence for Bass-Thomason K-theory on a smooth algebraic
variety X sheafify to yield flasque resolutions of the K-theory sheaves Kp,X on X.
(b) “Multiplying by a fixed separated scheme,” as mentioned above, generates an “aug-
mented cohomology theory” satisfying the same conditions.
(c) In the case where the augmentation arises from a nilpotent thickening, a similar
result holds for the relative K-theory sheaves with respect to the augmentation.
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(d) In this case, the relative algebraic Chern character induces an isomorphism of
functors between relative algebraic K-theory and relative negative cyclic homology.
These results lead to the following “main theorem:”
Theorem 4.4.3.2 Let Sk be a distinguished category of schemes over a field k, satisfying
the conditions given at the beginning of section 3.8.1 above, and let X in Sk be smooth,
equidimensional, and noetherian. Let X ↦X ×k Y be a nilpotent thickening of X. Then
the coniveau machine for Bass-Thomason K-theory on X with respect to Y exists; that
is, the Cousin complexes appearing as the rows of the E1-level of the coniveau spectral
sequence for augmented and relative K-theory and negative cyclic homology on X with
respect to Y sheafify to yield flasque resolutions of the corresponding sheaves, and the
algebraic Chern character induces an isomorphism of functors between the coniveau
spectral sequences of relative K-theory and relative negative cyclic homology.
4. Identification of the “generalized tangent groups” of the Chow groups ChpX in terms of
negative cyclic homology in the case of nilpotent thickenings of X. This follows from
the existence of the coniveau machine for Bass-Thomason K-theory and negative cyclic
homology, and the existence and properties of the algebraic Chern character.
Corollary 4.4.3.4 Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over a field k, and let Y be a
separated scheme over k. Then for all p, the relative algebraic Chern character induces
canonical isomorphisms
TY Ch
p
X ≅HpZar(X,HNp,X×kY,Y ) (1.3.0.1)
between the generalized tangent groups at the identity of the Chow groups ChpX are the
sheaf cohomology groups of relative negative cyclic homology on X with respect to the
nilpotent thickening X ↦X ×k Y .
5. A Goodwillie-type theorem for Milnor K-theory; details of the proof appear in a separate
supporting paper [33]. This theorem is a sharp result about the relationship between
cyclic homology and differential forms, based on Van der Kallen’s notion of stability for
a commutative ring:
Theorem 3.6.5.10 Suppose that R is a split nilpotent extension of a 5-fold stable ring
S, with extension ideal I, whose index of nilpotency is N . Suppose further that every
positive integer less than or equal to N is invertible in S. Then for every positive integer
n,
KMn+1,R,I ≅ ΩnR,IdΩn−1R,I .
Jan Stienstra [35] has suggested re-interpreting this result in terms of his Cartier-
Dieudonne´ theory for Chow groups [9], [10]. Wilberd Van der Kallen [36] and Lars
Hesselholt [37] have suggested generalizing the theorem in terms of de Rham-Witt co-
homology.
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1.4 Summary by Chapter and Section
Following is a detailed summary of the material and results appearing in chapters 2, 3, 4, and
appendix A of this thesis. The present introductory chapter is omitted.
Chapter 2 presents a detailed exposition of the special case involving zero-cycles on a smooth
projective algebraic curve X over the complex numbers, and the corresponding Chow group
Ch1X of zero-cycles on X modulo rational equivalence.
7 In this case, the geometry is well-
understood; indeed, many of the most interesting and important geometric aspects of the
general case are reduced to trivialities in this context. This case should be viewed as a “toy
version” of the theory, providing useful illustrations, but failing to represent all the intricacies
of the general case. Green and Griffiths [8] follow a similar procedure, exploring the theory of
curves in their Chapter 2. My exposition is much more detailed, but also much more focused
on those aspects of structure directly contributing to the coniveau machine. In particular, I
do not discuss abelian sums, Puiseaux series, the Ext-interpretation, et cetera. The principal
purpose of this chapter is to provide an avenue of easy access to the theory for graduate
students and those unfamiliar with modern algebraic K-theory. The more accomplished may
well choose to skip this chapter entirely.
Section 2.1 introduces elementary material on smooth projective algebraic curves over the
complex numbers, with the primary purpose of fixing notation. Basic concepts such as the
Zariski topology, regular and rational functions, and local rings are presented.
Section 2.2 discusses zero-cycles on a curve X, and introduces divisors, rational equivalence,
and the first Chow group Ch1X . A certain amount of “notational overkill” appears in this
section, with the purpose of facilitating later generalizations. The coniveau filtration makes
its first appearance here, in connection with the sheaf divisor sequence. The first Chow group
is described in terms of the Picard group PicX (isomorphic to Ch
1
X) and the Jacobian variety
JX (isomorphic to the component of Ch
1
X containing the identity). In particular, since PicX
is an algebraic group, one may use algebraic Lie theory to determine independently “what
the coniveau machine ought to reveal” about the infinitesimal structure of Ch1X .
Section 2.3 gives a brief intuitive overview of “first-order infinitesimal theory” in a generic
sense, using motivation from elementary differential geometry and Lie theory. These analogies
provide conceptual foreshadowing for the more complicated constructions to follow. The
theme of linearization is invoked, and the basic structure of the coniveau machine for Ch1X
of a smooth complex projective curve X is outlined, with the details to be filled in by the
material in the rest of the chapter.
Section 2.4 commences the detailed exploration of first-order infinitesimal theory of zero-
cycles on a smooth complex algebraic curve X. Since zero-cycles on X may be expressed in
terms of regular functions and rational functions on X, it is natural to begin by studying
the infinitesimal theory of these functions. Rational functions are studied first, due to the
simplicity afforded by the fact that different open subsets of X have isomorphic rational
7Recall that zero-cycles are associated with the first Chow group is because they are codimension-one cycles,
since a curve is one-dimensional.
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function fields. Formal “first-order arcs” of nonzero rational functions, expressed in terms of
dual numbers, are examined. Tangent elements, sets, maps, and groups are introduced, and
the constructions are sheafified.
Section 2.5 repeats these constructions for invertible regular functions on X. The only new
feature is that different open subsets of X have essentially different rings of regular functions,
despite having isomorphic rational function fields. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 are not “intrinsically
geometric,” in the sense that a zero-cycle may generally be described in many different ways
in terms of regular and rational functions. However, these sections do lay the groundwork for
the geometric material in sections 2.7 and 2.8.
Section 2.6 takes a brief detour to explain the notion of the “thickened curve” Xε correspond-
ing to an algebraic curve X, which possesses the same topological space as X, but a different
structure sheaf. The new structure sheaf OXε is obtained from the structure sheaf OX of X by
introducing a nilpotent element ε. Geometrically, the thickened curve Xε is the fiber product
X ×C Spec C[ε]/ε2. The thickened curve Xε is not an algebraic variety, but an “augmented
variety;” i.e., a special type of singular scheme. In the context of the coniveau machine, it
is better to think of “augmenting the cohomology theory,” rather than “augmenting the va-
riety,” essentially because Chow groups are intrinsically topological. However, it is useful to
keep the latter viewpoint in view, since the cohomology theories of principal interest are “me-
diated by ring structure” in the sense that the corresponding functors are defined in terms
of rings of functions on a topological space, in this case a scheme. In this context, rather
than “re-proving” standard results for an augmented cohomology theory, one may sometimes
use existing results for the original cohomology theory that hold for certain types of singular
schemes.
Section 2.7 applies the material of sections 2.4 and 2.5 to the first-order theory of zero-cycles
on X. This is the first detailed discussion of infinitesimal geometric structure in this thesis.
In particular, the infinitesimal theory of zero-cycles may be understood by taking regular
structure to be the trivial part of rational structure in an appropriate sense. First-order arcs
of zero-cycles are defined, tangent elements, sets, maps, and groups are constructed. The
constructions are sheafified, and the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on X, the “toy version”
shown in figure 1.2 above, is completed. In particular, the principal parts sequence is shown
to the be the natural target of the tangent map, which carries first-order arcs of invertible
regular functions, rational functions, or zero-cycles to their “tangent elements.”
Section 2.8 applies the coniveau machine to analyze the infinitesimal structure of the first
Chow group Ch1X . The results of this analysis are shown to coincide with the corresponding
results from algebraic Lie theory, using the fact that the first Chow group is isomorphic to the
Picard group PicX . The section concludes by identifying “more sophisticated interpretations”
of the objects involved, in anticipation of the general theory to follow. In particular, the
sheaf O∗X of multiplicative groups of invertible regular functions on X, appearing as the first
nontrivial term in the sheaf divisor sequence, is re-interpreted as the first algebraic K-theory
sheaf K1,X on X. The remaining terms of the sheaf divisor sequence are interpreted in terms
of K-theory groups with supports K1,X on x and K0,X on x. The terms in the principal parts
sequence are interpreted in terms of negative cyclic homology. The tangent map is interpreted
as a rudimentary version of the relative algebraic Chern character.
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Chapter 3 develops the technical building blocks of the general theory underlying the abstract
expression of the coniveau machine given in equation 1.1.1.3 above.
Section 3.1 presents basic material from algebraic geometry necessary for the remainder of
the thesis. This section covers similar ground for algebraic varieties as section 2.1 does for
smooth complex projective curves. In this thesis, an algebraic variety is a noetherian integral
separated algebraic scheme of finite type over an algebraically closed field. The technical
meaning of these terms is explained in this section. Much of the material discussed in the
remainder of the thesis applies to more general objects such as singular schemes over arbitrary
commutative rings, but the principal focus is on smooth algebraic varieties. The more general
category of separated schemes over a field k is also important, since “multiplying by a fixed
separated scheme” a` la Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13], is the principal method of
defining “augmented cohomology theories” in this thesis. Also included in this section is a
brief discussion of dimension, codimension, and coniveau filtration.
Section 3.2 discusses background on the theory of algebraic cycles, cycle groups, and Chow
groups of a smooth algebraic variety X. Included is a brief discussion of equivalence relations
on cycles and intersection theory, which motivates the definition of the Chow groups. Cycle
groups themselves are generally “too large and cumbersome” to provide reasonable access
to “the most interesting questions” in this context. Samuel’s notion of adequate equivalence
[34] allows cycle groups to be replaced in this role by groups of cycle classes that fit together
to form a graded ring under intersection. Numerical, homological, algebraic, and rational
equivalence are four adequate equivalence relations, with rational equivalence the “finest” of
the four. The pth Chow group ChpX of X is defined to be the group of rational equivalence
classes of codimension-p cycles on X. The section briefly describes how the codimension-one
case; i.e., the case of divisors, is particularly simple, and outlines a few of the complications
arising in higher codimensions, as discovered by Mumford [1], Griffiths [2], Clemens [44], and
others.
Section 3.3 defines and discusses the concept of tangent groups at the identity of Chow groups,
beginning with a motivational detour from Lie theory. The Lie-theoretic connection is more
than just an analogy; for example, Jan Stienstra has carried this line of thought to great
heights in his Cartier-Dieudonne´ theory for Chow groups [9], [10]. The tangent group at
the identity TChpX of Ch
p
X is formally defined to be the Zariski sheaf cohomology group
HpZar(X,TKp,X), where TKp,X is the tangent sheaf at the identity of the pth sheaf of Bass-
Thomason algebraic K-theory on X, which may be identified in this context with kernel
Ker[Kp,Xε → Kp,X]. The section includes an explanation of why a direct definition of the
tangent groups in terms of the Chow functors is inadeqaute, and compares the definition to
the corresponding definition of Green and Griffiths, which uses the “more primitive” Milnor
K-theory instead of Bass-Thomason K-theory.
Section 3.4 discusses background from algebraic K-theory necessary for the remainder of the
thesis. While the subject is far too vast and technically involved to give an adequate general
overview, I make an attempt to provide at least a limited quantity of historical and contextual
motivation, since it is unreasonable to expect everyone interested in algebraic cycles and Chow
groups to possess a deep understanding of K-theory. I mention the origins of K-theory in
Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck-Atiyah-Singer theory, and discuss how “lower K-theory” was
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developed and understood by Milnor and his contemporaries before the first “reasonable
version of higher K-theory” by Quillen, and subsequent developments by Waldhausen, Bass,
Thomason, and others. I discuss “symbolic K-theory,” with particular emphasis on Milnor
K-theory. As illustrated by the work of Green and Griffiths, symbolic K-theory is very
interesting in its own right in the study of Chow groups. I then briefly describe the more
sophisticated modern K-theoretic constructions in terms of homotopy theory, and particularly
in terms of topological spectra. In particular, I give a bit more detail on Waldhausen’s K-
theory, which forms the basis of Thomason’s approach. I then give the necessary technical
background concerning the K-theory of Bass and Thomason, and particularly Thomason’s
nonconnective K-theory of perfect complexes on algebraic schemes.
Section 3.5 provides background on cyclic homology. As mentioned above, cyclic homology
may be viewed as a linearization, or “additive version,” of K-theory. More precisely, relative
negative cyclic homology is the “relative additive version” of K-theory appearing in the
fourth column of the “simplified four-column version” of coniveau machine in figure 1.1 above.
Alternatively, cyclic homology may be viewed as a generalization of differential forms. The
section begins from the latter viewpoint, with a discussion of the theory of Ka¨hler differentials.
In particular, absolute Ka¨hler differentials are the “additive version” of algebraic K-theory
appearing in the work of Green and Griffiths, who do not explicitly work in terms of cyclic
homology. Stienstra [35] suggests viewing the graded module of absolute Ka¨hler differentials
as a Dieudonne´ module in the context of his Cartier-Dieudonne´ theory for Chow groups. Next,
I turn to the subject of cyclic homology of an algebra over a commutative ring, discussing
several different definitions. The reason for this level of detail is that actual computations
of the infinitesimal structure of Chow groups involve calculating (negative) cyclic homology
groups of algebras, and their relative versions. At the end of the section, I discuss cyclic
homology of schemes, as defined by Weibel and Keller. Particularly useful in theoretical and
structural settings is Keller’s general machinery of localization pairs.
Section 3.6 discusses relative K-theory and relative cyclic homology, which appear in the
third and fourth columns of the “simplified four-column version” of the coniveau machine,
respectively. Here, I focus mostly on the case of relative groups with respect to split nilpotent
extensions of rings, since this provides the proper algebraic notion of infinitesimal structure.
In the context of analyzing the infinitesimal structure of Chow groups of a smooth algebraic
variety over a field k, a split nilpotent extension corresponds to “multiplying by the spectrum
of a k-algebra generated over k by nilpotent elements;” e.g., a local artinian k-algebra with
residue field k. I then turn to the discussion of Goodwillie’s theorem and related results.
Goodwillie’s theorem states that, under appropriate assumptions, relative algebraic K-theory
is rationally isomorphic to relative negative cyclic homology. In some cases, the qualifier
“rationally” can be removed. I present a Goodwillie-type theorem for Milnor K-theory, proven
in a separate supporting paper [33], which establishes an isomorphism between the relative
Milnor K-theory of a split nilpotent extension of a five-fold stable ring, in the sense of Van der
Kallen, and a corresponding group of absolute Ka¨hler differentials modulo exact differentials.
Van der Kallen [36] and Hesselholt [37] suggest generalizing this result in terms of de Rham-
Witt cohomology.
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Section 3.7 introduces and discusses the algebraic Chern character. The relative version of
the algebraic Chern character provides the natural isomorphism between the third and fourth
columns of the “simplified four-column version” of coniveau machine in figure 1.1 above.
In this case, the relative algebraic Chern character may be described as a composition of
Goodwillie’s isomorphism and a particular map between cyclic homology and negative cyclic
homology. I describe the algebraic Chern character explicitly for groups of low degree.
Section 3.8 introduces the notion of cohomology theories with supports, in the sense of Colliot-
The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13]. I denote an arbitrary such theory by H; it consists of a
family of contravariant functors from an appropriate category P of pairs (X,Z) of topological
spaces, to an abelian category A. Here, X belongs to a distinguished category S, and Z is a
closed subset of X. In the examples of principal interest, S is a category of algebraic schemes.
The individual cohomology object assigned to the pair (X,Z) byH is denoted byHnX on Z , and
is called “the nth cohomology object of X with supports in Z.” In particular, the cohomology
objects HnX on X are assigned the abbreviated notation H
n
X . An important method of defining
a cohomology theory with supports is via a special spectrum called a substratum; examples
include the spectra of algebraic K-theory and negative cyclic homology. These spectra can be
modified via the method of “multiplying by a fixed separated scheme” to define augmented
and relative substrata, along with their corresponding cohomology groups and sheaves. This
permits the definition of generalized deformation groups and tangent groups of the Chow
groups ChpX of a smooth algebraic variety. A condition on a cohomology theory with supports
H, called effaceability, if satisfied, permits construction of a coniveau spectral sequence for H
with certain desirable properties. In particular, effaceability implies a version of the Bloch-
Ogus theorem [23], which guarantees that the rows of the coniveau spectral sequence of H
sheafify to yield flasque resolutions of the sheaves HnX associated to the presheaves U ↦ HnU
on X. Effaceability may also be defined at the substratum level; this enables the proof of
universal exactness discussed in section 4.4.4.
Chapter 4 presents the construction of the coniveau machine, focusing on the case of algebraic
K-theory on algebraic schemes, and particularly smooth algebraic varieties.
Section 4.1 introduces the coniveau machine at an overall structural level. The general defini-
tion given here is deliberately vague to allow flexibility. The machine is described in terms of
“exact sequences of functors and natural transformations” involving “absolute,” “augmented,”
and “relative” versions of a cohomology theory with supports H on a topological space X , as
well as corresponding “additive versions” of H. The section then discusses what these terms
mean in the context of algebraic K-theory, negative cyclic homology, and Chow groups, and
describes what questions need to be answered when applying the same ideas more generally.
The “simplified four-column version” of the coniveau machine mentioned in section 1.1.2 is
also introduced.
Section 4.2 gives an exposition of the construction of the coniveau spectral sequence in a
context suitable for application to the study of cohomology theories with supports. The
section begins with a brief discussion of the general topic of filtration by codimension, and
follows with the definition of the coniveau spectral sequence, and its expression in terms of
the coniveau filtration.
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Section 4.3 discusses the Cousin complexes of a cohomology theory H with supports on a
scheme X, which may be viewed as substructures of the corresponding coniveau spectral
sequence. A crucial result in this context is the Bloch-Ogus theorem [23], which identifies
conditions under which the sheafified Cousin complexes are flasque resolutions of the corre-
sponding sheafified cohomology objects. This permits study of the Zariski sheaf cohomology
groups HpZar(X,HpX), since sheaf cohomology may be computed in terms of flasque resolu-
tions. The prototypical example is when H is algebraic K-theory, and X is a smooth complex
projective algebraic variety; in this case, the Cousin resolution of HnX is the so-called Bloch-
Gersten-Quillen resolution, whose nth sheaf cohomology group is the nth Chow group ChnX by
Bloch’s theorem. Of course, so much can also be accomplished in terms of Quillen K-theory,
but the introduction of nilpotent elements for the purpose of studying infinitesimal geometric
structure spoils the picture in this context, essentially because of the breakdown of Quillen’s
devissage. Bass-Thomason K-theory enables nilpotent extensions, however, allowing access
to the infinitesimal theory.
Section 4.4 presents the construction of the coniveau machine for a generalized cohomology
theory with supports on an appropriate topological space, focusing on the “simplified four-
column version” case of Bass-Thomason algebraic K-theory for a nilpotent thickening of
a smooth algebraic variety over a field k. The construction is based on the fact that the
spectrum-valued functor K of Bass-Thomason K-theory is an effaceable substratum on a
suitable category of schemes. For smooth schemes, the first column of the machine could be
constructed using Quillen K-theory, but this is insufficient for studying infinitesimal structure.
“Augmenting algebraic K-theory” by “multiplying by a fixed separated scheme,” a` la Colliot-
The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13], enables the construction of the second and third columns
of the machine. The construction of the coniveau machine is completed by incorporating the
Chern character to relative negative cyclic homology. The property of universal exactness
enables the construction to be further leveraged by applying additive functors at the level of
Cousin complexes.
Appendix A provides technical background on a variety of subjects referenced throughout the
thesis.
Section A.1 presents basic information on topological spectra to support the material on
Bass-Thomason K-theory and negative cyclic homology.
Section A.2 describes Keller’s mixed complex for an algebra, not necessarily unital. The
reason for including this construction is that it underlies Keller’s machinery of localization
pairs.
Section A.3 provides basics on simplicial and cyclic theory. The theory of simplicial and cyclic
categories and modules provides a natural language for much existing material on algebra
cohomology theories including Hochschild, cyclic, and Andre´-Quillen cohomology, which may
be viewed as generalizations of the theory of differential forms.
Section A.4 describes Weibel’s construction of cyclic homology for schemes. This construc-
tion is important both because it predates Keller’s more sophisticated constructions, and
because it offers a convenient computational tool in the form of Cartan-Eilenberg hypercoho-
mology.
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Section A.5 describes Cartan-Eilenberg hypercohomology, with the object of supporting Weibel’s
Weibel’s construction of cyclic homology for schemes in section A.4.
Section A.6 provides background on spectral sequences. The material is standard, but the
choice of focus and careful explanation of convention should be very helpful to the reader. In
particular, the exposition is designed to remove the annoyance of worrying about details and
conventions regarding spectral sequences. In particular, this section describes the spectral
sequence of an exact couple, which supports the definition of the coniveau spectral sequence
in section 4.2.
Section A.7 provides background on local cohomology and Cousin complexes.
1.5 Notation and Syntax
In any lengthy work combining material from many different sources, one must make signifi-
cant decisions about notation and syntax. A few important conventions in this thesis are as
follows:
1. Parentheses are often banished in favor of subscripts. For example, I denote the pth
Chow group of an algebraic variety X by ChpX , rather than Ch
p(X). Multiple subscripts
are sometimes used, separated by parentheses. For instance, the pth sheaf of algebraic
K-groups on an algebraic variety X is denoted by Kp,X .
2. Primed notation is often used for comparing pairs of elements, objects, or categories “on
an equal footing.” For example, X and X ′ denote two arbitrary schemes belonging to
the same category, but (X,Z) denotes a scheme X together with a distinguished closed
subset Z.
3. Categories are usually denoted by a fragment of a descriptive word, written in bold font.
For example, the category of perfect complexes on an algebraic scheme X is denoted by
PerX .
4. Sheaves are usually denoted by capital mathscript letters O,K, ..., etc., but groups or
rings of sections of sheaves are denoted by ordinary Roman lettering. For example,
the algebraic structure sheaf of an algebraic variety X is denoted by OX , but the ring
of sections of OX over an open subset U of X is denoted by OU , instead of the usual
OX(U). This notation is permissible when working with one topological space at a time,
which is generally the case in this thesis. The objective of this convention is to make it
clear at a glance “at which “algebraic level one is working.”
5. Skyscraper sheaves are denoted by underlining their underlying objects, using subscripts
to indicate their points of support. For example, the sheaf RX of fields of rational
functions is canonically isomorphic to the skyscraper sheaf RXx at the generic point x
of X.
6. Objects or morphisms whose notation derives from a proper name or descriptive word
are usually written with non-italicized lettering, rather than the usual italicized math
lettering. For example, the pth Chow group of a smooth algebraic variety X is written
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as ChpX , not Ch
p
X . The objective of this convention is to make it clear at a glance which
symbols in a formula are “individually functional,” and which are merely combined to
produce a single functional symbol.
7. Important technical terms and concepts are generally written in bold font when they
are defined in the text, whether or not they appear in a formal definition. When such
a term or concept appears in the text either before or after its bold-font definition, it
is usually written in italic font. For example, important technical terms and concepts
appearing in the summary in section 1.4 are written in italic font rather than bold
font. Italics are also used for non-English words and phrases, such as a priori, and for
ordinary English emphasis.
8. A box @ denotes the end of a proof or example.
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Chapter 2
Algebraic Curves: An Illustrative Toy Version
In this chapter, X is a smooth projective algebraic curve over the field of complex numbers
C. In modern language, such a curve is an integral scheme of dimension 1, proper over C,
all of whose local rings are regular. The category of such curves is equivalent to two other
categories: the category of compact Riemann surfaces, and the category of function fields
of transcendence degree 1 over C, each category with its appropriate class of morphisms.
The first equivalence is a special case of the more general correspondence between analytic
and algebraic geometry explicated by Serre. The second is an immediate consequence of
the fact that smooth projective curves are birationally equivalent if and only if they are
isomorphic.
The study of algebraic curves is an ancient subject, already well-developed before the introduc-
tion of modern algebraic geometry by Grothendieck and his school. The modern machinery of
algebraic schemes, algebraic K-theory, and cyclic homology, which has rapidly become indis-
pensable to the general theory of algebraic cycles on algebraic varieties, may be expressed in
older, more concrete, and more familiar terms in the case of algebraic curves. In this chapter,
I follow this “low road” to the description of curves and zero-cycles. This approach serves
to fix notation in a well-understood setting and to motivate the more abstract constructions
to follow, while providing a new structural perspective on the classical theory. The main
purpose of the chapter, however, is to provide an accessible avenue for graduate students
and mathematician unfamiliar with modern algebraic K-theory to begin understanding the
intuition behind the coniveau machine. More accomplished practitioners of the art may well
choose to skip this chapter entirely, at least on the first reading.
2.1 Preliminaries for Smooth Projective Curves
2.1.1 Smooth Projective Curves; Affine Subsets
Let X be a smooth projective algebraic curve over C. I will sometimes shorten this to smooth
projective curve, smooth curve, or simply curve, when there is no danger of ambiguity.
Since X is an integral scheme, it is irreducible, and therefore has a unique one-dimensional
point, its generic point. Every other point of X is zero-dimensional. By choosing a specific
embedding of X into complex projective space Pn for some positive integer n, the set of
zero-dimensional points of X may be identified with the common vanishing locus of a set{F1, ..., Fm} of homogeneous polynomials in n + 1 variables z0, ..., zn. Smoothness in this
context is expressed by the condition that the matrix of partial derivatives {∂Fi/∂zj} has
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rank n − 1 at every zero-dimensional point of X.1 If an algebraic curve is not smooth, it is
called singular.
It is often useful to work with affine open subsets of the smooth projective curve X. A
convenient collection {Xi} of such subsets is given by intersecting X with the open sets Vi of
Pn on which zi ≠ 0. Each Vi is isomorphic to complex affine n-space An, with n coordinates{zj/zi∣j ≠ i}. The subsets Xi are smooth affine algebraic curves. Their sets of zero-
dimensional points may be identified with the common vanishing loci of polynomials, no
longer required to be homogeneous, in the n coordinates of An, related in a straightforward
way to the homogeneous polynomials defining X. The coordinate ring Ai of Xi is the
quotient of the ring of polynomials in n variables over C by the ideal of polynomials vanishing
on Xi.
In figure 2.1 below I have illustrated a smooth projective curve X and two singular projective
curves Y and Z. These curves are plane cubic curves, meaning that each may be defined in
terms of a single third-degree polynomial in the homogeneous coordinates z1, z2, and z3 of P2.
Only real zero-dimensional points of the affine open subsets X3, Y3, and Z3 are shown. These
are the subsets on which the third coordinate z3 is nonzero. Here x and y stand for the affine
coordinates z1/z3 and z2/z3.
X3
x
y
y2 = x3 + x2 − x + 1
Y3
x
y
y2 = x3 + x2
Z3
x
y
y2 = x3
Figure 2.1: A smooth projective curve and two singular projective curves.
The singularity at the origin in Y3 ⊂ Y is called a node, and the singularity at the origin in
Z3 ⊂ Z is called a cusp. Although I will discuss only smooth curves in this chapter, singular
curves such as Y and Z will appear in various contexts in later chapters.
The homogeneous polynomial defining X in P2 is z22z3 = z31+z21z3−z1z23+z33 . “Dehomogenizing”
this polynomial with respect to each of the three coordinates z1, z2, and z3 yields affine curves
X1,X2, and X3, of which X3 is shown above. In the next diagram, in figure 2.2 below, I have
illustrated the other two affine curves X2 and X1. I have also illustrated the structure of the
set of all zero-dimensional points of X as a smooth real surface of genus 1, suitably deformed
to fit into 3-dimensional real space.
1This matrix is often called the Jacobian (matrix) of X; it should not be confused with the Jacobian (variety)
of X.
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X2
x
z
z = x3 + x2z − xz2 + z3
y
z
X1
y2z = 1 + z − z2 + z3 X as a Real Surface
Figure 2.2: Alternate views of the smooth projective curve X defined by the equation z22z3 = z31 +
z21z3 − z1z23 + z33 .
2.1.2 Zariski Topology; Regular and Rational Functions; Sheaves
The topology of greatest interest on a smooth projective curve X is the Zariski topology,
which is defined by taking the closed subsets of X to be its algebraic subsets, defined
locally as vanishing loci of polynomials. It is sometimes convenient to isolate the underlying
topological space of X, which I will denote by ZarX to distinguish it from X. Expressions such
as “points of X,” “open subsets of X,” and “sheaves on X” are common abbreviations for
topological data associated with ZarX . Since X is one-dimensional as a complex projective
curve, ZarX may be partitioned into two subsets: the set Zar
0
X of codimension-zero (i.e.,
dimension-one) points, and the set Zar1X of codimension-one (i.e., dimension-zero) points.
Zar0X is a singleton set consisting of the unique generic point of ZarX , while Zar
1
X may be
identified, as mentioned above, with the zero-locus in Pn of an appropriate set of homogeneous
polynomials. The reason for using codimension is that it is more natural than dimension in
the context of algebraic cycles.
A regular function on an open subset U of X is a function locally equal to a ratio of homo-
geneous polynomials of equal degrees in n+1 variables, with nowhere-vanishing denominator.
The set OU of regular functions on U is a ring, called the ring of regular functions on
U . The multiplicative subgroup O∗U of invertible elements of OU is called the group of in-
vertible regular functions on U . A rational function on U is an equivalence class of
regular functions, defined on open subsets of U , where two regular functions belong to the
same equivalence class if and only if they coincide on the intersection of their sets of definition.
The set RX of rational functions on X is a field called the rational function field of X.
Since a rational function is determined by its values on any nonempty open subset, the set RU
of rational functions on a nonempty open subset U of X is a field canonically isomorphic to
RX . It is usually harmless to view this canonical isomorphism as equality. In this sense, the
affine open subsets Xi of X all share the same function field RX . This field may be realized by
taking the quotient field of any of the coordinate rings Ai of Xi. The multiplicative subgroup
R∗X of invertible elements of RX contains all nonzero elements of RX , since RX is a field. This
group is called the group of nonzero rational functions on X. The groups R∗U of nonzero
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rational functions on nonempty open subsets U of X are canonically isomorphic to R∗X , and
these isomorphisms are usually viewed as equality.
The sheaf of regular functions OX is the sheaf of rings on X whose ring of sections over an
open set U of X is OU . This sheaf is also called the algebraic structure sheaf of X. The
sheaf of invertible regular functions O∗X on X is the sheaf of multiplicative groups whose
group of sections over U is the multiplicative subgroup O∗U of nowhere-vanishing elements of
OU . The sheaf of rational functions RX on X is the sheaf of fields on X whose field of
sections over U is RU = RX . This sheaf is canonically isomorphic to a skyscraper sheaf at the
generic point of X with underlying field RX . The sheaf of nonzero rational functions R∗X
is the sheaf of multiplicative groups on X whose group of sections over U is the multiplicative
subgroup R∗U = R∗X of nonzero elements of RU = RX . This sheaf is canonically isomorphic to a
skyscraper sheaf at the generic point of X whose underlying multiplicative group is R∗X .
2.1.3 Local Rings; X as a Locally Ringed Space
The local ring Ox of the smooth projective curve X at a point x ∈X is defined to be the stalk
of the structure sheaf OX at x. This ring consists of equivalence classes of regular functions
over open neighborhoods of x, where two regular functions belong to the same equivalence
class if and only if they coincide on some such neighborhood. Since Ox is a local ring, it has a
unique maximal ideal, denoted by mx. The quotient rx ∶= Ox/mx is a field called the residue
field at x of X. The stalk Rx of the sheaf RX of rational functions on X at a point x ∈X is
canonically isomorphic to the rational function field RX of X, and again there is usually no
harm in viewing this isomorphism as equality. Rx is obviously not isomorphic to the residue
field rx in most cases; for instance, the residue field rx at a zero-dimensional point x of a
smooth complex projective curve X is just C, while the field Rx = RX has transcendence
degree one over C.
X is a locally ringed space, which is a topological space together with a distinguished sheaf
of rings, called the structure sheaf, whose stalks are local rings. In the present case, the
topological space is ZarX , and the structure sheaf is the algebraic structure sheaf OX . Each of
the affine open subsets Xi of X is isomorphic as a locally ringed space to the prime spectrum
Spec Ai of its coordinate ring Ai, and is therefore an affine algebraic scheme. X itself is
covered by the affine open subsets Xi, and is therefore an algebraic scheme.
2.2 Zero-Cycles on Curves; First Chow Group
2.2.1 Zero-Cycles; Groups and Sheaves of Zero-Cycles
A zero-cycle z on a smooth projective curve X is a finite formal Z-linear combination of
zero-dimensional points xi of X:
z =∑
i
nixi, n ∈ Z.
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The integer ni associated with each point xi is called the multiplicity of xi in z. The
sum defining z may be regarded as a sum over the entire set Zar1X of codimension-one (i.e.,
dimension-zero) points of X, with the understanding that only a finite number of the multi-
plicities are nonzero. The union ⋃i{xi} of the points in z with nonzero multiplicities is called
the support of z. The set Z1X is an abelian group, called the group of zero-cycles on X,
with group operation defined by pointwise addition of multiplicities. The identity in Z1X is the
empty cycle, in which all zero-dimensional points of X are assigned zero multiplicity. The
empty cycle is sometimes denoted by 0 because the group operation on Z1X is additive.
Given an open subset U of X, the group Z1U of zero-cycles on U may be defined in a similar
way. The sheaf of zero-cycles on X is the sheaf Z1X of additive groups on X whose group
of sections over U is Z1U . Its stalk Z
1
x at a codimension-one point x in X is isomorphic to
the underlying additive group Z+ of the integers, with elements representing multiplicities at
x. Below, in figure 2.3, I have illustrated three zero-cycles on a smooth projective curve X.
The zero-cycle on the right is the sum of the other two. I have indicated points with positive
multiplicities by filled nodes and points with negative multiplicities by empty nodes. Observe
how the multiplicities at the point indicated by the arrows cancel additively in the sum.
X−1 +2
−1
+1
−1
+1
−1
X
−2
+1
−1
+2X
Figure 2.3: zero-cycles on a smooth projective curve X.
Zero-cycles on algebraic curves are special both because they are zero-dimensional and because
they are of codimension-one. The first property eliminates the possibility of complicated
internal structure of individual cycles, and the second property means there is “insufficient
room” for the group of cycles as a whole to be too cumbersome. Because of these properties,
the case of zero-cycles on curves is far better understood than any other case of algebraic
cycles.
2.2.2 Zero-Cycles as Divisors; Principal Divisors
Codimension-one cycles on an algebraic variety X are called divisors. In the special case
where X is a smooth projective curve, divisors are zero-cycles. As discussed in section 3.2
below, the case of divisors exhibits many simplifications and special relationships not present
for higher-codimensional cycles. A combination of advantages arising from working with the
smallest nontrivial dimension and the smallest nontrivial codimension is what renders the
case of zero-cycles on curves so simple. Fortunately, from a suitable viewpoint, this case still
presents enough structure to serve as a useful illustration.
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Associated with rational functions are special divisors called principal divisors. If f is a
nonzero rational function on an open subset U of X, then the principal divisor divU(f) of
f is defined in terms of the valuations νx(f) of f at the codimension-one points x of U as
follows:
divX(f) = ∑
x∈Zar1U
(νx(f))x.
Since X is a smooth complex curve, the valuations νx may be described in terms of complex
function theory. If x is a zero of the rational function f , then νx(f) is the order of vanishing
of f at x. If x is a pole of f , then νx(f) is the order of the pole. If x is neither a zero nor
a pole of f , then νx(f) = 0. The sum in the definition of divU(f) is finite, rational functions
have a finite number of zeros and poles. The set of principal divisors on U is a subgroup of
Z1U , called the group of principal divisors on U , and denoted by PDivU .
2 The assignment
f ↦ divU(f) defines a map
divU ∶ R∗U = R∗X → PDivU ⊂ Z1U
called the divisor map. The divisor map is a group homomorphism, which transforms
multiplication of rational functions to addition of principal divisors. The case U = X gives
the global divisor map divX . Taking limits over open subsets containing a point x of X
gives a pointwise divisor map divx, which may be identified with the valuation νx. The
kernels of the divisor maps divX , divU , and divx are the groups O∗X , O∗U , and O∗x, respectively,
since invertible regular functions have vanishing valuations.
Not every divisor is principal. The question of whether or not a particular divisor z on an
open subset U of X is principal involves specifying valuations at the points of U , given by the
multiplicities of z, then asking whether there exists a rational function on U with the specified
valuations. When U = X, this is an example of what is called a local-to-global problem.3
Given any point x of U , it is easy to define a rational function f with specified valuations in
some smaller neighborhood U ′ of x. Thus, every divisor is locally principal. The difficulty is
that f will generally have “unwanted” zeros and poles outside U ′. An arbitrary zero-cycle z on
an open subset U of X is defined, in terms of rational functions, by a family of compatible
pairs {Ui, fi}, where {Ui} is an open cover of U , and z equals divUi(fi) on Ui. Compatibility
means that fi and fj share the same valuation at each point of the intersection Ui ∩ Uj, for
all i and j, so that the definition of z is consistent.
2.2.3 Linear Equivalence; Rational Equivalence; First Chow Group Ch1X
Two zero-cycles z and z′ on a smooth projective curve X are called linearly equivalent if
their difference is a principal divisor. Linear equivalence generalizes to rational equivalence
2The sheaf associated to the presheaf U ↦ PDivU is just Z1X , since every divisor is locally principal.
3Such problems specify local conditions and ask whether a global object exists satisfying these conditions.
The answer to this problem for zero-cycles on smooth projective curves is given by Abel’s theorem, which
involves the image of the Abel-Jacobi map in the Jacobian variety JX of X. I will revisit this important
subject in greater depth in Chapter 3.
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for algebraic cycles of arbitrary codimension on a smooth algebraic variety, so it is useful to
describe linear equivalence as rational equivalence in the context of curves. Two zero-cycles z
and z′ on X are rationally equivalent if there exists a codimension-one cycle Z on X ×P1,
flat over C, and two points λ and λ′ of P1, such that
pi∗(Z ∩X × {λ}) − pi∗(Z ∩X × {λ′}) = z − z′,
where pi ∶ X × P1 → X is projection to X, and pi∗ is the associated pushforward on cycles.
Figure 2.4 below schematically illustrates rational equivalence of two zero-cycles on a smooth
projective curve X, represented by the horizontal line at the bottom of the diagram. One
zero-cycle is represented by the two black nodes on X, and the other is represented by the
three white nodes. The vertical line at the right of the diagram represents P1, with two
distinguished points λ and λ′ indicated by the dashes. The large square in the middle of the
diagram represents the surface X × P1, and the dark curve represents the codimension-one
cycle Z on X × P1.
Z
X
pi
X × {λ′}
X × {λ}
P1
λ′
λ
Figure 2.4: Rational equivalence for zero-cycles on an algebraic curve.
The group of zero-cycles rationally equivalent to zero on X is denoted by Z1X,rat. By
definition, Z1X,rat is equal to the group PDivX of principal divisors on X, although this is only
true for curves. The first Chow group Ch1X of X is the quotient group Z
1
X/Z1X,rat, consisting
of rational equivalence classes of zero-cycles on X.
2.2.4 Jacobian Variety and the Picard Group
There are many interesting ways of viewing the first Chow group Ch1X of a smooth complex
projective curve X; it may be described in terms of divisors, sheaf cohomology, line bundles,
invertible sheaves, the Jacobian variety, the Albanese variety, and so on. Some of these
overlapping viewpoints are valid only in the special case of curves, while others apply to the
codimension-one case more generally.
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The following diagram, with exact upper row, illustrates a few of the most important rela-
tionships involving Ch1X . This diagram is adapted from the notes of James D. Lewis [38].
Section 3.2.7 below discusses this picture in the general codimension-one case.
0
i δ
Pic0X PicX H
2
X,Z H
0,2
X
JX Ch
1
X
H2X,C
Figure 2.5: Relationships among various groups related to a smooth complex projective curve.
Besides Ch1X , the objects and maps appearing in diagram 2.5 are identified as follows:
1. JX is the Jacobian variety of X. It is defined to be the complex torus
JX = H1X,C
H1,0X +H1X,Z ≅ H
0,1
X
H1X,Z
, (2.2.4.1)
where H1X,C is the first complex cohomology group of X, H
1,0
X and H
0,1
X are the (1,0)
and (0,1)-parts of the Hodge decomposition H1X,C =H1,0X ⊕H0,1X of H1X,C, and H1X,Z is the
first integral cohomology group of X.4
2. PicX is the Picard group of X, defined to be the group of isomorphism classes of
invertible sheaves, or line bundles, on X. Alternatively, PicX may be defined to be
the Zariski sheaf cohomology group H1Zar(X,O∗X). Equation 2.8.2.1 at the beginning of
section 2.8 below shows that the latter definition coincides with the definition Ch1X =
Z1X/Z1X,rat of the first Chow group Ch1X = Z1X/Z1X,rat of X in section 2.2.3 above. PicX
is an example of an algebraic group, so the methods of algebraic Lie theory apply to it.
In particular, it makes sense to consider the tangent group at the identity of PicX .
3. Pic0X is the Picard variety of X. It is the connected component of the identity in the
Picard group PicX . It is an example of a group variety. Hence, the tangent group at
the identity of the Picard group PicX coincides with the tangent group at the identity
of the Picard variety PicX .
4. The map i is inclusion of Pic0X into PicX .
5. The map δ is the first Chern class map.
6. The groups H2X,Z and H
2
X,C are the second integral and complex cohomology groups of
X, and the group H0,2X is the (0,2)-part of the Hodge decomposition of H2X,C.
4A good reference for this material is the first chapter of [39].
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In section 2.8 below, I show how these relationships may be used to identify the tangent group
at the identity TCh1X of Ch
1
X in the context of algebraic Lie theory. This provides an way of
checking that the coniveau machine gives the “right answer.”
2.2.5 Divisor Sequence
Since every divisor on a smooth projective algebraic variety is locally principal, there exists
a surjective map of sheaves DivX ∶ R∗X Ð→ Z1X , defined locally by sending a nonzero rational
function f on an open set U of X to its local principal divisor divU(f) in Z1U . This map is
called the sheaf divisor map, or simply the divisor map, on X. The maps on groups of
sections induced by div are, by definition, the local divisor maps divU , and the corresponding
maps on stalks are the pointwise divisor maps divx = νx. Since the kernel of the local divisor
map divU is O∗U , the kernel of the sheaf divisor map is the sheaf O∗X of multiplicative groups of
invertible regular functions on X. Thus, there exists a short exact sequence of sheaves
1→ O∗X iÐ→ R∗X DivXÐ→ Z1X → 0, (2.2.5.1)
where i is inclusion. This sequence is called the divisor sequence on X. The divisor sequence
is a hybrid exact sequence in the sense that it mixes “multiplicative” and “additive”
operations.5 Taking global sections of the divisor sequence gives the following left-exact
sequence of groups of global sections:
0→ O∗X iÐ→ R∗X divXÐ→ Z1X , (2.2.5.2)
where i is again inclusion. This sequence is not right-exact because divisors on X are generally
not principal. Since Z1X,lin is the image of the global divisor map divX , the first Chow group
Ch1X of X may be expressed in terms of the divisor sequence by first applying the global
sections functor to Z1X , then dividing out the image of divX :
Ch1X = Z1X
Im (div
X
) . (2.2.5.3)
2.2.6 Z1X and R
∗
X as Direct Sums of Skyscraper Sheaves
The sheaf Z1X of zero-cycles on X is isomorphic to the quotient sheaf R
∗
X/O∗X , but the iso-
morphism is nontrivial. In particular, the operation on the quotient sheaf R∗X/O∗X is induced
by multiplication of rational functions, while the operation on Z1X is induced by pointwise
addition of multiplicities. The “pointwise structure” of Z1X may be emphasized by writing
it as a direct sum of skyscraper sheaves, in terms of its stalks Z1x = Z+ at codimension-one
5This is why the initial object in the sequence is “1,” which is shorthand for the trivial multiplicative group,
and the terminal object is “0,” which is shorthand for the trivial additive group.
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points of X:
Z1X = ⊕
x∈Zar1X Z
1
x = ⊕
x∈Zar1X Z
+.
Each summand denotes the skyscraper sheaf at x with the underlined underlying group. The
sheaf R∗X of multiplicative groups of nonzero rational functions on X may be expressed in
a similar way, since this sheaf is canonically isomorphic to a skyscraper sheaf at the generic
point of X with underlying group R∗X :
R∗X = ⊕
x∈Zar0X R
∗
X .
In this case there is only one summand, since the index set Zar0X is a singleton set consisting
of the unique generic point of ZarX .
Using these expressions for Z1X and R
∗
X , the sheaf divisor map DivX ∶ R∗X → Z1X may also be
expressed as a direct sum, in terms of the pointwise divisor maps divx = νx, as
DivX = ⊕
x∈Zar1X divx,
where each summand means the map on skyscraper sheaves induced by the corresponding
map of groups.
2.2.7 Divisor Sequence as the Cousin Resolution of O∗X;
Coniveau Filtration
The expressions for Z1X and R
∗
X as direct sums of skyscraper sheaves are examples of an
important general phenomenon: special exact sequences of sheaves on X, involving interesting
substructures of X such as algebraic cycles, may be expressed in terms of the codimensions
of subvarieties of X. These special exact sequences are called Cousin resolutions.
The divisor sequence may be expressed as the Cousin resolution of the sheaf O∗X of invertible
rational functions on X by writing it in the following form:
1→ O∗X iÐ→ ⊕
x∈Zar0X R
∗
X
DivXÐ→ ⊕
x∈Zar1X Z
+ → 0.
Cousin resolutions are constructed by means of the coniveau filtration of the underlying
topological space ZarX of X. “Coniveau” is a French word meaning “codimension” in this
context. The coniveau filtration of X is defined by the pair of subspaces Zar0X and Zar
1
X .
The coniveau filtration provides a method of organizing topological data in terms of the
codimensions of subspaces of X. Appropriate generalizations of the divisor sequence give
Cousin resolutions of a number of other important sheaves, both on smooth projective varieties
and on certain well-behaved singular schemes, such as the thickened curveXε defined in section
2.5.
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2.3 First-Order Infinitesimal Theory: A Brief Look Ahead
2.3.1 Theme of Linearization
At the most elementary level, the infinitesimal theory of cycle groups and Chow groups of
smooth algebraic varieties may viewed in the same general spirit as the theory of Taylor series
in elementary calculus, in which one simplifies the object of interest in the neighborhood of
a given element by ignoring “higher-order information.” The simplest nontrivial version of
the object, embodying only its “first-order infinitesimal structure,” is its linearization, or
tangent object. Other familiar examples of infinitesimal structure appear in differential
geometry, algebraic geometry, and Lie theory.6
The principal motivation for studying the infinitesimal theory of cycle groups and Chow
groups of smooth algebraic varieties is that the groups themselves are very complicated.
Smooth projective curves are an exception; while nontrivial and of great interest, their cycle
groups and Chow groups are well-understood. For example, using the fact that the first Chow
group of a smooth projective curve is an algebraic group, its tangent object may be easily
identified as a complex vector space of dimension equal to the genus of the curve. However,
this approach does not generalize to more complicated varieties. Here I will introduce an
approach that does generalize, based on the coniveau filtration of X.
2.3.2 Coniveau Machine for Zero-Cycles on a Smooth Projective Curve
The starting point for the new approach, in the case of a smooth projective curve X, is the
divisor sequence, viewed as the Cousin resolution of O∗X . From this sequence I will construct
a diagram of sheaves on X that organizes information about infinitesimal structure in terms
of the coniveau filtration of X. I will call this diagram the coniveau machine for zero-cycles
on a smooth projective curve. It has the schematic form shown in figure 2.6 below.
Divisor
Sequence
1
First-order
Arcs on
Divisor
Sequence
2
split
inclusion
Relative
Divisor
Sequence
3
transportation
to identity Tangent
Sequence
multiplication
to addition≅
4
tangent map
Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on a smooth projective curve.
6A sophisticated modern example is Jan Stienstra’s Cartier-Dieudonne´ theory for Chow groups [9], [10], in
which a particular differential graded module (the “Dieudonne´ module”) plays the role of tangent space or
Lie algebra.
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The coniveau machine gives precise meaning to the intuitive notion of “tangents of arcs of
zero-cycles on X.” In analogy to Taylor series, such tangents encode the “first-order infinites-
imal structure” of the group Z1X of zero-cycles on X. The coniveau machine also provides
a systematic method of organizing information about linear equivalence, which leads to a
complete description of the first-order infinitesimal structure of Ch1X .
The columns of the coniveau machine, numbered 1 through 4, are exact sequences of sheaves
on ZarX . The horizontal maps are chain maps among these sequences, each consisting of three
maps of sheaves. The map of principal interest is the tangent map, which is the composition
of the chain maps from columns 2 to 3 and 3 to 4. The tangent map sends “first-order arcs on
the divisor sequence” to their “tangent elements” in the tangent sequence. In figure 2.7 below,
I have filled in the divisor sequence as the first column of the coniveau machine. Question
marks represent the nine sheaves and fifteen sheaf maps that must still be defined to complete
the machine.7
O∗X
R∗X
Z1X
i
DivX
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
≅
≅
≅
Figure 2.7: The divisor sequence as the first column of the coniveau machine.
Suitably completed, the coniveau machine contains a wealth of information about regular
functions, rational functions, and algebraic cycles on X, of which the infinitesimal structure
of the groups Z1X and Ch
1
X is only a small part. In particular, the tangent map consists of three
sheaf maps, but only the map between the bottom terms of columns 2 and 4 directly involves
zero-cycles. This map, in turn, is made up of many maps between groups of sections, but only
the map on global sections directly involves Z1X and Ch
1
X . Discarding further information,
this map induces a “tangent map for Ch1X ,” which preserves information only modulo linear
equivalence.
7Although the divisor sequence should be viewed as the Cousin resolution of O∗X in this context, I have written
it in the usual form to avoid clutter. For the same reason, I have omitted initial and terminal 1’s and 0’s from
the exact sequences in the columns, and have suppressed the tangent map, since it is defined by composition.
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2.4 First-Order Theory of Nonzero Rational Functions
on a Smooth Projective Curve
Arcs of nonzero rational functions on a smooth projective curve X provide a natural starting
point for studying the infinitesimal theory of zero-cycles on X. Since every zero-cycle on X is a
locally principal divisor, “arcs of zero-cycles on X” may be described locally on X as “divisors
of arcs of nonzero rational functions.” In this section, I introduce the theory of first-order arcs
of nonzero rational functions on X, along with their tangents. These notions are made precise
by three new sheaves R∗Xε , R∗Xε,ε, and R+X , which encode the first-order infinitesimal structure
of the sheaf R∗X of nonzero rational functions on X. These three sheaves fill in the middle
row of the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on a smooth projective curve.
2.4.1 First-Order Arcs of Nonzero Rational Functions
An arc of nonzero rational functions on a smooth projective curve X may be viewed, impre-
cisely, as a “function of two variables” f(w, ε), where w is a local coordinate on X, and ε is
an “infinitesimal quantity.” In the first-order case, f(w, ε) may be written as a sum f + gε,
where f and g are rational functions on X, expressed in terms of the local variable w, and
where f ≠ 0. Heuristically, the arc f + gε “originates at f and moves in the direction of g as
ε varies.” More precisely, ε is not a variable, but the nilpotent generator of the ring of dual
numbers RXε ∶= RX[ε]/ε2 over the field RX . This ring of dual numbers splits as an additive
group into the direct sum RX ⊕RXε, so its elements are sums f + gε, invertible if and only if
f ≠ 0.
A first-order arc of nonzero rational functions at f in R∗X is defined to be an element
f + gε of the multiplicative subgroup R∗Xε of invertible elements of RXε . Hence, R∗Xε is called
the group of first-order arcs in R∗X . Although f ≠ 0 by invertibility, g may vanish; the
resulting arc is called the constant arc at f . An arc f + gε at f may be transported to the
identity of R∗X by dividing by f . The resulting first-order arc at the identity in R∗X is the
arc 1 + (g/f)ε. The set R∗Xε,ε of such arcs is a subgroup of R∗Xε , called the relative group
of first-order arcs at the identity in R∗X . This group will be identified as a “multiplicative
version of the tangent group of R∗X ,” defined below.
2.4.2 Tangent Elements, Sets, Maps, and Groups
The tangent element of a first-order arc f + gε of nonzero rational functions at f in R∗X
is defined to be the rational function g. This definition captures the idea that a “tangent at
a point” should give the “direction along an arc through the point.” Tangent elements are
rational functions, so the tangent set of R∗X at an element f is defined to be the underlying
set RsetX of the function field RX . The reason for recognizing only the underlying set R
set
X of RX
in the context of tangents to arcs in R∗X is that the operations of addition and multiplication
that define the field structure on RX do not define natural pointwise operations at nonidentity
elements ofR∗X . A different copy of this set is assigned to each element ofR∗X , just as a different
tangent space of the same is dimension is assigned to each point in a manifold. The tangent
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map Tf at f in R∗X is the map R∗Xε → RsetX taking a first-order arc f + gε at f to its tangent
element g.
Since R∗Xε is a group, first-order arcs of nonzero rational functions may be multiplied. Ap-
plying the tangent map at the identity to the product of two arcs at the identity gives the
formula
T1((1 + fε)(1 + gε)) = T1(1 + fε) + T1(1 + gε).
Thus, multiplication of first-order arcs at the identity in R∗X corresponds, under T1, to addition
of tangent elements in the tangent set ofR∗X at the identity. It is therefore reasonable to ascribe
a group structure to this tangent set. Hence, the tangent group of the group R∗X of nonzero
rational functions is defined to be the underlying additive group R+X of the field RX . The
tangent map at the identity T1 is an isomorphism from the relative group R∗Xε,ε of first-order
arcs at the identity in R∗X to the tangent group R+X . Hence, R∗Xε,ε is a “multiplicative version
of the tangent group” of R∗X .
Since transporting the arc f + gε at f to the identity yields the arc 1 + (g/f)ε, the tangent
element g/f of the latter arc is called the tangent element at the identity of the original
arc f + gε. The tangent map T ∶ R∗Xε → R+X is defined by extending the tangent map at the
identity T1 to the map taking a first-order arc f + gε to its tangent element at the identity
g/f . The tangent map T factors through the relative multiplicative group R∗Xε,ε via T1. The
kernel of T is isomorphic to the multiplicative group R∗X of the function field RX , since an
arc f +gε has zero tangent element if and only if g = 0. Hence, there exists a four-term hybrid
exact sequence, consisting of three multiplicative groups and one additive group:
1→ R∗X iÐ→ R∗Xε 1/fÐ→ R∗Xε,ε T1→ R+X → 0.
In the few cases in which it is useful to distinguish among the canonically isomorphic groups
R∗X , R∗U , and R∗x, I will denote the corresponding tangent groups by R+X , R+U , and R+x, the
relative groups by R∗Xε,ε, R∗Uε,ε, and R∗xε,ε, the tangent maps by TX , TU , and Tx, and the
tangent maps at particular nonzero rational functions by TX,f , TU,f , and Tx,f .
2.4.3 Sheaves of First-Order Arcs and Tangents; Sheaf Tangent Map
Since RU is canonically isomorphic to RX for any nonempty open subset U of X, a separate
copy of the above four-term hybrid exact sequence of groups may be assigned to each U ,
replacing X with U everywhere in the sequence. This leads immediately to a four-term
hybrid exact sequence of sheaves on X
1→ R∗X iÐ→ R∗Xε 1/fÐ→ R∗Xε,ε T1Ð→ R+X → 0,
where the three new sheaves R∗Xε , R∗Xε,ε, and R+X are defined to be the sheaves with groups of
sections R∗Uε , R∗Uε,ε, and R+U , respectively, over an open subset U of X. The three new sheaves
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are canonically isomorphic to direct sums of skyscraper sheaves with single summands:
R∗Xε = ⊕
x∈Zar0X R
∗
Xε , R
∗
Xε,ε = ⊕
x∈Zar0X R
∗
Xε,ε, and R
+
X = ⊕
x∈Zar0X R
+
X .
The sheaf maps i, 1/f, and T1 are defined by patching together copies of the corresponding
maps of groups i,1/f, and TU,1 for each open subset U of X. This patching is trivial be-
cause the groups of sections over any pair of nonempty open subsets of X are canonically
isomorphic.
Mirroring the group-level definitions, the sheaf R∗Xε is called the sheaf of first-order arcs
in R∗X , and the sheaf R+X is called the tangent sheaf of the sheaf R∗X . The sheaf R∗Xε,ε
is called the relative sheaf of first-order arcs at the identity in R∗X . It may be viewed as
a multiplicative version of the tangent sheaf R+X of R∗X . The sheaf map T1 is called the
sheaf tangent map at the identity in R∗X . The composition T of the sheaf maps T1 and
1/f is called the sheaf tangent map, or simply the tangent map. The four-term hybrid
exact sequence of sheaves links together with the divisor sequence to fill in the middle row
of the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on a smooth projective curve, as shown in figure 2.8
below:
O∗X
R∗X
Z1X
i
DivX
R∗Xε
?
?
?
?
?
?
i
R∗Xε,ε
?
?
?
?
?
?
1/f
R+X
?
?
?
?
?
?
≅
≅
≅T1
Figure 2.8: Rational structure as the middle row of the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on a smooth
projective curve.
Since the four sheaves in the middle row of the coniveau machine are skyscraper sheaves at
the generic point of X, they contain no more information than their individual underlying
groups. However, the maps in the coniveau machine involving these sheaves contain more
information than can be encoded in individual group maps. For example, the sheaf divisor
map div ∶ R∗X → Z1X carries all the information contained in the global, local and pointwise
divisor maps divX , divU and divx. This information is critical in describing zero-cycles in
terms of rational functions, since not every zero-cycle is a principal divisor. As I mentioned
in section 2.2, an arbitrary zero-cycle z on an open subset U of X is defined, in terms of
rational functions, by a family of compatible pairs {Ui, fi}, where {Ui} is an open cover of
U , and z equals divUi(fi) on Ui. Therefore, the local divisor maps divUi are all relevant. In
a similar way, an arbitrary “first-order arc zε of zero-cycles on X,” is defined in terms of a
family of compatible pairs {Ui, fi + giε}, where {Ui} is an open cover of X, and where the
arc fi + giε is taken to define zε only on the open set Ui. Compatibility means that different
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arcs fi + giε and fj + gjε of nonzero rational functions “define the same arcs of zero-cycles”
on the intersections Ui ∩ Uj of their sets of definition. Compatibility may be described more
precisely by considering “rational structure modulo regular structure,” as explained in section
2.5 below.
2.5 First-Order Theory of Invertible Regular Functions
on a Smooth Projective Curve
The sheaf O∗X of invertible regular functions on a smooth projective curve X is the kernel of
the sheaf divisor map div ∶ R∗X → Z1X , and is therefore the “trivial part” of the sheaf R∗X of
nonzero rational functions with respect to data involving zero-cycles on X. In particular, the
infinitesimal structure of O∗X is the “trivial part” of the infinitesimal structure of R∗X . As in
the case of R∗X , the first-order infinitesimal structure of O∗X may be expressed in terms of first-
order arcs and their tangents, this time involving invertible regular functions. These notions
are made precise by three new sheaves O∗Xε , O∗Xε,ε, and O+X , which complete the top row of
the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on a smooth projective curve. The first-order theory of
invertible regular functions is nearly identical, in a formal sense, to the first-order theory of
nonzero rational functions, with the important exception that O∗X is not a skyscraper sheaf.
This means that groups of invertible regular functions depend nontrivially on the open sets
over which they are defined.
2.5.1 First-Order Arcs of Invertible Regular Functions and
Invertible Germs of Regular Functions
Let U be an open subset of a smooth projective curve X. A first-order arc of invertible
regular functions at the element f in O∗U is defined to be an element f + gε of the mul-
tiplicative subgroup O∗Uε of invertible elements of the ring of dual numbers OUε ∶= OU[ε]/ε2
over the ring of regular functions OU on U . Hence, O∗Uε is called the group of first-order
arcs on O∗U . This includes the case U =X.
Since O∗X is not a skyscraper sheaf, there is generally new behavior for arcs in the multiplicative
subgroups O∗x of the local rings Ox of X. A first-order arc of invertible germs of regular
functions at the element f in O∗x is defined to be an element f + gε of the multiplicative
subgroup O∗xε of invertible elements of the ring of dual numbers Oxε ∶= Ox[ε]/ε2 over Ox.
Hence, O∗xε is called the group of local first-order arcs on O∗x. If x is the generic point of
X, then a first-order arc of germs of regular functions in Ox is just an arc of nonzero rational
functions, since Ox is canonically isomorphic to the rational function field RX of X in this
case.
A first-order arc f + gε at an element f in O∗U or O∗x may be transported to the identity
of O∗U or O∗x by dividing by f . The resulting first-order arc at the identity is the arc
1 + (g/f)ε. The sets O∗Uε,ε and O∗xε,ε of such arcs are subgroups of O∗Uε and O∗xε , called the
relative groups of arcs at the identity in O∗U and O∗x.
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2.5.2 Tangent Elements, Sets, Maps, and Groups
The tangent element of a first-order arc f + gε of invertible regular functions or invertible
germs of regular functions at an element f in O∗U or O∗x is defined to be the function g. The
tangent sets of O∗U and O∗x at each element are defined to be the underlying sets OsetU and
Osetx . The tangent maps TU,f and Tx,f at f are the maps taking first-order arcs f + gε at
f to their tangent elements g. The tangent groups of O∗U and O∗x are defined to be the
underlying additive groups O+U and O+x of the rings OU and Ox. The tangent maps at the
identity TU,1 and Tx,1 are isomorphisms from the relative groups O∗Uε,ε and O∗xε,ε of first-order
arcs at the identity to the tangent groups O+U and O+x . Hence, the groups O∗Uε,ε and O∗xε,ε are
“multiplicative versions of the tangent groups” of O∗U and O∗x.
The tangent element at the identity of the arc f + gε in O∗U or O∗x is defined to be the
tangent element g/f of the arc 1+ (g/f)ε at the identity given by dividing the original arc by
f . The tangent maps TU ∶ O∗Uε → O+U and Tx ∶ O∗xε → O+x are defined by extending the tangent
maps at the identity TU,1 and Tx,1 to the maps taking first-order arcs f + gε to their tangent
elements at the identity g/f . The tangent maps factor through the relative groups via the
tangent maps at the identity. The kernels of the tangent maps TU and Tx are isomorphic to
the multiplicative groups O∗U and O∗x. Hence, there exist four-term “hybrid” exact sequences,
consisting of three multiplicative groups and one additive group:
1→ O∗U iÐ→ O∗Uε 1/fÐ→ O∗Uε,ε TU,1Ð→ O+U → 0,
and
1→ O∗x iÐ→ O∗xε 1/fÐ→ O∗xε,ε Tx,1Ð→ O+x → 0.
2.5.3 Sheaves of First-Order Arcs and Tangents; Sheaf Tangent Map
The above four-term hybrid exact sequences involving U fit together to give a four-term hybrid
exact sequence of sheaves on X:
1→ O∗X iÐ→ O∗Xε 1/fÐ→ O∗Xε,ε T1Ð→ O+X → 0,
where the three new sheaves O∗Xε , O∗Xε,ε, and O+X are sheaves with groups of sections O∗Uε ,
O∗Uε,ε, and O+U , respectively, over a nonempty open set U of X. The maps i, 1/f, and T1
at the sheaf level are defined by patching together copies of the corresponding group maps
for each open set U . The stalks of these sheaves at a point x in X are O∗xε , O∗xε,ε, and O+x ,
respectively.
Mirroring the group-level definitions, the sheaf O∗Xε of multiplicative groups is called the
sheaf of first-order arcs on O∗X , and the sheaf O+X of additive groups is called the tangent
sheaf of the sheaf O∗X . The sheaf O∗Xε,ε is called the relative sheaf of arcs at the identity in
O∗X . It may be viewed as a multiplicative version of the tangent sheaf O+X of O∗X . The sheaf
map T1 is called the sheaf tangent map at the identity in O∗X . The composition T of
the sheaf maps T1 and 1/f is called the sheaf tangent map, or simply the tangent map.
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The sheaves O∗Xε , O∗Xε,ε, and O+X are natural subsheaves of the sheaves R∗Xε , R∗Xε,ε, and R+X ,
respectively. Calling the inclusion maps i, the four-term hybrid exact sequence of sheaves
involving regular functions completes the top row of the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on
a smooth projective curve, as shown in the diagram in figure 2.9:
O∗X
R∗X
Z1X
i
DivX
O∗Xε
R∗Xε
i
i
i
?
?
?
O∗Xε,ε
R∗Xε,ε
i
1/f
1/f
?
?
?
O+X
R+X
T1
i
T1
≅
≅
?
?
?≅
Figure 2.9: Regular structure as the middle row of the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on a smooth
projective curve.
In section 2.4, I described informally how a general first-order arc of zero-cycles zε on a smooth
projective curve X may be defined in terms of a family of compatible pairs {Ui, fi+giε}, where{Ui} is an open cover of X, and where fi+giε is viewed as an arc of nonzero rational functions
on Ui. I discussed the meaning of compatibility in this context: that the arcs fi+giε and fj+gjε
of nonzero rational functions must “define the same arcs of zero-cycles” on the intersections
Ui∩Uj of their sets of definition. Having now introduced infinitesimal regular structure, I can
now be more precise about this condition: the family of pairs {Ui, fi + giε} is compatible if
the ratios (fi+giε)/(fj+gjε) are arcs of invertible regular functions on the intersections Ui∩Uj
of their sets of definition. These ratios make sense, because the individual arcs are elements
of a multiplicative group. Exploring the consequences of this definition is an important part
of section 2.6 below.
2.6 Thickened Curve Xε
2.6.1 Xε as a Locally Ringed Space
In this short section, I will pause to define a new locally ringed space Xε, called the thickened
curve corresponding to the smooth projective curve X. Much of the infinitesimal theory of
function groups on X, introduced in the previous two sections, may be described in terms of
Xε. The thickened curve Xε has the same underlying topological space as X, but a different
structure sheaf, denoted by OXε . The ring of sections of OXε over an open set U of ZarX
is just the ring of dual numbers OUε over the ring of regular functions OU on U . Thus,
sections of OXε are of the form f + gε, where f and g are regular functions, not necessarily
invertible.
In addition to the new structure sheaf OXε , there is another new sheaf RXε associated with
the thickened curve Xε, called the sheaf of total quotient rings of Xε. This new sheaf
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replaces the sheaf of rational functions on the smooth curve X, just as the new structure
sheaf replaces the original algebraic structure sheaf on X. The sheaf of total quotient rings
RXε on Xε is a skyscraper sheaf at the generic point of ZarX , whose underlying ring is the
ring of dual numbers RXε over the function field RX of X. Thus, its sections are of the form
f + gε, where f and g are rational functions, not necessarily nonzero.
The notation I have been using for the sheaves O∗Xε and R∗Xε of first-order arcs is compatible
with the idea that the curve X itself is modified by introducing the nilpotent element ε. In
particular, the sheaf O∗Xε is the sheaf of multiplicative groups of invertible sections of the new
structure sheaf OXε . Its sections, which are first-order arcs of invertible regular functions,
are the analogues on Xε of invertible regular functions on X. Likewise, the sheaf R∗Xε is the
sheaf of multiplicative groups of invertible sections of the sheaf of total quotient rings RXε .
Its sections, which are first-order arcs of nonzero rational functions, are the analogues on Xε
of nonzero rational functions on X.
It is instructive to compare the relationships among the sheaves OX , O∗X , RX , and R∗X , to the
relationships among the corresponding sheaves OXε , O
∗
Xε
, RXε , and R
∗
Xε
. Each of the sheaves
O∗X , RX , and R∗X are defined by performing a specific operation on the structure sheaf OX
of X. In particular, O∗X is defined by taking subgroups of invertible elements, RX by taking
quotient rings, and R∗X by an appropriate composition of these operations. Performing the
same operations on the sheaf OXε yields the sheaves O
∗
Xε
, RXε , and R
∗
Xε
. This illustrates the
naturally of considering Xε = (ZarX ,OXε) as a locally ringed space in its own right, distinct
from X.
2.6.2 Xε as a Singular Scheme
The thickened curve Xε, unlike X, is not a smooth curve, because its local rings are not
regular. This means that the minimal number of generators of the maximal ideals of the local
rings of Xε are not equal to their Krull dimensions. In particular, the local rings Oxε of Xε
at zero-dimensional points x of ZarX all have Krull dimension one, but the maximal ideals of
these local rings each require two generators.
Since Xε is not smooth, it is called singular. However, the singularity of Xε is of a rather
tame and uniform type: Xε is given by “multiplying a nonsingular scheme by a fixed scheme”
in the sense of fibered products. Indeed, Xε may be expressed as the fibered product
Xε ∶=X ×Spec C Spec Cε,
where Spec C is the smooth one-point spectrum of the complex numbers, and Spec Cε is
the singular one-point spectrum of the ring of dual numbers Cε over C. This expression
for the thickened curve Xε shows that its singular structure arises from the structure of the
simplest possible singular scheme Spec Cε, and is of essentially the same nature at every point.
Similarly uniformity in the singular structure of the thickenings of higher-dimensional smooth
projective varieties will be very useful in analyzing the infinitesimal structure of Chow groups
in general.
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2.7 First-Order Theory of Zero-Cycles
on a Smooth Projective Curve
In this section, I complete the construction of the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on a
smooth projective curve X. Three new sheaves, Z1Xε , Z
1
Xε,ε
, and P1X , fill in the bottom row
of the machine. These sheaves encode the first-order infinitesimal structure of the sheaf Z1X
of zero-cycles on X. They are defined in terms of the “rational” sheaves appearing in the
middle row of the machine, by taking the “regular” sheaves in the top row to be trivial in
an appropriate sense. The sheaf Z1Xε , appearing at the bottom of the second column of the
coniveau machine, is the sheaf of first-order arcs of zero-cycles on X. It is isomorphic,
but not equal, to the quotient sheaf R∗Xε/O∗Xε . The sheaf Z1Xε,ε, appearing at the bottom of
the third column, is called the relative sheaf of first-order arcs at the identity in Z1X . It is
isomorphic, but not equal, to the quotient sheaf R∗Xε,ε/O∗Xε,ε. Finally, the sheaf P1X , appearing
at the bottom of the fourth column, is the sheaf of principal parts of rational functions on
X. This sheaf is the tangent sheaf of the sheaf Z1X of zero-cycles on X. It is isomorphic,
but not equal, to the quotient sheaf R+X/O+X .
2.7.1 First-Order Arcs of Zero-Cycles
At the beginning of section 2.4, I mentioned that “arcs of zero-cycles” on a smooth projective
curve X may be defined locally on X as “divisors of arcs of nonzero rational functions.” At the
end of section 2.4, I explained why families of compatible pairs {Ui, fi + giε} are necessary to
define an arbitrary first-order arc of zero-cycles on an open subset U of X. At the beginning
of section 2.5, I remarked that “regular structure” should be viewed as the trivial part of
“rational structure” in the context of zero-cycles on X. Finally, at the end of section 2.5, I
explained the meaning of triviality of regular structure in terms of compatible pairs. This
provides enough background to precisely define first-order arcs of zero-cycles.
Let U be an open subset of X, and let {Ui, fi + giε} be a family of compatible pairs on U .
Recall that {Ui} is an open cover of U , and fi + giε is a first-order arc of nonzero rational
functions on Ui. Compatibility means that the ratios (fi + giε)/(fj + gjε) are first-order arcs
of invertible regular functions on the intersections Uij ∶= Ui∩Uj. The ratio (fi+giε)/(fj +gjε)
may be factored as
fi + giε
fj + gjε = fifj ⎛⎝ 1 + (gi/fi)ε1 + (gj/fj)ε⎞⎠.
This expression defines a first-order arc of invertible regular functions on Uij if and only
if the first factor fi/fj is an invertible regular function on Uij, and the second factor (1 +(gi/fi)ε)/(1 + (gi/fi)ε) is a first-order arc of invertible regular functions at the identity in
O∗Uij . These conditions, applied to every pair of indices, may be viewed as separate conditions
on the two families of pairs {Ui, fi} and {Ui,1 + (gi/fi)ε}.
The first family of pairs {Ui, fi} defines a zero-cycle on U , whose multiplicities are given by
the valuations νx(fi) at the codimension-one points x of U . The condition that the ratios
fi/fj are invertible regular functions on the intersections Uij ensures that this zero-cycle is
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well-defined, since this means that the valuations of fi and fj coincide on Uij. In particular,
the only information lost by νx is information about regular structure. The second family
of pairs {Ui,1 + (gi/fi)ε} may also be interpreted in terms of information associated with
codimension-one points of U . For each x ∈ Zar1U , consider the quotient map pi∗x from R∗Xε,ε
to the quotient group R∗Xε,ε/O∗xε,ε. This map associates information from the family of pairs{Ui,1 + (gi/fi)ε} with x. The condition that the ratios (1 + (gi/fi)ε)/(1 + (gi/fi)ε) are arcs
of invertible regular functions ensures that this information is well-defined; again, the only
information lost is information about regular structure.
For each codimension-one point x of U , the information from the family {Ui, fi+giε} associated
with x is the pair of values ((νx(fi))x,pi∗x(1 + (gi/fi)ε)). This pair of values belongs to the
group Z1xε ∶= Z1x⊕(R∗Xε,ε/O∗xε,ε), which is called the group of first-order arcs of zero-cycles
at x. A general first-order arc of zero-cycles at x is any element (nxx,hx) of this group.
Here, nx is an integer, and hx = [1 + gxε] is an element of the quotient group R∗Xε,ε/O∗xε,ε,
where the notation [1 + gxε] means the class in the quotient group of a first-order arc of
nonzero rational functions 1 + gxε. It is easy to see that every such pair (nxx,hx) may in
fact be written in the form ((νx(f))x,pi∗x(1 + (g/f)ε)) for an appropriate choice of f and g.
The “initial zero-cycle” of the first-order arc (nxx,hx) is the zero-cycle nxx. Since the group
operation in the first summand Z1x of Z
1
xε is addition, the arc arc (nxx,hx) may be moved to
the identity 0 in Z1x by subtracting nx. The resulting arc of zero-cycles at the identity
in Z1x may be identified with the element hx in the quotient group R
∗
Xε,ε
/O∗xε,ε. I therefore
relabel the quotient group as Z1xε,ε, and call it the relative group of first-order arcs at the
identity in Z1x.
Now let x range over all codimension-one points of U . The group Z1Uε ∶= ⊕x∈Zar1U Z1xε is
called the group of first-order arcs of zero-cycles on U , and its elements are called
first-order arcs of zero-cycles on U . In particular, the element ∑x∈Zar1U (νx(fi), pi∗x(1 +(gi/fi)ε)) is defined to be the first-order arc of zero-cycles on U associated with the family of
compatible pairs {Ui, fi + giε}. A general element of Z1Uε may be expressed as a formal sum∑x∈Zar1U (nxx,hx), where each nx is an integer, only a finite number of which are nonzero, and
where each hx is an element of the relative group Z1xε,ε. However, it is easy to see that every
element of Z1Uε in fact comes from a family of compatible pairs. The “initial zero-cycle” of
the first-order arc zε ∶= ∑x∈Zar1U (nxx,hx) is the zero-cycle z ∶= ∑x∈Zar1U nxx. Therefore, the
arc zε may be moved to the identity 0 in Z1U by subtracting z. The resulting arc of zero-
cycles at the identity in Z1U may be identified with the element ∑x∈Zar1U hx in the group= ⊕x∈Zar1U Z1xε,ε. I therefore relabel this group as Z1Uε,ε, and call it the relative group of
first-order arcs at the identity in Z1U .
2.7.2 Tangent Elements, Sets, Maps, and Groups
Since the integers nx appearing in the formula zε ∶= ∑x∈Zar1U (nxx,hx) for an arc of zero-
cycles on an open subset U of a smooth projective curve X define the initial zero-cycle
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z ∶= ∑x∈Zar1U nxx of the arc, it is natural to expect that the elements hx in the same formula
should define the “tangent element of the arc.” This is the right idea, but it is useful to
express tangent elements in a slightly different form. The cases of nonzero rational functions
and invertible regular functions provide guidance here: the tangent element of a first-order
arc contains the same information as the corresponding arc at the identity, but expressed
additively rather than multiplicatively. This suggests expressing the information contained
in the first-order arc at the identity ∑x∈Zar1U hx in additive form.
For this purpose, it is useful to revisit the compatibility conditions for a family of compat-
ible pairs {Ui, fi + giε} above. Another way to express the ratio (fi + giε)/(fj + gjε) is as
follows:
fi + giε
fj + gjε = fifj ⎛⎝1 + (gifi − gjfj )ε⎞⎠.
The compatibility conditions now require that the first factor fi/fj must be an invertible
regular function on Uij, and that the coefficient of ε in the second factor must be a regular
function on Uij. The first condition is the same as before, but the second condition gives a
new perspective, leading to the desired additive definition of tangent elements.
The ratios gi/fi and gj/fj, whose difference appears as the coefficient of ε in the above ratio,
are the tangent vectors at the identity in RX of the first-order arcs fi + giε and fj + gjε of
nonzero rational functions. Heuristically, the compatibility conditions say that “an arc of
zero-cycles on X is defined by a family of arcs of nonzero rational functions whose initial
functions have regular ratios and whose tangent vectors have regular differences.” The second
compatibility condition implies that the family of pairs {Ui, gi/fi} encode “rational structure
modulo regular structure” in an additive sense, since the differences (rather than the ratios)
of gi/fi and gj/fj are regular.
The family of pairs {Ui, gi/fi} may now be interpreted in terms of information associated
with codimension-one points of X. This information is the same as the information encoded
in the family {Ui,1 + (gi/fi)ε}, but is additive rather than multiplicative. For each x ∈ Zar1U ,
consider the quotient map pi+x from R+X to the quotient group R+X/O+x . This map associates
information from the family of pairs {Ui, gi/fi} with x. The condition that the differences
gi/fi − gj/fj are regular functions ensures that this information is well-defined, and the only
information lost is information about regular structure. For each codimension-one point x
of U , the information from the family {Ui, fi + giε} associated with x may be alternatively
expressed as the pair of values ((νx(fi))x,pi+x(gi/fi)), belonging to the group Z1x ⊕ (R+X/O+x).
This group is isomorphic to Z1xε , but the information in the second summand is expressed
additively.
For each codimension-one point x of the smooth projective curve X, I will relabel the group
R+X/O+x as P 1x . Here the notation “P” stands for “principal part,” as explained below. For
the pointwise zero-cycle nx in the stalk Z1x, the underlying set P
1,set
x of P 1x is the tangent
set at nx of Z1x, with one copy of P
1,set
x assigned to each integer multiple of x. At the
identity 0 of Z1x, the additive operations group of Z
1
x and P
1
x are compatible, so P
1
x is the
tangent group of Z1x. The tangent map Tx,nx at nx in Z
1
x carries the first-order arc of
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zero-cycles (nx, [1+gε]) to its tangent element pi+x(g), where as above the notation [1+gε]
means the class in the quotient group of a first-order arc of nonzero rational functions 1+ gε.
The tangent map transforms multiplication to addition. In particular, the relative group
Z1xε,ε = R∗Xε,ε/O∗xε,ε of first-order arcs of zero-cycles at the identity in Z1x is isomorphic to the
tangent group P 1x = R+X/O+x via the tangent map Tx,0 at the identity 0 in Z1x. The tangent
maps Tx,nx at the multiples nx of x fit together to give a single tangent map Tx ∶ Z1xε → P 1x ,
which is the composition of the tangent map Tx,0 at the identity with the second projection
proj2 ∶ Z1xε → Z1xε,ε.
Allowing x to range over all codimension-one points of an open subset U of X, I will relabel
the group ⊕x∈Zar1U (R+X/O+x) = ⊕x∈Zar1U P 1x as P 1U . For any zero-cycle z = ∑i nixi in Z1U , the
underlying set P 1,setU of P
1
U is the tangent set at z of Z
1
U , one copy of P
1,set
U for each z ∈ Z1U .
The operations in Z1U , and P
1
U are compatible at the identity of Z
1
U , so P
1
U is the tangent
group of Z1U . The tangent map TU,z at z in Z
1
U carries the first-order arc of zero-cycles∑x∈Zar1U (nixi, [1 + giε]) to its tangent element ∑x∈Zar1U pi+x(gi), transforming multiplication
to addition. The relative group Z1Uε,ε is isomorphic to the tangent group P
1
U via the tangent
map TU,0 at the identity in Z1U . The case U = X gives a tangent set P 1,setX and tangent maps
TX,z at each zero-cycle z on X, and a tangent group P 1X at the identity in Z
1
X . The relative
group Z1Xε,ε is isomorphic to the tangent group P
1
X via the tangent map TX,0 at the identity
in Z1X . The tangent maps TU,z at the various zero-cycles z in U fit together to give a single
tangent map TU ∶ Z1Uε → P 1U , which is the composition of the tangent map TU,0 at the identity
with the second projection proj2 ∶ Z1Uε → Z1Uε,ε.
The inclusion maps i ∶ Z1x → Z1xε and i ∶ Z1U → Z1Uε fit together with the projection maps and
tangent maps at the identity to give four-term additive exact sequences:
0→ Z1x iÐ→ Z1xε proj2Ð→ Z1xε,ε Tx,0Ð→ P 1x → 0,
and
0→ Z1U iÐ→ Z1Uε proj2Ð→ Z1Uε,ε Tx,0Ð→ P 1U → 0.
The reason why these are not hybrid exact sequences will have to wait until I recast these
sequences in terms of algebraic K-theory and negative cyclic homology in Chapters 5 and
7.
2.7.3 Sheaves of First-Order Arcs and Tangents; Sheaf Tangent Map
The above four-term additive exact sequences involving U fit together to give a four-term
additive exact sequence of sheaves on X:
0→ Z1X iÐ→ Z1Xε proj2Ð→ Z1Xε,ε T0Ð→ P1X → 0,
where the three new sheaves Z1Xε , Z
1
Xε,ε
, and P1X are sheaves with groups of sections Z
1
Uε
,
Z1Uε,ε, and P
1
U , respectively, over an open set U of X. The stalks of these sheaves at a point x
in X are Z1xε , Z
1
xε,ε, and P
1
x , respectively. The three new sheaves are canonically isomorphic
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to direct sums of skyscraper sheaves over the codimension-one points of X:
Z1Xε = ⊕
x∈Zar1X Z
1
xε , Z
1
Xε,ε = ⊕
x∈Zar1X Z
1
xε,ε, and P
1
X = ⊕
x∈Zar1X P
1
x .
The maps i, proj2, and T0 at the sheaf level are defined by patching together copies of the
corresponding group maps for each open set U . Figure 2.10 shows the three new sheaves
Z1Xε , Z
1
Xε,ε
, and P1X in their proper locations in the coniveau machine. This completes the
construction of the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on a smooth projective curve.
O∗X
R∗X
Z1X
i
DivX
O∗Xε
R∗Xε
i
i
i
Z1Xε
DivXε
i
O∗Xε,ε
R∗Xε,ε
i
1/f
1/f
Z1Xε,ε
DivXε,ε
proj2
O+X
R+X
T1
i
T1
≅
≅
P1X
Π+X
T0≅
Figure 2.10: Completed coniveau machine for zero-cycles on a smooth complex projective curve.
2.8 First-Order Theory of the First Chow Group Ch1X
In this section, I show how the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on a smooth complex projec-
tive curve X may be used to study the first-order infinitesimal theory of the first Chow group
Ch1X of X. This case is atypical in the sense that the objects involved may be approached by
well-understood traditional methods; in particular, algebraic Lie theory.
2.8.1 Tangent Group Ch1X according to Algebraic Lie Theory
The relationships among the Jacobian JX , the Picard group PicX , the Picard variety Pic
0
X ,
and the first Chow group Ch1X of a smooth complex projective curve X, may be used to
identify the tangent group at the identity TCh1X of Ch
1
X from the perspective of algebraic Lie
theory. The same reasoning applies to the codimension-one case in general; for example, to
curves on a surface. However, it does not extend to higher codimension. The crucial point
in the codimension-one case is that Ch1X coincides with PicX which is an algebraic group.
Tangent groups at the identity of algebraic groups are well-defined and well-understood, being
analogous to Lie algebras of Lie groups. In higher codimensions, Chow groups are generally
not algebraic groups, and even defining their tangent groups at the identity is a nontrivial
issue.
Using the fact that PicX is an algebraic group, the computation of the tangent group at
the identity TCh1X of Ch
1
X may be approached in the following way: since JX = Pic0X is
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the connected component of the identity in PicX = Ch1X , the tangent group TCh1X coincides
with the tangent group at the identity of the torus JX . The latter tangent group coincides
with H0,1X by equation 2.2.4.1.
8 Applying the Dobeault isomorphism theorem,9 together with
Serre’s GAGA results,10
TCh1X =H0,1X Dolbeault≅ H1an(X,Ω0X,an) =H1an(X,OX,an) GAGA≅ H1Zar(X,OX), (2.8.1.1)
where the subscript “an” refers to the analytic category.
2.8.2 Tangent Group Ch1X according to the Coniveau Machine
In section 2.2.3 above, I defined the first Chow group Ch1X ofX as the quotient group Z
1
X/Z1X,rat
of the group Z1X of global zero-cycles on X by the subgroup Z
1
X,rat of cycles rationally equiv-
alent to zero. In equation 2.2.5.3, I re-expressed the subgroup Z1X,rat as the image of the
global divisor map divX sending the group of rational functions R∗X on X to Z1X . This map
arises when one applies the global sections functor Γ to the sheaf divisor sequence in equation
2.2.5.1:
1→ O∗X iÐ→ R∗X DivXÐ→ Z1X → 0,
to obtain the left-exact global divisor sequence of equation 2.2.5.2:
0→ O∗X iÐ→ R∗X divXÐ→ Z1X .
The cohomology groups of this sequence are the Zariski sheaf cohomology groups of the sheaf
O∗X of invertible regular functions on X by the definition of sheaf cohomology. In particular,
Ch1X is the first Zariski sheaf cohomology group of O
∗
X :
Ch1X = Z1X
Im (div
X
) = Γ(Z1X)Im(Γ(DivX)) =H1Zar(X,O∗X). (2.8.2.1)
This computation proves the statement Ch1X = PicX stated in section 2.2.4 above, using the
sheaf-cohomology definition of PicX . Applying similar reasoning to the tangent sequence
0→ O+X iÐ→ R+X DivXÐ→ P1X → 0,
8In particular, one may ignore the lattice H1X,Z in the quotient. The same reasoning applies, for example, in
concluding that the tangent group at the identity of the two-dimensional real torus T = R2/Z2 is R2.
9This theorem relates the sheaf cohomology groups Hq(X,ΩpX,an) of the sheaves ΩpX,an of holomorphic p-forms
on a complex manifold X to the Dolbeault cohomology groups Hp,q
∂,X
, which coincide with the Hodge factors
Hp,qX when X is a Ka¨hler manifold. See Griffiths and Harris [40] chapter 0 for details.
10“GAGA” is short for the title of Serre’s paper Ge´ome´trie alge´brique et ge´ome´trie analytique [41]. This paper
demonstrates remarkable similarities, and in important special cases equivalences, between the algebraic
category and the a priori much less rigid analytic category.
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appearing in the fourth column of the coniveau machine in figure 2.10 above, yields the
computation
TCh1X = Γ(P1X)
Im(Γ(Π+X)) =H1Zar(X,OX). (2.8.2.2)
This is the same result obtained from the algebraic Lie perspective in section 2.8.1. Hence,
the coniveau machine gives the “right answer” in the case of smooth complex projective
curves.
2.8.3 Looking Ahead: Abstract Form of the Coniveau Machine
While the computations of Ch1X and TCh
1
X in terms of the Jacobian JX and the Picard group
PicX do not generalize well to the general infinitesimal theory of Chow groups, the coniveau
machine does generalize, provided it is expressed in a suitable way. The rather complicated
and unfamiliar-looking diagram in figure 2.11 below gives the abstract form of the coniveau
machine that generalizes to describe the infinitesimal structure of cycle groups and Chow
groups of arbitrary codimension on arbitrary smooth complex varieties.
K1,X
⊕
x∈Zar0XK1,X on x
⊕
x∈Zar1XK0,X on x
split
inclusion
K1,Xε
⊕
x∈Zar0XK1,Xε on x
⊕
x∈Zar1XK0,Xε on x
K1,Xε,ε
⊕
x∈Zar0XK1,Xε,ε on x
⊕
x∈Zar1XK0,Xε,ε on x
split
surjection
HN1,Xε,ε
⊕
x∈Zar0X HN1,Xε,ε on x
⊕
x∈Zar1X HN1,Xε,ε on x
relative
Chern
character≅
Figure 2.11: Abstract form of the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on a smooth complex projective
curve.
For the simple case of curves, this expression of the coniveau machine represents vast nota-
tional and theoretical overkill, but every facet of the structure becomes functional in more
general situations. The objects appearing in this diagram are identified as follows:
1. K1,X is the first Bass-Thomason K-theory sheaf on X. Bass-Thomason K-theory is
discussed in section 3.4.3. In this simple case, the sheaf K1,X is isomorphic to O∗X . It is
also isomorphic to the first Quillen K-theory sheaf on X, and the first Milnor K-theory
sheaf on X. However, the Bass-Thomason definition is the one that generalizes properly.
2. The groups Kp,X on x for p = 0,1 are direct limits of Bass-Thomason groups with supports
containing the point x. In this simple case, the only point x belonging to Zar0X is the
generic point of X, and the group K1,X on x is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of
nonzero rational functions R∗X on X. It is also isomorphic to the first Quillen K-group
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of the function field RX of X, and the first Milnor K-theory sheaf on X. For a point
x ∈ Zar0X , the group K0,X on x is isomorphic to the additive group Z+ of integers, viewed
as the stalk Z1x at x of the sheaf Z
1
X of zero-cycles on X.
3. K1,Xε is the first Bass-Thomason K-theory sheaf on the thickened curve Xε. In this
simple case, it is isomorphic to O∗Xε ; its group of sections over an open set U ⊂ X is
the group of first-order arcs OUε = (OU[ε]/ε2)∗ in O∗U . It is also isomorphic to the first
Quillen K-theory sheaf on Xε, and the first Milnor K-theory sheaf on Xε.
4. The groups Kp,Xε on x for p = 0,1 on the thickened curve Xε are Bass-Thomason groups
defined via direct limits in a similar manner as the corresponding groups on X. The
group K1,X on x at the generic point x of X is isomorphic to the group R∗Xε = (RX[ε]/ε2)∗
of first-order arcs on R∗X . The corresponding Quillen and Milnor K-groups are the
same. For a point x ∈ Zar0X , the group K0,Xε on x is isomorphic to the group Z1xε =
Z1x ⊕ (R∗Xε,ε/O∗Xε,ε) of first-order arcs of zero-cycles at x. Here the Bass-Thomason
group differs from the Quillen and Milnor groups, both of which are isomorphic to Z+.
5. K1,Xε,ε is the first relative Bass-Thomason K-theory sheaf on the thickened curve Xε
with respect to the ideal (ε). In this simple case, it is isomorphic to the relative sheaf
O∗Xε,ε, whose group of sections over an open set U ⊂ X is the group of first-order arcs
OUε,ε = {1+ fε∣f ∈ OU} at the identity in O∗U . It is also isomorphic to the corresponding
relative Quillen and Milnor K-theory sheaves.
6. The groups Kp,Xε,ε on x for p = 0,1 on the thickened curve Xε are punctual relative
Bass-Thomason groups; i.e., groups “at a point,” defined via direct limits of relative
groups with supports containing X. The group K1,Xε,ε on x at the generic point x of X
is isomorphic to the group R∗Xε,ε = {1 + fε∣f ∈ RX} of first-order arcs at the identity in
R∗X . By contrast, Quillen K-theory and Milnor K-theory do not extend to suitably-
behaved generalized cohomology theories with supports. For a point x ∈ Zar0X , the group
K0,Xε,ε on x is isomorphic to the relative group Z
1
xε,ε = R∗Xε,ε/O∗Xε,ε of first-order arcs at
the identity in Z1x.
7. HN1,Xε,ε is the first relative negative cyclic homology sheaf on the thickened curve Xε
with respect to the ideal (ε). In this simple case, it is isomorphic to the sheaf O+X of
additive groups. Referring back to section 2.5.3, HN1,Xε,ε is the tangent sheaf of the
K-theory sheaf K1,X .
8. The groups HNp,Xε,ε on x for p = 0,1 on the thickened curve Xε are relative negative cyclic
homology groups defined via direct limits of relative groups with supports containing
X. The group HN1,Xε,ε on x at the generic point x of X is isomorphic to the additive
group R+X . For a point x ∈ Zar0X , the group HN0,Xε,ε on x is isomorphic to the group P 1x
of principal parts of rational functions at x.
In terms of these identifications, the sheaf cohomology formula Ch1X = H1Zar(X,O∗X) for the
first Chow group, appearing in equation 2.8.2.1 above, may be re-expressed as
Ch1X =H1Zar(X,K1,X), (2.8.3.1)
which is the first nontrivial case of Bloch’s isomorphism ChpX = H1Zar(X,Kp,X), first cited in
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equation 1.0.0.1 at the beginning of Chapter 1. Similarly, the formula TCh1X = H1Zar(X,OX)
may be re-expressed as
TCh1X =H1Zar(X,TK1,X), (2.8.3.2)
using the fact that O+X = HN1,Xε,ε is the tangent sheaf TK1,X of the K-theory sheaf TK1,X .
It is essentially this expression, albeit using Milnor K-theory, that Green and Griffiths chose
to generalize to define “formal tangent groups” to higher Chow groups of arbitrary smooth
complex projective varieties. I introduce a similar definition in section 3.3.2, using Bass-
Thomason K-theory.
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Chapter 3
Technical Background
3.1 Algebraic Geometry
3.1.1 Introduction
In this section, I review the basic properties of smooth algebraic varieties, from which arise
cycle groups and Chow groups. Much of the terminology and theory familiar from the study
of smooth complex projective curves still applies in this more general context. In particular,
a smooth algebraic variety X is a locally ringed space with structure sheaf denoted by OX ;
its underlying topological space has the Zariski topology, and is denoted by ZarX . Rational
functions, local rings, and algebraic cycles are defined in the expected ways. The formal
definition of algebraic variety I am using here is noetherian integral separated algebraic scheme
of finite type over an algebraically closed field. For the convenience of the reader, I briefly
review some elementary scheme theory, and discuss the special properties of a smooth algebraic
varieties. The material in this section is drawn principally from Hartshorne [42], though with
some differences in notation. Afterwards, I discuss dimension and codimension of subsets of
a smooth algebraic variety, and introduce the coniveau filtration. This prepares the way for
the discussion of algebraic cycles in section 3.2.
3.1.2 Algebraic Schemes; Regular Functions
An algebraic scheme, or simply scheme, is a locally ringed space X = (ZarX ,OX) admitting
an open covering by affine schemes. An affine scheme is a locally ringed space isomorphic to
the prime spectrum SpecA = (ZarSpec A,OSpec A) of a ring A. The underlying topological
space ZarSpec A of Spec A is the set of prime ideals of A, equipped with the Zariski topology,
which is defined by taking a set to be closed if and only if it is the set of all prime ideals
containing some ideal of A. The structure sheaf OSpec A of Spec A is the sheaf on ZarSpec A
whose sections are given locally by quotients of elements of A, with values at each prime ideal
p of A belonging to the local ring Ap. The ring A is called the affine coordinate ring of its
prime spectrum Spec A. Returning to X, the topology on X is called the Zariski topology,
and the structure sheaf OX of X is called the algebraic structure sheaf of X, or the sheaf
of regular functions opn X. The statement that X admits an open covering by affine
schemes means that every point x of ZarX has an open neighborhood U , such that the locally
ringed space given by restricting OX to U is an affine scheme.
A regular function on an open subset U of a scheme X is defined to be an element of the ring
OU of sections of OX over U . Since regular functions are locally defined as quotients in the
coordinate ring of an affine open subset of X, the sheaf OX is the appropriate generalization
of the sheaf of regular functions on a smooth projective curve. The multiplicative subgroup
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O∗U of invertible elements of OU is called the group of invertible regular functions on U .
The sheaf of invertible regular functions O∗X on X is the sheaf of multiplicative groups
on X whose group of sections over an open subset U of X is O∗U . The local ring Ox of X at a
point x ∈X is defined to be the stalk of the algebraic structure sheaf OX at x. It is the direct
limit of the rings OU over all open subsets U of X containing x, ordered by inclusion. This
definition is equivalent to the elementary definition of the local ring at a point in a smooth
projective curve, given in terms of equivalence classes of regular functions. Since Ox is a local
ring, it has a unique maximal ideal, denoted by mx. The quotient rx ∶= Ox/mx is a field called
the residue field at x of X.
3.1.3 Noetherian Integral Schemes; Function Fields
The condition that a smooth algebraic variety X is a noetherian scheme means that it is
quasicompact and admits a covering by prime spectra of noetherian rings. The condition that
X is an integral scheme means that the rings OU of regular functions over its open subsets
U are integral domains. An equivalent condition is that X is both reduced, meaning that
the rings OU contain no nilpotent elements, and irreducible, meaning that ZarX cannot be
expressed as the union of two closed proper subsets. Integral schemes possess direct analogues
of the fields and sheaves of rational functions on smooth projective complex curves. For non-
integral schemes, these fields and sheaves must be replaced by total quotient rings and sheaves
of total quotient rings.
The rational function field RX of an integral scheme X is defined to be the local ring of X
at its generic point. The elements of RX are equivalence classes of regular functions, defined
on open subsets of X, where two regular functions belong to the same equivalence class if
and only if they coincide on the intersection of their sets of definition. Hence, RX is the
appropriate generalization of the rational function field of a smooth projective curve. Every
nonempty open subset U of X also has a rational function field RU , again defined as the local
ring at its generic point, and these fields are all canonically isomorphic to RX , since every
nonempty open subset of X contains its generic point. It is usually harmless to view these
isomorphisms as identifications. The sheaf of rational functions RX on X is the sheaf of
fields on X whose field of sections over U is RU . This sheaf is canonically isomorphic to a
skyscraper sheaf at the generic point of ZarX with underlying field RX . Its stalks Rx at every
point x are canonically isomorphic to RX .
3.1.4 Separated Schemes; Smooth Algebraic Varieties
Properties of Morphisms. The remaining conditions distinguishing smooth algebraic va-
rieties depend on special properties of morphisms of schemes. These morphisms are more
general than morphisms between smooth algebraic varieties. This level of generality is nec-
essary in the present context, since it is sometimes important to consider morphisms be-
tween a smooth variety X and singular schemes related to X. A morphism between two
schemes X and X ′ consists of a continuous map j ∶ ZarX → ZarX′ together with a map of
sheaves OX′ → j∗OX on X ′, where j∗OX is the direct image on X ′ of the structure sheaf
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OX of X. Later, e.g., in section 3.8.1, it will be necessary to consider morphisms of pairs(X,Z) → (X ′, Z ′), where X and X ′ are schemes and Z and Z ′ are closed subsets. Such a
morphism is defined to be a morphism X →X ′ such that the inverse image of Z ′ is contained
in Z.
Separated Schemes. Separatedness is a technical condition that rules out certain “patho-
logical ways of gluing together affine schemes.” The special importance of separated schemes
in this thesis is twofold. First, the category Sepk of separated schemes over a field k sat-
isfies the conditions at the beginning of section 3.8.1 identifying a distinguished category
of schemes suitable for defining a cohomology theory with supports in the sense of Colliot-
The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13]. Second, given such a cohomology theory with supports
H, a fixed separated scheme Y may be used to define an “augmented theory” HY , and this
construction preserves important properties of H.
Given any morphism of schemes X → X ′, there exists an associated diagonal morphism
∆ from X to the fiber product X ×X′ X, whose composition with both projection maps
X ×X′ X → X is the identity morphism on X. The original morphism is called separated if
this diagonal morphism is a closed immersion, meaning that the map of topological spaces
ZarX → ZarX×X′X induced by ∆ is a homeomorphism onto its image, and the map of sheaves
OX×X′X → ∆∗OX induced by ∆ is surjective. In this case, X is called separated over X ′.
When X is a smooth algebraic variety and X ′ is the prime spectrum Spec k of the ground
field k, X is called separated over k. If R is a k-algebra, the affine scheme X = Spec R is
separated over k, since the diagonal morphism X →X ×Spec kX corresponds to the surjective
map of rings R⊗kR → R taking r⊗r′ to the product r. By essentially the same argument, any
morphisms of affine schemes is separated; see Hartshorne [42], Proposition 4.1, page 96.
Example 3.1.4.1 (Nilpotent Thickening.) Let X be a smooth scheme over a field k, and let
Y be the prime spectrum of a k-algebra R generated over k by nilpotent elements; e.g., a local
artinian k-algebra. Then the nipotent thickening of X by Y is the fiber product X ×k Y .
Nilpotent thickenings are generalizations of the thickened curve Xε discussed in section 2.6
above. The nilpotent thickening X ×k Y has the same topological space as X, but a different
structure sheaf; namely, the “nilpotent-augmented sheaf” OX ⊗k R.
Finite Type; Smooth Algebraic Varieties. The condition that a smooth algebraic variety
X is of finite type over k reduces to the simple statement that X admits a finite open
covering by prime spectra of k-algebras. More generally, a morphism of schemes X → X ′ is
called of finite type if there exists an open affine covering of X ′ such that the inverse image
of each set in the covering itself admits a finite open affine covering. In this context, the
statement that X is of finite type over k means that the canonical morphism X → Spec k is
of finite type. The condition that a smooth algebraic variety X is smooth means that all its
local rings are regular. In this context, the terms smooth, nonsingular, and regular are all
synonymous. Finally, an advantage of taking the ground field k to be algebraically closed is
that in this case there is a well-behaved functor from the “na¨ıve category of varieties over k,”
defined in terms of algebraic subsets of affine or projective spaces over k, to the category of
schemes over k.
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3.1.5 Dimension; Codimension; Coniveau Filtration
The dimension of an irreducible noetherian scheme X is defined to be the dimension of the
underlying topological space ZarX of X, which is the supremum of all integers n such that
there exists a chain Zn ⊂ Zn−1 ⊂ ... ⊂ Z0 of distinct irreducible closed subsets of ZarX . Since
X is irreducible, the subset Z0 must be ZarX . If A is a k-algebra such that X is locally
isomorphic to Spec A, then the dimension of X is equal to the Krull dimension of A, which
is the supremum of the heights of the prime ideals of A, where the height of a prime ideal
p of A is the supremum of all integers n such that here exists a chain p0 ⊂ p1 ⊂ ... ⊂ pn = p of
distinct prime ideals of A.
If Z is an irreducible closed subset of X, then the codimension of Z in X is defined to be
the supremum of all integers m such that there exists a chain Z = Zm ⊂ Zm−1 ⊂ ... ⊂ Z0 of
distinct irreducible closed subsets of X containing Z. Again, the subset Z0 must be ZarX . If
x is a point of X, then the codimension of x in X is defined to be the codimension of the
closed subset {x} in X. The codimension of x is equal to the Krull dimension of the local
ring Ox at x in X. If A is a k-algebra such that X is locally isomorphic to Spec A, and if x
corresponds to a prime ideal p in X, then the codimension of x is equal to the height of p in
A. The set of all points of codimension p in a noetherian scheme X is denoted by ZarpX . If X
is n-dimensional, the topological space ZarX may be partitioned into n + 1 subsets: the sets
ZarpX for all p between 0 and n. If X is irreducible, Zar
0
X is a singleton set consisting of the
unique generic point of ZarX . Zar
n
X is the set of zero-dimensional points of X, which were
the only points recognized in the classical theory of algebraic varieties. The reason for using
codimension is that it is more natural than dimension in the context of algebraic cycles.
A decreasing filtration on ZarX is a chain of inclusions ... ⊂ Zp ⊂ Zp−1 ⊂ ... of subsets of ZarX .
Such a filtration is called exhaustive if ⋃pZp =X, and is called separated if ⋂pZp = ⊘. The
coniveau filtration on an n-dimensional algebraic variety X is the exhaustive, separated,
decreasing filtration
⊘ ⊂ Zar≥nX ⊂ Zar≥n−1X ⊂ ... ⊂ Zar≥1X ⊂ Zar≥0X = ZarX , (3.1.5.1)
where Zar≥pX is defined to be the set of all point of X of codimension at least p. The pth graded
part of the coniveau filtration on X is defined to be the quotient space Zar≥pX /Zar≥p+1X , which
may be identified with the set ZarpX of all points of codimension p in X.
3.2 Algebraic Cycles; Cycle Groups; Chow Groups
3.2.1 Cycles; Total Cycle Group
An algebraic cycle on a smooth algebraic variety X is a finite formal sum
z =∑
i
nizi, (3.2.1.1)
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where each zi is a subvariety of X. The coefficients ni are elements of a ring, which I will
always take to be the integers unless stated otherwise. The support of z is the union ⋃i zi of
the subvarieties of X with nonzero multiplicities in z. An algebraic cycle is called effective
if all its multiplicities are nonnegative. Every algebraic cycle is a difference of effective cycles.
The set ZX of algebraic cycles on X is an abelian group, called the total cycle group of X,
with group operation defined by addition of multiplicities at each subvariety. The identity in
ZX is the empty cycle, in which all subvarieties of X are assigned zero multiplicity. The
empty cycle is sometimes denoted by 0 because the group operation on ZX is additive. The
subset ZX,eff of effective cycles on X is a submonoid of ZX called the monoid of effective
cycles on X. The group completion of ZX,eff is just the group ZX .
Given an open subset U of X, the group ZU of algebraic cycles and the submonoid ZU,eff of
effective cycles on U may be defined in a similar way. The group completion of ZU,eff is ZU .
The sheaf of algebraic cycles on X is the sheaf ZX of additive groups on X whose group
of sections over U is ZU . The sheaf of effective zero-cycles on X is the sheaf ZX,eff of
additive monoids on X whose monoid of sections over U is ZU,eff.
3.2.2 Codimension-p Cycles; Cycle Group ZpX
The total cycle group ZX of a smooth algebraic variety X has a nonnegative integer grading,
induced by the codimensions of the subvarieties of X. The pth graded piece ZpX is a subgroup
of ZX called the group of codimension-p cycles on X. The total cycle group therefore
decomposes as a direct sum
ZX =⊕
p≥0ZpX , (3.2.2.1)
of the groups of codimension-p cycles, for all nonnegative integers p. Each cycle z = ∑i nizi
belonging to ZpX is defined by assigning multiplicities ni to a finite number of codimension-p
subvarieties zi of X. Each of these subvarieties has a unique generic point xi, which is an
element of ZarpX , and whose closure xi is zi. Hence, the sum defining z may be regarded as a
sum over the entire set ZarpX of codimension-p points of X, with the understanding that only
a finite number of the multiplicities are nonzero.
The degree of a codimension-p cycle z = ∑i nizi is the sum ∑i ni of its multiplicities. The
subset ZpX,0 of codimension-p cycles of degree zero on X is a subgroup of Z
p
X . The subset
Zp
X,eff
of effective codimension-p cycles on X is a submonoid of ZpX called the monoid of
effective codimension-p cycles on X. The group completion of Zp
X,eff
is just the group
ZpX . Given an open subset U of X, the group Z
P
U of codimension-p cycles cycles, the subgroup
ZPU,0 of cycles of degree zero, and the submonoid Z
p
U,eff
of effective cycles on U may be defined
in a similar way. The group completion of Zp
U,eff
is ZU . The sheaf of codimension-p cycles
on X is the sheaf ZpX of additive groups on X whose group of sections over U is Z
p
U . The
sheaf of effective zero-cycles on X is the sheaf Zp
X,eff
of additive monoids on X whose
monoid of sections over U is Zp
U,eff
.
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3.2.3 Equivalence Relations for Algebraic Cycles
Equivalence classes of algebraic cycles on a smooth algebraic variety X are often more conve-
nient to work with than individual cycles. The cycle groups ZpX are large, cumbersome, and
badly behaved with respect to natural operations such as intersection. Although the most
useful and well-studied groups of cycle equivalence classes remain large and mysterious, their
geometric and algebraic behavior is more reasonable than that of the cycle groups. Suitable
equivalence relations yield graded ring structures on their corresponding groups of cycle equiv-
alence classes, with multiplication given by appropriate versions of intersection theory. The
most interesting equivalence relations induce functors from the category of smooth algebraic
varieties to the category of graded rings, so that the corresponding groups of cycle equivalence
classes interact in useful ways under morphisms of varieties.
3.2.4 Intersection Theory; Adequate Equivalence Relations
Since the early days of algebraic geometry, it has been recognized that the set-theoretic inter-
section of a codimension-p subvariety and a codimension-q subvariety of a smooth algebraic
variety X is of codimension p+q “in the generic case.” For example, distinct plane curves meet
in a finite collection of points. This suggests defining a “multiplication map” ZpX ×ZqX → Zp+qX ,
but this na¨ıve approach fails for a number of reasons. Codimension is not always additive
under intersection, for example, when one of the two intersecting subvarieties contains the
other. Also, set-theoretic intersection does not assign the proper intersection multiplicities
when intersections involve tangencies or singular points. Two subvarieties of a smooth al-
gebraic variety X, of codimensions p and q, respectively, are said to intersect properly if
their set-theoretic intersection has dimension p + q. Given a proper intersection, an appro-
priate intersection multiplicity may be defined in terms of the algebraic notion of length of a
module. The resulting definitions may then be extended by linearity to yield notions of proper
intersection and local intersection multiplicity for pairs of algebraic cycles. This provides a
partially defined intersection product on ZX , but not a ring structure.
Pierre Samuel introduced the notion of adequate equivalence relations, in his 1960 paper Re-
lations d’E´quivalence en Ge´ome´trie Algebrique [34], with the stated goal to “remedy this state
of affairs.” An equivalence relation ∼equ is called adequate if it is additive, if every pair of
equivalence classes of cycles possesses a corresponding pair of representatives that intersect
properly, and if appropriate functorial properties involving morphisms between ambient va-
rieties are satisfied. An adequate equivalence relation endows the additive groups ZX,equ of
equivalence classes under ∼equ with graded ring structures, where multiplication corresponds
to addition of codimension, and generalizes the partially-defined intersection product intro-
duced above.
For illustrative purposes, I will discuss a few of the most familiar equivalence relations on
cycles, focusing on the case of smooth complex projective varieties. The standard reference for
intersection theory is Fulton [43]. In this context, the coarsest adequate equivalence relation
for which integer multiples of a single point remain distinct is numerical equivalence,
which is defined in terms of the degree map deg ∶ ZX → Z, which counts the number of points
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in a zero-cycle, including multiplicities. It is extended to all of ZX by mapping positive-
dimensional subvarieties to zero. Two cycles γ, γ′ ∈ ZX are called numerically equivalent if
deg(γ ⋅ σ) = deg(γ′ ⋅ σ) whenever both products are defined. If γ and γ′ are subvarieties, this
means that γ and γ′ must be of the same dimension and that the proper intersections of γ and
γ′ with any subvariety of complementary dimension must contain the same number of points,
counting multiplicities. I will denote the group of codimension-p cycles on X numerically
equivalent to zero by ZpX,num.
For any Weil cohomology theoryH with cohomology groupsHpX onX, there exists a cycle class
map clH,p ∶ ZpX →H2pX . For example, integration and Poincare`-Serre duality define a cycle class
map with values in de Rham cohomology. Two cycles on X are homologically equivalent
with respect to H if their images in H2pX coincide. It is not known if homological equivalence
depends on the choice of Weil cohomology theory, or if homological equivalence is really
different than numerical equivalence. Homological equivalence is the subject of some of the
most famous open conjectures in algebraic geometry. I will denote the group of codimension-
p cycles on X homologically equivalent to zero by ZpX,hom. This is imprecise, since it does
not specify the choice of cohomology theory, but will suffice for the limited purposes needed
here.
A third adequate equivalence relation is algebraic equivalence, which is closely related to
rational equivalence, discussed in more detail in section 3.2.5 below. Two algebraic cycles z
and z′ on X are algebraically equivalent if there exists an algebraic curve C, a cycle Z on
X ×C, flat over C, and two points λ and λ′ of C, such that
pi∗(Z ∩X × {λ}) − pi∗(Z ∩X × {λ′}) = z − z′,
where pi ∶ X × C → X is projection to X, and pi∗ is the associated pushforward on cycles.1
As discussed in section 3.2.7 below, it is known that algebraic equivalence is much finer than
homological equivalence. I will denote the group of codimension-p cycles on X algebraically
equivalent to zero by ZpX,alg.
3.2.5 Rational Equivalence and Chow Groups
A fourth adequate equivalence relation, of central interest in the context of Chow groups,
is rational equivalence. Rational equivalence generalizes linear equivalence of divisors to
arbitrary codimension. It is less general than algebraic equivalence. Two algebraic cycles z
and z′ on X are rationally equivalent if there a cycle Z on X × P1, flat over C, and two
points λ and λ′ of P1, such that
pi∗(Z ∩X × {λ}) − pi∗(Z ∩X × {λ′}) = z − z′,
where pi ∶ X × P1 → X is projection to X, and pi∗ is the associated pushforward on cycles.
Hence, rational equivalence restricts the definition of algebraic equivalence to the case in
1An oft quoted, and generally incorrect, definition is that pi∗(Z ∩X × {λ}) = z and pi∗(Z ′ ∩X × {λ′}) = z′.
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which the curve C is the projective line P1. As in the case of zero-cycles oncurves, I will
denote the group of codimension-p cycles on X rationally equivalent to zero by ZpX,rat.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the definition of rational equivalence for codimension-one cycles in the
case where X is an algebraic surface. This is a higher-dimensional analogue of figure 2.4 of
section 2.2.3, which illustrates the corresponding case when X is an algebraic curve.
Xz
z′
P1
λ
λ′
V
X × λ
X × λ′
Figure 3.1: Rational equivalence for codimension-one cycles on an algebraic surface.
The pth Chow group ChpX of X is the group Z
p
X/ZpX,rat of codimension-p cycles on X
modulo rational equivalence. Certain subgroups of ChpX , defined in terms of other adequate
equivalence relations, play a role in the discussion below. In particular, I will denote the group
ZpX,num/ZpX,rat of codimension-p cycles on X numerically equivalent to zero modulo rational
equivalence by ChpX,num. Similarly, the groups Ch
p
X,hom and Ch
p
X,alg are defined by taking the
quotients of ZpX,hom and Z
p
X,alg by Z
p
X,rat.
3.2.6 Ch1X: the Easy Case
As mentioned in section 2.2.2, the theory of codimension-one cycles; i.e., divisors, on an
algebraic variety X, is generally much simpler than the theory of higher-codimensional cycles
on X. The relationships among divisors, invertible sheaves, rational functions, etc., make up a
standard part of the classical algebraic geometry curriculum. Since the first Chow group Ch1X
consists of rational equivalence classes of divisors, it inherits this simplicity. For the purposes
of this thesis, it will suffice to briefly note some of the special properties of divisors. The
main object of this exercise is to provide context for the general case, where these properties
fail.
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From the viewpoint of infinitesimal structure, the most important property of Ch1X is that it
is an algebraic group; namely, the Picard group PicX of X. This relationship generalizes from
the case of curves mentioned in section 2.2.4 above. This means that one “already knows
the answer” regarding what the infinitesimal structure of Ch1X “ought to be,” via algebraic
Lie theory. In section 2.8 above, I used this viewpoint to check the answer arising from
the coniveau machine for zero-cycles on curves. In general, this means that the methods
developed here cannot supply any new information regarding the infinitesimal structure of
Ch1X ; standard methods are already satisfactory. Indeed, as demonstrated by famous results
of Mumford, Griffiths, and others, discussed in section 3.2.7 below, Ch1X is generally a wholly
different type of mathematical object than ChpX for p > 1.
The following commutative diagram, with exact upper row, illustrates some of the relation-
ships among Ch1X and related objects. This diagram is adapted from the notes of James
D. Lewis [38]. A similar diagram appears in Fulton [43], chapter 19, page 385. This dia-
gram extends the diagram for zero-cycles on curves appearing in figure 2.5 of section 2.2.4
above.
i δ
0 Pic0X PicX H
2
X,Z H
0,2
X
Ch1X,hom JX Ch
1
X
H2X,C
Ch1X,alg
Figure 3.2: Ch1X and related objects.
The top row of this diagram arises by taking analytic sheaf cohomology of the exponential
sheaf sequence and using Serre’s GAGA results; see Fulton [43], chapter 19, for details. The
groups ChpX,hom and Ch
p
X,alg are included in the diagram to highlight the fact that homological
and algebraic equivalence coincide in codimension one. This relationship fails spectacularly
in higher codimension, as discussed in section 3.2.7 below.
3.2.7 First Hard Cases: Ch2X of Low-Dimensional Varieties
The simplest case of algebraic cycles of codimension greater than one is the case of codimension-
two cycles; i.e., zero-cycles, on low-dimensional varieties, such as smooth algebraic sur-
faces, three-folds, and four-folds. In the case of surfaces, since the subvarieties generating
codimension-two cycles are zero-dimensional points, with trivial internal structure, one might
expect this case to be reasonably simple. One might even expect this case to be no worse
than the case of curves on a surface, which is the second-simplest case of divisors. However,
the theory of zero-cycles on algebraic surfaces is vastly more complicated than the theory of
divisors in any dimension, exhibiting qualitative differences that require entirely new tech-
niques to analyze. These difficulties only become worse if one considers the codimension-two
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case for three-folds or four-folds, or, more generally, the cases of higher dimensions and codi-
mensions.
In 1968, David Mumford [1] proved a result on the rational equivalence of zero-cycles on
algebraic surfaces that began to reveal the general intractability of algebraic cycles of higher
codimensions. What Mumford proved is that the second Chow group Ch2X of an algebraic
surface X of positive geometric genus is “infinite-dimensional.” The precise meaning of this
statement may be understood in terms of the following three equivalent “definitions” of finite-
dimensionality of Ch2X , paraphrasing Mumford:
1. Every zero-cycle of sufficiently large degree onX is rationally equivalent to some effective
zero-cycle.
2. Every zero-cycle on X is rationally equivalent to a difference of effective zero-cycles of
some sufficiently large fixed degree.
3. The subvariety (in an appropriate symmetric product of X) of zero-cycles rationally
equivalent to any given effective zero-cycle on X has codimension less than some suffi-
ciently large fixed positive integer.
The equivalence of these three statements is a preliminary result in Mumford’s paper; he then
proceeds to show that these statements fail to hold in the general case. Mumford’s result was
considered surprising at the time it was proven. The Italian school of algebraic geometry,
including Castlenuovo, Enriques, and Severi, had extensively studied algebraic surfaces since
the 1880’s, and had already considered rational equivalence in this context. Severi, in partic-
ular, had reached a number of erroneous conclusions by assuming the opposite of Mumford’s
result, as detailed in Mumford’s paper. Although Grothendieck’s scheme-theoretic approach
to algebraic geometry was already far advanced by this time, Mumford’s result helped to
cement the collapse of the “intuitition-based approach” to algebraic geometry championed by
the Italian school.
In his 1969 paper On the Periods of Certain Rational Integrals [2], Phillip Griffiths demon-
strated another way in which the case of codimension-two is more complicated than codimension-
one, this time involving planes in the Fermat quintic fourfold. Griffiths showed that from such
planes, one may construct a cycle which is algebraically equivalent to zero, but not homo-
logically equivalent to zero. Thus, in general, algebraic and homological equivalence fail to
coincide. Due to Griffiths’ result, the Griffiths groups GriffpX = ZpX,hom/ZpX,alg are named in his
honor. The Griffiths groups represent only part of the structure of the corresponding Chow
groups. Clemens [44] subsequently showed that even the Griffiths groups can be “huge,” with
the Chow groups even “larger.”
Taken together, these examples illustrate that any reasonable effort to simplify or decompose
the structure of the Chow groups ChpX for p > 1 is potentially interesting. One famous
approach to this problem is represented by the conjectured filtrations of the Chow groups by
Bloch, Beilinson and others, which attempt to resolve the information in ChpX via sequences
of higher cycle class maps. The linearization approach of Green and Griffiths is another
potential way of gaining insight.
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3.3 Tangent Groups at the Identity of Chow Groups
In this section, following Green and Griffiths, I begin to develop this linearization approach,
defining the tangent groups at the identity TChpX of the Chow groups TCh
p
X . These groups
are analogous to the tangent group at the identity TChpX of the first Chow group Ch
1
X of
a smooth complex projective curve, discussed in section 2.8 above. In the general case, the
version of the tangent groups I introduce, spelled out in definition 3.3.2.1 below, differs from
that of Green and Griffiths, essentially because I use a more modern version of algebraic
K-theory. The approach I use in this section does not begin with elementary algebraic and
geometric considerations, like those I used in the context of algebraic curves. Instead, it
uses the general machinery of tangent functors, together with Bloch’s theorem 1.0.0.1, which
expresses the Chow groups of X as Zariski sheaf cohomology groups of the algebraic K-
theory sheaves on X. At the end of section 2.8.3 above, I showed how this sheaf-cohomology
perspective may be recognized a posteriori as arising from the coniveau machine.
To motivate the somewhat abstract definition of TChpX , I take a brief detour in section 3.3.1 to
present a well-known but illustrative analogue from a different field of mathematics; namely
the relationship between Lie groups and Lie algebras. In particular, I work out the elementary
result that the tangent functor of the general linear group functor R ↦ GLn,R is the functor
R ↦ gln,R. Afterwards, in section 3.3.2, I define TChpX , and compare the definition to that of
Green and Griffiths.
3.3.1 Lie Theory: an Illustrative Analogue
Real Lie Theory. In real differential geometry, the objects of study are real differentiable
manifolds. The tangent space TxM at an element x of a smooth manifold M is usually
defined to be the real vector space of R-derivations from the algebra C∞x of germs of smooth
functions on M at x into R. Elements of TxM are called tangent vectors at x in M .
Alternatively, the tangent space TxM may be defined in terms of arcs through x in M .
These arcs are morphisms of smooth manifolds, so the notion of arcs is native to the category.
An arc through x in M induces an R-derivation on C∞x , defined by sending the germ of a
smooth function to its directional derivative along the arc. Conversely, every R-derivation
on C∞x arises in this way. Thus, tangent vectors may be viewed as equivalence classes of
arcs through x in M , where two arcs are equivalent if and only if they induce the same
derivation.
In real differential Lie theory, the objects of study are real Lie groups, which possess both
the structure of a differentiable manifold and an independent group structure, generally non-
commutative. The group operation on a real Lie group G is required to be a smooth map
G ×G→ G, so that all operations on G are native to the category of smooth manifolds. The
Lie algebra g of G is the tangent space TeG of G at the identity e of G, endowed with
a generally nonassociative and noncommutative operation called the Lie bracket, induced
by the group structure of G. Data such as arcs and tangent vectors may be transported
between different elements of G by means of the group operation. For example, if g(t) is an
arc through some element g = g(0) of G, then any arc of the form hg(t)k, where hgk = e, is
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an arc through the identity in G. These arcs are generally distinct for different choices of h
and k, and have distinct tangent vectors. Figure 3.3 below depicts transportation of an arc,
along with its tangent vector, from an arbitrary element g of G to the identity e of G:
0 g
e
G
g
e
G
Figure 3.3: Transportation of arcs and tangents in a Lie group.
The prototypical example of a real Lie group is the real general linear group GLn,R of
invertible n × n matrices over R, viewed as a submanifold of real Euclidean space Rn2 , with
group operation given by matrix multiplication. The Lie algebra gln,R of GLn,R may be
identified with the vector space of all n × n matrices over R, where the Lie bracket [A,B] of
two matrices A and B in gln,R is defined to be their commutator AB −BA.
Generalization: General Linear Group Functor. Now for any integer n ≥ 1, and any
commutative unital ring R, the general linear group GLn,R of R is the group of invertible
n × n matrices with entries in R. If φ ∶ R → R′ is a homomorphism of commutative unital
rings, then there exists a group homorphism GLn,φ ∶ GLn,R → GLn,R′ sending each matrix{rij} to the matrix {φ(rij)}. The assignment GLn sending R to GLn,R and φ to GLn,φ is a
functor from the category R of commutative unital rings to the category G of groups, called
the general linear group functor. The case n = 1 is the familiar multiplicative group
functor, which sends a ring R to its multiplicative group R∗ of invertible elements.
Consider the ring Rε ∶= R[ε]/ε2 of dual numbers over R, along with the canonical morphism
Rε → R in the category R sending ε to zero. The functor GLn may be applied to this homo-
morphism, and the kernel of the resulting group homomorphism is canonically isomorphic to
the underlying additive group of the Lie algebra gln,R:
gl+n,R ≅ Ker[GLn,Rε ε→0→ GLn,R]. (3.3.1.1)
To see this, consider more carefully the group homomorphism GLn,Rε
ε→0→ GLn,R. An element
of the source is an n × n invertible matrix over Rε. Any such matrix may be split into a sum
of the form M + Nε, where M and N are n × n matrices over R. Invertibility requires M
itself to be invertible, in which case the inverse exists and is of the form M−1 −M−1NM−1ε.
The matrix N may be any n × n matrix over R. The set of such matrices is the underlying
set of the Lie algebra gln,R. The image of the matrix M +Nε is M , so this matrix belongs
to the kernel if and only if M is the n × n identity matrix In. Therefore, the kernel is the
multiplicative subgroup of matrices {In +Nε} which is isomorphic to the underlying additive
group of gln,R via the map In +Nε↦ N , which carries multiplication to addition.
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The assignment sending a ring R to the additive group gl+n,R, and a morphism φ ∶ R → R′ to
the additive group homomorphism {rij} ↦ {φ(rij)}, is itself a functor from R to G, which I
will denote by gl+n. Since the relationship between the functors GLn,R and gl+n,R, generalizes
the relationship between a Lie group and its tangent space at the identity, it is reasonable to
regard gl+n as the tangent functor of GLn. At a formal level, the tangent groups at the identity
TChpX of the Chow groups Ch
p
X arise by application of an analogous tangent functor.
3.3.2 Definition of the Tangent Group TChpX
The definition of the tangent group at the identity TChpX of the Chow group Ch
p
X is actually
somewhat subtle, since it requires a choice of extension of the Chow functor Chp. The defini-
tion also involves algebraic K-theory, which I have thus far only mentioned parenthetically.
K-theory is discussed in more detail in section 3.4. It is useful, however, to give the definition
of TChpX here as a motivating guide to the subsequent K-theoretic material. In this section,
I also discuss why the choice of extension is not straightforward, and compares the definition
used here to the definition of Green and Griffiths [8].
Definition of TChpX. Bloch’s theorem, first mentioned in equation 1.0.0.1 in the introduction
to chapter 1, expresses the Chow groups of X as Zariski sheaf cohomology groups of the
algebraic K-theory sheaves Kp,X on X:
ChpX =HpZar(X,Kp,X). (3.3.2.1)
As discussed below, the right-hand-side of Bloch’s theorem 3.3.2.1 is defined for more general
choices of X than the left-hand-side. Hence, the right-hand-side of 3.3.2.1 represents an
extension of the Chow functor. This enables the following definition:
Definition 3.3.2.1 The tangent group at the identity TChpX of the pth Chow group Ch
p
X of a
smooth algebraic variety X is defined to be the image group of the tangent functor of Bloch’s
extension of the Chow functor 3.3.2.1, applied to X. This group may be expressed as the pth
Zariski sheaf cohomology group of the corresponding tangent sheaf TKp to algebraic K-theory:
TChpX ∶= THpZar(X,Kp,X) =HpZar(X,TKp,X). (3.3.2.2)
Here, Kp,X is the sheaf of Bass-Thomason K-theory on X.2 The tangent sheaf TKp,X is
defined to be the kernel
TKp,X ∶= Ker[Kp,Xε →Kp,X], (3.3.2.3)
where Xε means X ×Spec(k) Spec (k[ε]/ε2).
Equation 3.3.2.3 follows the “usual definition of the tangent functor;” see for instance, [27],
page 205. Moving the “tangent operator” T inside HpZar in equation 3.3.2.2 is justified because
Hp is a middle-exact functor.
2Quillen K-theory and Bass-Thomason K-theory are equivalent in this setting because X is smooth. Looking
ahead, adding nilpotent elements requires a choice between the two theories, with Bass-Thomason K-theory
being the “correct choice.”
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Why not a direct definition in terms of Chp? Na¨ıve application of the “usual definition
of the tangent functor” suggests the following definition for TChp:
TChpX
?∶= Ker[ChpXε → ChpX]. (3.3.2.4)
The problem with this definition is the ambiguous meaning of ChpXε on the right-hand-side
of the equation, since Xε is a singular scheme. For this definition to make sense, one must
extend the definition of the Chow functor to a category including schemes like Xε. The
obvious choice, motivated again by Bloch’s theorem, is to choose the extension
ChpXε
?∶=HpZar(X,Kp,Xε), (3.3.2.5)
since the sheaf cohomology groups on the right-hand-side are well-defined. However, there
remains a uniqueness problem: there exist other functors besides Y ↦ HpZar(X,Kp,Y ) ex-
tending Chp and defined on a category including Xε. An important example is the functor
X ↦ HpZar(X,KMp,X), where KMp is the pth Milnor K-theory sheaf on X, discussed in more
detail in section 3.4 below. This is the extension used by Green and Griffiths.
Comparison to Green and Griffiths’ definition using Milnor K-theory. I will now
discuss the approach of Green and Griffiths in more detail, with further elaboration to come
in section 3.4. Green and Griffiths focus on the case of Ch2X , where X is a smooth projective
algebraic surface, using the definition
TCh2X,GG ∶= TH2Zar(X,KM2,X) =H2Zar(X,TKM2 ) =H2Zar(X,Ω1X/Q), (3.3.2.6)
where Ω1
X/Q is the sheaf of absolute Ka¨hler differentials on X, discussed in more detail in
section 3.4. In this context, there is no difference between K-theory and Milnor K-theory,
since the functors K2 and KM2 coincide for regular local rings. However, in a more gen-
eral context, the functors X ↦ HpZar(X,KMp,X) contain less information than the functors
X ↦HpZar(X,Kp,X), because Milnor K-theory only contributes to the highest-weight Adams
eigenspace of Bass-Thomason K-theory.3 For example,
TKM3,X ≅ Ω2X/Q but TK3,X ≅ Ω2X/Q ⊕OX , (3.3.2.7)
and the “extra factor” OX may lead to interesting invariants inaccessible to the approach of
Green and Griffiths.
Desirability of a universal extension of CHp. In general, there are injections
TChpX,GG → TChpX , (3.3.2.8)
for every X and p. Hence, the functor TChp, as I have chosen to define it, “captures at least
as much information” as TChpX,GG. However, it is worth pointing out that I have not proven
that my definition gives the best possible extension of Chp in this regard. Ideally, one would
3In many cases, Milnor K-theory KMp,X actually coincides with the highest-weight Adams eigenspace of Kp,X ,
but this is not true in general.
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like to have universal extension functors of Chp admitting injective maps from every other
extension. I am not sure how to define such functors; in particular, I see no a priori reason
why they should come from sheaf cohomology.
3.4 Algebraic K-Theory
The first three columns of the coniveau machine for codimension-p cycles on a smooth n-
dimensional algebraic variety X are given by the Cousin resolutions of the algebraic K-theory
sheaves Kp,X on ZarX . For the first column, Daniel Quillen’s version of K-theory suffices to
describe the Cousin resolutions, since the local terms may be replaced by the K-groups of
residue fields, using Quillen’s devissage theorem. For the second and third columns, which
involve a singular “thickenings” of X, devissage no longer applies, and it becomes necessary
to use the nonconnective K-theory of Bass and Thomason. One characteristic of this theory
is the appearance of nontrivial K-groups in negative degrees.
3.4.1 Preliminaries
K-theory is the study of certain integer-indexed families of abelian group-valued functors,
called K-functors, whose image objects are called the K-groups of the objects in the source
category. These objects may be topological spaces, manifolds, rings, schemes, or special types
of categories, such as exact categories or Waldhausen categories. K-theory organizes topologi-
cal, geometric, or algebraic information about the objects in the source category, and provides
useful invariants, which unfortunately are often difficult to compute. Modern formulations
of K-theory are often expressed in terms of a single functor into an appropriate category of
topological spectra, with the integer-indexed, group-valued K-functors defined in a secondary
fashion by taking homotopy groups. In algebraic K-theory, the objects of the source cat-
egory are rings or schemes. Important variants of algebraic K-theory include the symbolic
K-theories introduced by Milnor, Dennis, Stein, Loday, and Beilinson; Quillen’s K-theory and
G-theory, defined in terms of topological classifying spaces; and the nonconnective K-theory
of Bass and Thomason, based on Waldhausen’s general construction. Modern algebraic K-
theory involves the intermediate step of associating a special category to each ring or scheme,
such as the category of finitely-generated projective modules over a ring, or an appropriate
category of perfect complexes of sheaves on a scheme. General category-theoretic versions of
K-theory are then applied, and the resulting K-groups are defined to be the K-groups of the
ring or scheme.
The foundations of K-theory were laid by Alexander Grothendieck in the mid 1950’s, in the
process of formulating his generalization of the Riemann-Roch theorem. Characteristically,
Grothendieck was thinking in very general terms, but being unsatisfied at the time with
this particular facet of his work, he allowed some of his principal ideas about K-theory and
associated category-theoretic notions to be published by others in more specific forms. In par-
ticular, the Grothendieck group, later recognized as the zeroth K-group, was introduced
by Borel and Serre in their 1958 paper Le the´ore`me de Riemann-Roch [45], which details
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Grothendieck’s generalization of the Riemann-Roch theorem in the context of algebraic ge-
ometry. This paper presents the Grothendieck group as a particular quotient of the free
abelian group generated by isomorphism classes of coherent algebraic sheaves on an algebraic
variety. Despite its algebraic beginnings, K-theory found many of its earliest applications in
algebraic topology and differential geometry. Atiyah, Hirzebruch, Singer, and others devel-
oped the theory during the 1960’s in the context of vector bundles on topological spaces. The
Atiyah-Singer index theorem, a further generalization of the Riemann-Roch theorem, relating
analytic and topological data on a compact smooth manifold in differential geometry, is one
of the major results related to this work.4
The early algebraic K-theory of rings, also developed in the 1960’s, involves only the functors
K0 and K1. The theory of K0 and K1 is often called lower K-theory. K0 sends a ring to
the Grothendieck group of the set of isomorphism classes of its finitely generated projective
modules. K1, introduced by Hyman Bass, sends a ring to the abelianization of its infinite
general linear group. The K1-group of a ring is a generalization of its multiplicative group
of invertible elements, and in many important cases the two groups are identical. In 1970,
John Milnor introduced a new functor K2. This functor sends a ring to the center of its
Steinberg group. In certain special cases, such as the case of local rings, K2 admits a simple
symbolic description. Milnor K-theory generalizes this special case, yielding Milnor K-
functors KMp , for all p ≥ 0. Using the most na¨ıve definition,5 these functors assign to each ring
the graded parts of a particular quotient of the tensor algebra over its multiplicative group
of invertible elements. Milnor K-theory is perhaps the most prominent version of symbolic
K-theory, which is a loose term I use here to refer to versions of K-theory whose K-groups
may be conveniently expressed in terms of generators and relations, rather than requiring a
homotopy-theoretic definition. Milnor K-theory has far-reaching, and indeed surprising, im-
portance, given its elementary definition. For example, Milnor K-theory has deep connections
to motivic cohomology. However, Milnor K-theory suffers from some technical inadequacies
as an extension of the lower K-functors K0 and K1.
Daniel Quillen’s 1972 paper Higher algebraic K-theory [4] is generally acknowledged as the
beginning of modern algebraic K-theory. In this paper, Quillen defined the Quillen K-functors
K
Q
p , for all p ≥ 0, which assign to each ring or scheme the homotopy groups of a particular
infinite-dimensional topological classifying space.6 In fact, Quillen gave two different K-
theoretic constructions, called the plus-construction and the Q-construction, which give the
same results for rings. The plus-construction is defined directly in terms of the infinite general
linear group of a ring. The Q-construction is defined more generally for exact categories, and
may therefore be applied to either rings or schemes, using appropriate exact categories as
intermediary constructions. For a ring, the exact category used is the category of finitely
generated projective modules over the ring, and for a scheme, it is the category of locally free
4On a side note, this theorem has become so prominent in superstring theory in physics that at least one
string theorist has proposed renaming it the “Atiyah-Singer string index theorem.”
5Unfortunately, there is no consensus in the literature about how these functors should be defined for general
rings. I discuss this further in section 3.4.2 below.
6I use the nonstandard notation K
Q
p for the Quillen functors, which are usually by just Kp, because the
K-theory used in this thesis is usually not Quillen K-theory.
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coherent sheaves on the scheme. Quillen’s approach produces a theory that is structurally
superior to the earlier symbolic K-theories, but deep and difficult to analyze. A variant
of Quillen K-theory, called G-theory, may be defined for noetherian rings and schemes, by
applying the Q-construction to different exact categories. For a noetherian ring, the exact
category used is the abelian category of all finitely-generated modules over the ring. For
a scheme, it is the abelian category of all coherent sheaves on the scheme. For regular
noetherian rings and schemes, the Quillen K-theory and G-theory functors produce the same
groups, but this is not true in general. Powerful theorems, which Quillen called the devissage
and localization theorems, apply to Quillen G-theory, but not to Quillen K-theory.
Friedhelm Walhausen introduced a new version of K-theory in his 1985 paper Algebraic K-
Theory of Spaces [46], based on a construction called the S-construction. The S-construction
defines a functor from a general type of category, called a Waldhausen category, into an
appropriate category of topological spectra. Waldhausen categories include exact categories
as a special case, so the S-construction may be applied to rings and schemes as an alternative
to the Q-construction. In 1990, Robert Thomason defined an improved version of algebraic
K-theory for algebraic schemes in his paper Higher Algebraic K-Theory of Schemes and of
Derived Categories [6],7 by applying Waldhausen’s version ofK-theory to a particular category
of perfect complexes of sheaves on a scheme. One characteristic of Thomason’s approach
is that it admits nontrivial K-groups in negative degrees; i.e., the associated spectrum is
nonconnective. Thomason draws heavily on similar earlier ideas of Hyman Bass [5]. The
Bass-Thomason version of K-theory is the structurally “correct” version for constructing the
coniveau machine. It is described in more detail in section 3.4.3 below.
3.4.2 Symbolic K-Theory
Milnor K-theory and Dennis-Stein K-theory are symbolic K-theories; an informal term which
means, in this context, K-theories whose K-groups admit simple presentations via generators,
called symbols, and relations. More sophisticated “modern” K-theories, such as Quillen’s K-
theory, Waldhausen’s K-theory, and the amplification of Bass and Thomason in the context
of algebraic schemes, have homotopy-theoretic definitions. Symbolic K-theories have the
advantage of being relatively elementary, but tend to lack certain desirable formal properties.
In this sense, they represent one extreme of the seemingly unavoidable tradeoff between
accessibility and formal integrity in algebraic K-theory.
In this section, I discuss Milnor K-theory, and mention a theorem expressing relative Milnor
K-theory in terms of absolute Ka¨hler differentials for a large class of commutative rings. The
primary purpose of this section is to make close contact with the approach of Green and
Griffiths, who work exclusively in terms of Milnor K-theory. Dennis-Stein theory plays an
auxiliary role in the proof of some results about Milnor K-theory. The material in this section
closely follows my paper [33].
7Thomason listed his deceased colleague Thomas Trobaugh as co-author, due to his appearance in a dream
of Thomason’s.
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Milnor K-Theory in Terms of Tensor Algebras. Milnor K-theory first appeared in
John Milnor’s 1970 paper Algebraic K-Theory and Quadratic Forms [47], in the context of
fields. Around the same time, Milnor, Steinberg, Matsumoto, Dennis, Stein, and others
were studying the second K-group K2,R of a general ring R, defined by Milnor in 1967 as
the center of the Steinberg group of R. K2,R is often called “Milnor’s K2” in honor of its
discoverer, but is in fact the “full K2-group.” In particular, it is much more complicated in
general than the “second Milnor K-group” KM2,R, defined below in terms of tensor algebras.
Adding further to the confusion of terminology, the two groups K2,R and KM2,R are equal in
many important cases; in particular, when R is a field, division ring, a local ring, or even a
semilocal ring.8 This result is usually called Matsumoto’s theorem, since its original version
was proved by Matsumoto, for fields, in an arithmetic setting. Matsumoto’s theorem was
subsequently extended to division rings by Milnor, and finally to semilocal rings by Dennis
and Stein.
The following definition introduces the “na¨ıvest” version of Milnor K-theory:
Definition 3.4.2.1 Let R be a commutative ring with identity, and let R∗ be its multiplicative
group of invertible elements, viewed as a Z-module.
1. The Milnor K-ring KMR of R is the quotient
KMR ∶= TR∗/ZISt
of the tensor algebra TR∗/Z by the ideal ISt generated by elements of the form r⊗(1−r).
2. The nth Milnor K-group KMR,n of R, defined for n ≥ 0, is the nth graded piece of KMR .
For a general ring k, the tensor algebra TR∗/Z of R over k is by definition the graded k-algebra
whose zeroth graded piece is k, whose nth graded piece is the n-fold tensor product R⊗k ...⊗kR
for n ≥ 1, and whose multiplicative operation is induced by the tensor product. The subscript
“St” assigned to the ideal ISt stands for “Steinberg,” since the defining relations r⊗(1−r) ∼ 0
of KMR are called Steinberg relations. The ring K
M
R is noncommutative, since concatenation of
tensor products is noncommutative; more specifically, it is anticommutative if R has “enough
units,” in a sense made precise below. The nth Milnor K-group KMR,n is generated, under
addition in KMR , by equivalence classes of n-fold tensors r1 ⊗ ...⊗ rn. Such equivalence classes
are denoted by symbols {r1, ..., rn}, called Steinberg symbols. When working with individual
Milnor K-groups, the operation is usually viewed multiplicatively, and the identity element is
usually denoted by 1.
There is no consensus in the literature about how the Milnor K-groups KMn (R) should be
defined for general n and R. The definition I use here is the most na¨ıve one. Its claim to rele-
vance relies on foundational work by Steinberg, Milnor, Matsumoto, and others. Historically,
the Steinberg symbol arose as a map R∗ × R∗ → K2,R, defined in terms of special matrices.
The properties of this map, including the relations satisfied by its images, may be analyzed
8See [48], Chapter III, Theorem 5.10.5, page 43, for details.
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concretely in terms of matrix properties.9 In the case where R is a field, Matsumoto’s theorem
states that the image of the Steinberg symbol map generates K2,R, and that all the relations
satisfied by elements of the image follow from the relations of the tensor product and the
Steinberg relations. This allows a simple re-definition of K2,R in terms of a tensor algebras
when R is a field, with the generators renamed Steinberg symbols. Abstracting this result
to general n and R leads to definition 3.4.2.1 above. However, it has been understood from
the beginning that the resulting “Milnor K-theory” is seriously deficient in many respects.
Quillen, Waldhausen, Bass, Thomason, and others have since addressed many of these defi-
ciencies by defining more elaborate versions of K-theory, but there still remain many reasons
why symbolic K-theories are of interest. For example, they are closely connected to motivic
cohomology, provide interesting approaches to the study of Chow groups and higher Chow
groups, and arise in physical settings in superstring theory and elsewhere. The viewpoint
of the present paper, involving λ-decompositions, cyclic homology, and differential forms, is
partly motivated by these considerations, particularly the theory of Chow groups.
It is instructive to briefly examine a few different treatments of Milnor K-theory in the liter-
ature. Weibel [48] chooses to confine his definition of Milnor K-theory to the original context
of fields (Chapter III, section 7), while defining Steinberg symbols more generally (Chap-
ter IV, example 1.10.1, page 8), and also discussing many other types of symbols, including
Dennis-Stein symbols (Chapter III, defnition 5.11, page 43), and Loday symbols (Chapter
IV, exercise 1.22, page 122).10 Elbaz-Vincent and Mu¨ller-Stach [50] define Milnor K-theory
for general rings (Definition 1.1, page 180) in terms of generators and relations, but take the
additive inverse relation of lemma 3.6.5.4 as part of the definition. The result is a generally
nontrivial quotient of the Milnor K-theory of definition 3.4.2.1 above.
Example 3.4.2.2 Let R = Z2[x]/x2. The multiplicative group R∗ is isomorphic to Z2, gen-
erated by the element r ∶= 1+x. The Steinberg ideal is empty since 1− r is not a unit. Hence,
KM2,R is just R
∗ ⊗Z R∗ ≅ Z2, generated by the symbol {r, r} = {r,−r}, while Elbaz-Vincent
and Mu¨ller-Stach’s corresponding group is trivial. By contrast, the additive inverse relation{r,−r} = 1 always holds if one uses the original definition of Steinberg symbols in terms of
matrices; see Weibel [48] Chapter III, remark 5.10.4, page 43. This may be interpreted as
an indication that this relation is a desirable property for “enhanced” versions of Milnor
K-theory. @
Moritz Kerz [51] has suggested an “improved version of Milnor K-theory,” motivated by
a desire to correct certain formal shortcomings of the “na¨ıve” version defined in terms of
the tensor product. For example, this na¨ıve version fails to satisfy the Gersten conjecture.
Thomason [52] has shown that Milnor K-theory does not extend to a theory of smooth
algebraic varieties with desirable properties such as A1-homotopy invariance and functorial
9See Weibel [48] Chapter III, or Rosenberg [49] Chapter 4 for details.
10Interestingly, the Loday symbols project nontrivially into a range of different pieces of the λ-decomposition
of Quillen K-theory. See Weibel [48] Chapter IV, example 5.11.1, page 52, for details.
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homomorphisms to more complete version of K-theory. Hence, the proper choice of definition
depends on what properties and applications one wishes to study.
Milnor K-Theory in Terms Generators and Relations. It is sometimes convenient
to forget about the tensor algebra definition 3.4.2.1 of Milnor K-theory, and describe the
groups KMn,R abstractly in terms of generators and relations. The generators are the Steinberg
symbols discussed in section 3.4.2 above, and the relations are those arising from the tensor
algebra and the Steinberg ideal ISt.
Lemma 3.4.2.3 As an abstract multiplicative group, KMn,R is generated by the Steinberg sym-
bols {r1, ..., rn}, where rj ∈ R∗ for all j, subject to the relations
0. KMn,R is abelian.
1. Multiplicative relation: {..., rjr′j, ...}{..., rj, ...}−1{..., r′j, ...}−1 = 1.
2. Steinberg relation: {..., r,1 − r, ...} = 1.
Proof: This follows directly from definition 3.4.2.1 and the properties of the tensor algebra.◻
In the Steinberg relation, the elements r and 1 − r may appear in any pair of consecutive
entries of the Steinberg symbol {r1, ..., rn}.
Example 3.4.2.4 (The First Few Milnor K-Groups.) For future reference, I explicitly de-
scribe the first few Milnor K-groups of a commutative ring:
The zeroth Milnor K-group KM0,R of R is equal to the underlying additive group Z+ of the
integers, since Z is the ring over which the tensor algebra TR∗/Z is defined. If R is a local ring,
the zeroth Milnor K-group of R is isomorphic to the Grothendieck group K0,R of R. This is
because every finitely generated projective module over a local ring is free, and is therefore
entirely specified by its rank. Therefore, the rank map K0,R → Z = KM0,R is an isomorphism.
This relationship breaks down for nonlocal rings. For instance, suppose R is the ring of
algebraic integers in a number field F . This means that F is a finite algebraic extension of
the rational numbers, and R is the integral closure of Z in F . Then the Grothendieck group
K0,R of R is the direct sum Z ⊕ CR, where CR is the ideal class group of R. Since it is the
zeroth graded piece of the graded ring KMR , the zeroth Milnor K-group K
M
0 is itself a ring,
with multiplication inherited from KMR . This multiplication is the usual multiplication in Z.
The first Milnor K-group KM1,R of R is the multiplicative group R
∗ of invertible elements of
R, with group operation given by the usual multiplication in R∗. This means that addition in
the Milnor K-ring KMR , restricted to the first graded piece K
M
1,R, corresponds to multiplication
in the original ring R; i.e., {r}+ {r′} = {rr′}. Multiplication in the Milnor K-ring arises from
the tensor product, and has nothing to do with multiplication in R; for example, {r}× {r′} ={r, r′}. If R is a commutative local ring, the first Milnor K-group of R is isomorphic to the
first K-group K1,R of R, as defined by Bass. The isomorphism comes from the determinant
map GLR → R∗, which descends to the abelianization K1,R of GLR. This relationship breaks
down for nonlocal rings. In general, K1,R is the direct sum R∗ ⊕ SK1,R, where SK1,R is the
abelianization of the special linear group SLR. For instance, if R is the ring of algebraic
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integers in a number field F , the elements of SK1,R are given by Mennicke symbols, which
are classes of 2 × 2 matrices in SK1,R.
The second Milnor K-group KM2,R of R was discussed in section 3.4.2 above. It is generated
by Steinberg symbols of the form {r, r′}, where r and r′ are invertible elements of R. Since
the ideal ISt, appearing in the definition K
M
R = TR∗/Z/ISt of the Milnor K-ring, is generated
by 2-tensors of the form r ⊗ (1 − r), the “lowest-degree effects” of taking the quotient of the
tensor algebra by ISt appear in the second graded piece of K
M
2,R of K
M
R .
Dennis-Stein-Beilinson-Loday K-Theory. An alternative version of symbolic K-theory,
which I will call Dennis-Stein-Beilinson-Loday K-theory, plays a minor role in section 3.6.5
below. It will suffice to define only the second Dennis-Stein-Beilinson-Loday K-group, and
the corresponding relative groups. Dennis and Stein initially considered a symbolic version of
K2 in their 1973 paper K2 of radical ideals and semi-local rings revisited [53]. Their definition
was later generalized to higher K-theory by Loday and Beilinson.11
Definition 3.4.2.5 Let R be a commutative ring with identity, and let R∗ be its multiplicative
group of invertible elements. The second Dennis-Stein-Beilinson-Loday K-group D2,R
of R is the multiplicative abelian group whose generators are symbols ⟨a, b⟩ for each pair of
elements a and b in R such that 1 + ab ∈ R∗, subject to the additional relations
1. ⟨a, b⟩⟨−b,−a⟩ = 1.
2. ⟨a, b⟩⟨a, c⟩ = ⟨a, b + c + abc⟩.
3. ⟨a, bc⟩ = ⟨ab, c⟩⟨ac, b⟩.
This definition appears in Maazen and Stienstra [29] definition 2.2, page 275, and Van der
Kallen [24], page 488.
3.4.3 Nonconnective K-Theory of Bass and Thomason
Topological Spectra. Modern K-theory is often described in terms of topological spectra,
which are sequences of pointed spaces, equipped with structure maps sending the reduced
suspension of one space to the next space. In this context, the familiar K-theory groups are
the homotopy groups of K-theory spectra, computed via stable homotopy theory. Section A.1
of the appendix presents the necessary background on spectra.
Waldhausen’s Version of K-Theory. The details of Waldhausen’s construction of K-
theory appear in Waldhausen and also in the first section of Thomason [6]. I include here a
thumbnail sketch for the purposes of comparison to Keller’s mixed negative cyclic homology,
defined in terms of localization pairs. One begins with a complicial biWaldhausen category A,
which is a special subcategory of the category of chain complexes of some abelian category A.
The category A is equipped with cofibrations, which are morphisms analogous to injections
or inflations, and weak equivalences, which are morphisms analogous to quasi-isomorphisms.
See Thomason [6] pages 253-254 for precise statements.
11Loday [15], section 11.2, exercise E.11.1.1 and section 11.2 exercise E.11.2.3.
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Next, one performs the “S-dot construction” to obtain a simplicial category wS●A, whose
objects in degree n are functors from special partially ordered sets to A, “roughly equivalent”
to chains A1 → A2 → ...→ An of length n of cofibrations in A, and whose morphisms are special
natural transformations. See Thomason [6] pages 259-260 for precise statements. Taking the
nerve of wS●A in each degree; i.e. considering separately the subcategories wSnA of wS●A
for each n and forming the simplicial set whose m-simplices are chains of length m of functors
and natural transformations as described above yields a bisimplicial set N●wS●A, where the
“N” stands for “nerve.” The loop space Ω∣N●wS●A∣ on the geometric realization ∣N●wS●A∣
of this bisimplicial set is the zeroth space of a spectrum KA called the K-theory spectrum of
A.
Perfect Complexes. The category of perfect complexes on a quasi-compact separated
scheme is central both to Bass and Thomason’s version of K-theory, and to Keller’s version
of negative cyclic homology for schemes. Here I briefly introduce the definitions, along with
a few guiding remarks about some of the major references, for the convenience of the reader.
In this section, X is a scheme over a field k of characteristic zero, with structure sheaf OX .
Most of the theory applies much more generally, but it is convenient to follow some of the
references in adopting a rather specific view at present.
A strictly perfect complex of OX-modules on X is a bounded complex of algebraic vector
bundles on X. An algebraic vector bundle is a locally free sheaf of OX-modules, of finite
rank. The definition of strictly perfect complexes I have given here is the one used by Thoma-
son [6], 2.2.2, page 285, which is drawn directly from SGA, [54] I, 2.1. A bounded complex, in
this context, is simply a complex with a finite number of nonzero terms. Thomason calls this
condition “strict boundedness,” to distinguish it from homological boundedness. A perfect
complex of OX-modules on X is any complex of OX-modules locally quasi-isomorphic to a
strictly perfect complex. Here, I am using the definition used by Thomason [6], 2.2.10, page
290, which is drawn, with a slight simplification, from SGA [54], I, 4.7.12 Schlichting [55],
page 202, and Keller [16], page 5, also use the same definition. I will denote the category of
perfect complexes of OX-modules on X by PerX , and the corresponding category of strictly
perfect complexes by SPerX .
Due to certain cardinality issues involving the category PerX , Weibel et al., [19], example
2.7, page 8, work with a distinguished subcategory, which I will denote by ParX . This
subcategory is chosen to be an exact differential graded category over the ground field k.
Hence, it admits Keller’s machinery of localization pairs.13 More precisely, ParX is defined to
be the category of perfect, bounded-above complexes of flat OX-modules, whose stalks have
cardinality at most equal to the cardinality of F , where F is a distinguished extension of the
ground field k, and where X belongs to the category FinF of schemes essentially of finite type
over F .14 Thomason [6], 1.4, page 259, by contrast, makes a blanket assumption of smallness
for every Waldhausen category he uses, without specifying details. He justifies this by the
12Note that Thomason, [6], has the numbering wrong here, listing the source as [54] I, 4.2.
13See Keller’s papers [16], [17], and [18].
14Weibel et al., [19], denote this category by Chparf(X), where “parf” stands for “parfait;” i.e., “perfect,” a
la SGA [54].
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fact, cited from SGA 4, that the associated K-theory spectra are independent of the choice
of Grothedieck universe. Thomason also restricts the category of perfect complexes to those
of finite Tor amplitude15 in his definition of the K-theory of schemes.
The Nonconnective K-Theory of Bass and Thomason. For a pair (X,Z), where X is
a quasi-compact, quasi-separated scheme of finite Krull dimension and Z is a closed subspace
of X such that X − Z is also quasi-compact, Thomason’s nonconnective K-theory spectrum
KX on Z is defined ([6], definition 6.4, page 360) as the homotopy colimit of a diagram
F 0 → F −1 → F −2 → ...,
where F 0 is the connective K-theory spectrum KconX on Z , which in turn is defined ([6], definition
3.1, page 313) to be the K-theory spectrum of the complicial biWaldhausen category of those
perfect complexes on X which are acyclic on X − Y . Several different notations for these
spectra appear in the literature.16 In my notation, the “con” in the superscript of KconX on Z
stands for “connective.”
The nonconnective K-theory spectrum KX on Z satisfies Thomason’s localization theo-
rem ([6],Theorem 7.4, page 365), which states that there is a homotopy fiber sequence
KX on Z →KX →KX−Z .
This sequence makes the nonconnective K-theory spectrum into a substratum functor,
in the sense of definition 3.8.2.1, for the nonconnective K-theory groups Kp,X on Z , viewed
collectively as an abstract cohomology theory with supports. The corresponding statement
for the connective K-theory spectrum KconX on Z is false because the corresponding localization
theorem fails to hold. Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn remark on this in [13], 7.4 (6),
page 43.
“Augmented K-Theory;” Multiplying by a Fixed Separated Scheme. There exist a
number of interesting ways of modifying algebraic K-theory to produce useful related functors.
One method of particular importance is to multiply each scheme by a fixed scheme before
forming K-theory spectra. This is made precise in the following definition:
Definition 3.4.3.1 Let Y be a fixed scheme over a field k, and let X vary over the category of
k-schemes. The augmented K-theory spectrum of X with respect to Y is the spectrum
KX×kY , where X ×k Y is shorthand for the fiber product X ×Spec k Y . The augmented K-
theory groups of X with respect to Y are the homotopy groups of KX×kY .
Of principal interest in this thesis is the case in which X is a smooth algebraic variety and
Y is a separated scheme, not necessarily smooth. In this case, multiplying by Y yields the
15See Thomason [6], definition 3.1 page 312
16Kcon(X on Z) is my nonstandard notation. Thomason denotes Kcon(X on Z) by K(X on Z) ([6] definition
3.1 page 313) and K(X on Z) by KB(X on Z) ([6] definition 6.4 page 360), where the “B” stands for
“Bass.” Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13], also uses the notation KB ([6], 7.4 (6), page 43), but
only in the context of the cohomology (i.e. group) axioms COH1 and COH5, not the substratum (i.e.
spectrum) axioms SUB1 and SUB5.
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augmented version of K-theory used to define generalized deformation groups and generalized
tangent groups of the Chow groups ChpX of X in definition 3.8.3.1 below.
3.5 Cyclic Homology
The fourth and final column of the coniveau machine for algebraic K-theory on a smooth
algebraic variety X over a field k containing Q is the Cousin resolution of the relative negative
cyclic homology sheaf HNp,X×kY,Y on X, where Y is the prime spectrum of a k-algebra A
generated over k by nilpotent elements. When A is the algebra of dual numbers k[ε]/ε2, a
theorem of Hesselholt [31] demonstrates that this relative sheaf may be expressed in terms of
sheaves of absolute Ka¨hler differentials, as follows:
HNp,Xε,ε ≅ Ωp−1X/Q ⊕Ωp−3X/Q ⊕ ...
However, I will retain the more general expression because of its conceptual advantages. In
particular, negative cyclic homology is the proper receptacle for the relative Chern character,
as described in section 3.7 below.
Cyclic homology may be viewed as a linearization of K-theory, and is sometimes called “ad-
ditive K-theory” in the literature. This view has considerable heuristic utility in the context
of commutative algebraic geometry. Another useful perspective is to view cyclic homology
as a generalization of differential forms. The idea that cyclic homology is a good place to
look for infinitesimal invariants of Chow groups is partly motivated by the fact that the cyclic
homology of an algebra corresponds to its algebraic K-theory in approximately the same way
that its Lie algebra of matrices corresponds to its general linear group. For details, see Loday
[15], 10.2.19 and 11.2.12, and Weibel [22], theorem A.15.
Most actual calculations of negative cyclic homology pertaining to the infinitesimal structure
of Chow groups can be performed locally, and for this, it suffices to develop the theory for
local k-algebras. Sections 3.5.1 through 3.5.3 below provide the standard tools for such com-
putations. However, the formal construction of the coniveau machine requires a more general
scheme-theoretic definition. Perhaps the most convenient way of computing negative cyclic
homology of schemes is via Weibel’s definition [20] in terms of Cartan-Eilenberg hypercoho-
mology. This approach is described in section A.4 of the appendix. For theoretical purposes,
it is better to use Bernhard Keller’s machinery of localization pairs, using the modified cat-
egory ParX of perfect complexes of OX-modules, described in section 3.4.3 above, together
with its acyclic subcategory. This approach is briefly described in section 3.5.4 below.
3.5.1 Absolute Ka¨hler Differentials; Algebraic de Rham Complex
A major source of motivation for the development of cyclic homology was a need to generalize
differential forms to the context of noncommutative algebra and geometry. A posteriori,
differential forms may be viewed as primitive versions of generalized cohomology theories
such as Hochschild and cyclic homology. In particular, a number of important results about
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cyclic homology may be expressed in terms of differential forms. In the algebraic setting, the
appropriate notion of differential forms is given by Ka¨hler differentials.
Definition 3.5.1.1 Let R be a commutative algebra over a commutative ring k with identity.
The k-module of Ka¨hler differentials Ω1
R/k of R with respect to k is the module generated
over k by symbols of the form rdr′, subject to the relations
1. rd(αr′ + βr′′) = αrdr′ + βrdr′′ for α,β ∈ k and r, r′, r′′ ∈M (k-linearity).
2. rd(r′r′′) = rr′dr′′ + rr′′dr′ (Leibniz rule).
Higher-degree modules of Ka¨hler differentials Ωn
R/k are defined by taking exterior powers of
Ω1
R/k. The modules ΩnR/k are the graded pieces of the exterior algebra Ω●R/k ∶= ⋀Ω1R/k over
Ω1
R/k. By definition, it is the quotient of the tensor algebra by the ideal generated by elements
of the form dr ⊗ dr. The ring multiplication in Ω●
R/k is called the wedge product, and is
denoted by ∧. The map
d ∶ ΩnR/k → Ωn+1R/k
r0dr1 ∧ ... ∧ drn ↦ dr0 ∧ dr1 ∧ ... ∧ drn
makes Ω●
R/k into a differential graded ring. It may be viewed as a complex, called the algebraic
de Rham complex. If the ground ring k is the ring of integers Z, then the modules Ωn
R/Z are
abelian groups; i.e., Z-modules, called the groups of absolute Ka¨hler differentials.
3.5.2 Cyclic Homology of Algebras over Commutative Rings
Let k be a commutative ring. For a k-algebra R, not necessarily commutative, there several
approaches to defining cyclic homology. For example, Loday [15], 2.1.11, page 59 gives a
summary of four different definitions that coincide when the ground ring k contains Q. The
two definitions that are most useful for the subject of this thesis are those expressed via the
cyclic bicomplex CCR, and the B-bicomplex BR. The latter definition makes sense only if R
is unital. The first step in introducing these definitions is to discuss the Hochschild complex
of R. It is also useful to define Hochschild homology, since this theory is often useful in
computing cyclic homology.
Hochschild Complex and Hochschild Homology. The Hochschild complex CR of R
is the complex
...
b // R⊗3 b // R⊗2 b // R, (3.5.2.1)
where R⊗n means R⊗k ...⊗kR (n factors). Here, R is taken to occupy degree zero, so the nth
term Cn,R in the complex CR is R⊗n+1. Each boundary map b = bn ∶ R⊗n+1 → R⊗n is given by
a sum of face operators din:
b = n∑
i=0(−1)idin, (3.5.2.2)
defined by the formulas
din(r0, ..., rn) = { (r0, ..., riri+1, ..., rn) if i < n,(rnr0, r1, ..., rn−1) if i = n. (3.5.2.3)
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The notation (r0, ..., rn) is shorthand for r0⊗...⊗rn, and is used to avoid proliferation of tensor
symbols. The face operators din make CR into a presimplicial module; i.e., a presimplicial object
in the category of k-modules. If R is unital, the complex CR also has degeneracy operators
sin ∶ R⊗n+1 → R⊗n+2 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n defined by the formula
sin(r0, ..., rn) = (r0, ..., ri,1, ri+1, ..., rn), (3.5.2.4)
which make CR into a simplicial module.
Definition 3.5.2.1 The homology groups HHn,R of the Hochschild complex CR are called the
Hochschild homology groups of R.
Smooth Algebras and the Hochschild-Konstant-Rosenberg Theorem. An algebra
R over a commutative ring k is smooth in the sense of Loday17 if it is flat over k and if, for
any maximal ideal m of R, the kernel J of the localized multiplication map
µm ∶ (R⊗k R)µ−1(m) → Rm
is generated by a regular sequence in (R⊗kR)µ−1(m). In particular, the ring of regular functions
on a smooth algebraic variety over an algebraically closed field is smooth, and localizations
of smooth algebras are smooth.18
When R is a smooth algebra over a commutative ring k containing Q, the Hochschild-
Konstant-Rosenberg Theorem states that there is an isomorphism of graded algebras
between the algebra of Ka¨hler differentials Ω●
R/k and Hochschild homology:
Ω●R/k ≅ HH●,R. (3.5.2.5)
See Loday [15] theorem 3.4.4, page 103, for details.
Cyclic Homology via the Cyclic Bicomplex. The cyclic bicomplex CCR of a k-
algebra R is constructed from copies of the Hochschild complex; figure 3.4 below illustrates
this construction. CCR is a first-quadrant bicomplex with a 2-periodic structure on its columns.
The R in the lower left corner occupies bidegree (0,0) by convention. Each term in the nth
row is (n + 1)-fold tensor product R⊗n+1 of R. The vertical maps in even-degree columns are
the Hochschild boundary maps b, and the vertical maps −b′ in odd-degree columns are given
by deleting the last face map dnn from each Hochschild boundary map. The horizontal maps
from odd to even degrees are 1− t, where for the nth row, t = tn is an endomorphism on R⊗n+1
called the cyclic operator, given by moving the final factor to the front and adding a sign:
t(r0, ..., rn) = (−1)n(rn, r0, ..., rn−1). (3.5.2.6)
17Loday [15], appendix E, compares five different notions of smoothness and proves equivalences among them
under appropriate assumptions. The criterion used by Weibel [56], chapter 9, page 314, is the fifth of these,
though the notation is different. Andr’e-Quillen cohomology is the “proper” cohomology theory for studying
smoothness. See Loday [15], section 3.4 and appendix E, and Iyengar [57].
18See Weibel [56], Exercise 9.3.2, page 314, Loday [15], example 3.4.3, page 103, and also Zainoulline [58].
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The sign (−1)n is the sign of the elementary cyclic permutation on (n + 1) symbols; it is
included to streamline certain formulas. The horizontal maps from even to odd degrees are
given by the norm operators N ∶= 1 + t + ... + tn, where n again denotes the row.
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R⊗3
R
R⊗2
R⊗3
b
b
b
−b′
−b′
−b′
1 − t
1 − t
1 − t
N
N
N
R
R⊗2
R⊗3
R
R⊗2
R⊗3
b
b
b
−b′
−b′
−b′
1 − t
1 − t
1 − t
N
N
N
Figure 3.4: The Cyclic Bicomplex CCR.
Definition 3.5.2.2 Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring k. The cyclic homol-
ogy groups HCn,R of R are the homology groups of the total complex Tot CCR of the cyclic
bicomplex CCR.
The groups HCn,R depend on the underlying ring k, so it would more precise to write HCn,R/k.
However, I will follow tradition and suppress k. Note also that there is no need to choose
between sums and products in forming the total complex in this case, because the number
of terms in each total degree is finite. This is true because CCR is concentrated in the first
quadrant. Also observe that the cyclic homology groups in negative degrees automatically
vanish. Finally, Loday [15], 2.1.16, page 60 has results about the behavior of cyclic homology
under change of ground ring and localization that are particularly useful in the context of
algebraic varieties and schemes, where one often wishes to work locally.
Example 3.5.2.3 For any k-algebra R,
HC0,R = R/[R,R], (3.5.2.7)
where [R,R] is the center of R. In particular, if R is commutative, then HC0,R = R. See
Loday [15], 2.1.12, page 59, for details. @
Example 3.5.2.4 If R is a commutative unital k-algebra, then
HC1,R ≅ Ω1R/k
dR
. (3.5.2.8)
See Loday [15], proposition 2.1.14, page 59, for details. @
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Example 3.5.2.5 If R is a smooth algebra over a commutative ring k containingQ, the cyclic
homology HCn,R may be expressed in terms of the de Rham cohomology groups HmdR(R),
which are the cohomology groups of the algebraic de Rham complex:19
HCn,R ≅ ΩnR/k
dΩn−1
R/k ⊕Hn−2dR (R)⊕Hn−4dR (R)⊕ ..., (3.5.2.9)
This direct sum decomposition in fact coincides with the lambda decomposition of cyclic
homology. See [15] theorems 4.6.7 and 4.6.10, pages 151-153, for details. @
Cyclic Homology via the B-Bicomplex. The B-bicomplex BR of a unital k-algebra R
is constructed by removing redundant information from the cyclic bicomplex CCR of R. The
construction is illustrated in figure 3.5 below. The reason for the unital hypothesis is because
in this case there exists a contracting homotopy of the b′-complex defining the odd-degree
columns of CCR. This allows for the removal of these columns and the rearrangement of the
even-degree columns in a manner described in detail by Loday [15] .20 Note that the columns
are rearranged so that the nth term (Tot BR)n of the total complex Tot BR is the direct sum
of the terms R⊗n,R⊗(n−1), ...,R⊗2,R going across the nth row of BR.
R
R⊗2
R⊗3
R
R⊗2 R
b
b
b
b
b b
B
B B
Figure 3.5: The bicomplex BR.
The maps B in the B-bicomplex BR are called the Connes boundary maps. It is useful to
give an explicit description of these maps. They are defined by the formula
Bn ∶= (1 − tn+1) ○ sn ○Nn, (3.5.2.10)
where
19See Loday [15], page 69. As with the cyclic homology groups themselves, the de Rham cohomology groups
depend on the underlying ring k.
20See Loday [15], page 12, for a description of the contracting homotopy. See pages 56-57 of the same reference
for a description of how the bicomplex BR is derived from the cyclic bicomplex.
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1. 1 is the identity map on R⊗n+2.
2. tn+1 ∶ R⊗n+2 → R⊗n+2 is the cyclic operator in degree n + 1.
3. sn = sn+1n ∶ R⊗n+1 → R⊗n+2 is the extra degeneracy21 between degrees n and n + 1,
defined by the formula
sn+1n (r0, ..., rn) = (1, r0, ..., rn). (3.5.2.11)
4. Nn is the norm operator in degree n.
With these conventions, the Hochschild boundary map b and the Connes boundary map B
satisfy the equations B2 = bB +Bb = 0.22
Example 3.5.2.6 The zeroth Connes boundary map B0 is given by the formula:
B0(r) = (1, r) + (r,1), (3.5.2.12)
where the plus sign comes from the sign on the cyclic operator t1. The first Connes boundary
map B1 is given by the formula:
B1(r1, r2) = (1, r1, r2) − (1, r2, r1) − (r2,1, r1) + (r1,1, r2). (3.5.2.13)
@
Definition 3.5.2.7 Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring. The B-groups HBn,R of R
are the homology groups of the total complex Tot BR.
If R is unital, there is a natural inclusion of complexes Tot BR → Tot CCR, which induces an
isomorphism in homology:
Lemma 3.5.2.8 Let R be a unital algebra over a commutative ring. Then for all n, there
are canonical isomorphisms:
HCn,R ≅HBn,R. (3.5.2.14)
Proof: See Loday [15], theorem 2.1.8. ◻
Example 3.5.2.9 Via the B-bicomplex BR, it is clear that the group HC1,R is the quotient
of the group R⊗R by the relations r⊗r′r′′ = rr′⊗r′′+rr′′⊗r′ (Leibniz rule) and 1⊗r = r⊗1.
The isomorphism HC1,R ≅ Ω1R/k/dR cited in example 3.5.2.4 above is then induced by the map
r ⊗ r′ ↦ rdr′. See Loday [15], proposition 2.1.14, page 59, for details.
21Note that the subscript n denotes the source degree, while the superscript n + 1 denotes the extra in “extra
degeneracy,” since there exist are n + 1 “ordinary degeneracy maps” s0n, ..., snn between degrees n and n + 1.
The extra degeneracy may also be defined in terms of the last “ordinary” degeneracy snn and the cyclic
operator tn+1 as sn+1n = (−1)n+1tn+1snn. The sign is added here to cancel the sign accompanying the cyclic
operator tn+1.
22The definition of B is sometimes given with a sign: Bn = (−1)n+1(1 − tn+1)snNn (note the discrepancy
between Loday [15] pages 57 and 78, for instance). This difference corresponds to whether or not the cyclic
operator tn+1 is defined with a sign.
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Connes’ Periodicity Exact Sequence. Let R be a unital k-algebra, with B-bicomplex BR.
Peeling off the factors R⊗n+1 from the terms (Tot BR)n = R⊗n+1 ⊕R⊗n ⊕ ...⊕R yields a short
exact sequence of complexes:
0 // CR
I // Tot BR
S // Tot BR[2] // 0, (3.5.2.15)
where I is the inclusion map and the notation Tot BR[2] means the total complex shifted
down by two degrees.23 The map S in equation 3.5.2.15 is called the periodicity map. It is
analogous to the Bott periodicity map in topological K-theory. The short exact sequence
appearing in equation 3.5.2.15 induces a long exact sequence in homology:
... // HCn+1,R S // HCn−1,R B // HHn,R I // HCn,R S // HCn−2,R // ..., (3.5.2.16)
where I and S are induced by the eponymous maps at the level of complexes, and B is induced
by Connes’ boundary map. This sequence is called Connes’ periodicity exact sequence. As
mentioned by Loday, it is analogous to the Gysin sequence for the homology of an S1-space
in the context of algebraic topology. Connes’ periodicity exact sequence is an important tool
in practical calculations of cyclic homology. In particular, it often allows the computation
of cyclic homology from Hochschild homology via induction arguments. A basic application
is the fact that a k-algebra map induces an isomorphism in cyclic homology if and only if it
induces an isomorphism in Hochschild homology (Loday [15], Corollary 2.2.3, page 62).
Example 3.5.2.10 Let R be a smooth unital algebra over a commutative ring k. The “tail”
of Connes periodicity exact sequence
... // HC2,R
S // HC0,R
B // HH1,R
I // HC1,R
S // 0, (3.5.2.17)
has the form
... //
Ω2
R/k
dΩ1
R/k × k S // R B // Ω1R/k I // Ω
1
R/k
dR
S // 0, (3.5.2.18)
where S is inclusion of the second factor, B is the differential map d, and I is the quotient
map. @
3.5.3 Negative Cyclic Homology of Algebras over Commutative Rings
In section 3.5.2, I recounted how modifying the cyclic bicomplex CCR to yield the B-bicomplex
BR for a k-algebra R, gives alternative cyclic homology groups HBn,R, which are isomorphic
23Note that due to the convention regarding “rearrangement of the columns,” a two-degree shift is accom-
plished by shifting over one column in figure 3.8.
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to the ordinary cyclic homology groups HCn,R contains Q and R is unital. In this section,
I discuss a different modification of CCR that produces the variant of cyclic homology most
appropriate for the coniveau machine. This variant is called negative cyclic homology.
Negative Cyclic Homology via the Negative Cyclic Complex CNR. The periodicity of
the cyclic bicomplex CCR allows this complex to be extended to an upper-half-plane complex
called the periodic cyclic bicomplex, denoted by CPR, with nontrivial columns in all integer
degrees. The cyclic bicomplex CCR may be regarded as the sub-bicomplex of CPR consisting
of all columns of non-negative degree. The negative cyclic bicomplex CNR is defined
by truncating from CPR all columns of degree greater than 1. CNR is a second-quadrant
bicomplex up to a shift; the column in degree 1 is the right-most nonzero column. The
bicomplexes CCR and CNR share their zeroth and first columns, but are otherwise disjoint.
The three complexes CCR, CPR, and CNR are illustrated in figure 3.6 below.
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Figure 3.6: Cyclic, Periodic Cyclic, and Negative Cyclic Bicomplexes.
The bicomplexes CPR and CNR may be used to define periodic and negative cyclic homology,
respectively. In the context of this thesis, periodic cyclic homology plays a specific and limited
role; namely, the vanishing of relative periodic cyclic homology in the relative SBI sequence for
a nilpotent ideal, defined below, gives a degree-shifting isomorphism between relative cyclic
homology and relative negative cyclic homology in this case.
The following definition follows Loday [15]:
Definition 3.5.3.1 Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring.
1. The periodic cyclic homology groups HPn,R of R are the homology groups of the
product total complex ToT CPR of the periodic cyclic bicomplex CPR.
2. The negative cyclic homology groups HNn,R of R are the homology groups of the
product total complex ToT CNR of the negative cyclic bicomplex CNR.
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Note that HNn,R is generally nontrivial in negative degrees.
Comparing definition 3.5.3.2 with definitions 3.5.2.2 and 3.5.2.7 above, one may observe that
in the present case one must choose between sums and products in forming the total complex,
since each total degree has an infinite number of second-quadrant terms. Weibel et al. choose
to use modified total complexes ToT′BperC and ToT′B−C to define periodic and negative cyclic
homology,24 where, for a general bicomplex C = {Cp,q},
(ToT′C)n ∶= (xp,q) ∈ ∏
p+q=nCp,q. (3.5.3.1)
This difference of definitions does not affect the relative groups of principal interest in this
thesis.25
Negative Cyclic Homology via the Negative B-bicomplex B−R. If the k-algebra R is
unital, then the B-bicomplex BR described in section 3.5.2 above is defined, and this bicomplex
may be extended leftward to include nontrivial columns in negative degrees, in a manner
similar to the construction of the periodic cyclic bicomplex. The result is the periodic B-
bicomplex BperR , an upper triangular bicomplex whose terms are trivial whenever the column
degree exceeds the row degree. In the general case, BperR has nontrivial rows and columns in all
integer degrees. The B-bicomplex BR may be regarded as the sub-bicomplex of B
per
R consisting
of all columns of non-negative degree. The corresponding negative B-bicomplex B−R is
obtained from by truncating all columns of positive degree from the periodic B-bicomplex
BperR . The bicomplexes BR and B
−
R share the single column in degree zero.
26 The three
complexes BR, B
per
R , and B
−
R are illustrated in figure 3.7 below.
The following definition follows Loday [15]:
Definition 3.5.3.2 Let R be an algebra over a commutative ring.
1. The periodic cyclic B-homology groups HNBn,R of R are the homology groups of the
product total complex ToT BperR of the periodic cyclic B-bicomplex B
per
R .
2. The negative cyclic B-homology groups HNBn,R of R are the homology groups of the
product total complex ToT B−R of the negative cyclic B-bicomplex B−R.
Lemma 3.5.3.3 Let R be a unital algebra over a commutative ring. Then for all n, there
exist canonical isomorphisms:
HNBn,R ≅ HNn,R. (3.5.3.2)
Proof: See Loday [15], 5.1.7, page 161. ◻
24The complexes ToT′BperC and ToT′B−C are precisely the complexes HP(C, b,B) and HN(C, b,B) appearing
in Weibel et al. [19], page 6.
25In particular, in the smooth case, it affects only de Rham cohomology groups of high degree appearing as
factors of periodic cyclic and negative cyclic homology.
26Note the difference from the case of CCR and CNR, which share two columns.
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Figure 3.7: The bicomplexes BR, B
per
R , and B
−
R.
Example 3.5.3.4 If R is a smooth algebra over a commutative ring containing Q, then
HNn,R ≅ ZnR ×∏
i>0 Hn+2idR (R),
where ZnR ∶= Ker[d ∶ ΩnR/k → Ωn+1R/k]. See Loday [15], 5.1.12, page 163, for details. @
Example 3.5.3.5 Let R be a commutative unital k-algebra. Using the isomorphism HC0,R ≅
R, there is a map HC0,R → HN1,R sending r to dr in the first factor Z1R of HN1,R, since exact
forms are closed. Similarly, there is a map HC1,R → HN2,R sending rdr′ to dr ∧ dr′. @
The SBI Sequence. From figure 3.6 above, it is clear that there exists a short exact sequence
of bicomplexes
0 // CNR
I // CPR
S // CCR[0,2] // 0, (3.5.3.3)
where I is inclusion of the negative cyclic bicomplex CNR into the periodic cyclic bicomplex
CPR, and S is the projection of CPR onto its subbicomplex in column degrees at least two,
which is equal to the shifted cyclic bicomplex CCR[0,2].
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This short exact sequence leads to a long exact sequence in homology:
... // HPn+1,R S // HCn−1,R B // HNn,R I // HPn,R S // HCn−2,R // ... (3.5.3.4)
Example 3.5.3.6 Let R be a smooth unital algebra over a commutative ring k containing
Q. The “tail” of the SBI sequence
... // HC2,R
S // HC0,R
B // HN1,R
I // HC1,R // 0, (3.5.3.5)
has the form
... //∏
i≥0 H2idR(R) S // R B // Z1R ×∏i>0 H2i+1dR (R) I //∏i≥0 H2i+1dR (R) // 0, (3.5.3.6)
where S is inclusion of the “bottom” factor H0dR(R) = k, B is the differential map d into the
first factor Z1R = Ker[d ∶ Ω1R/k → Ω2R/k], and I is the quotient map. @
3.5.4 Cyclic Homology and Negative Cyclic Homology of Schemes
As mentioned at the beginning of section 3.5 above, the formal definition of the coniveau ma-
chine requires a suitable theory of negative cyclic homology for schemes. Weibel showed how
to construct such a theory in 1991, but Keller’s approach involving localization pairs provides
some theoretical advantages. This approach involves a very general intermediate construct
called a mixed complex. Cyclic homology and negative cyclic homology of k-algebras may be
defined using mixed complexes; section A.2 of the appendix describes this approach in de-
tail. In the present section, I describe the generalities of mixed complexes, before introducing
Keller’s approach to negative cyclic homology for schemes.
A mixed complex (C, b,B) is a complex (C, b) consisting of k-modules Cn and boundary
maps bn, together with a family of maps B ∶ Cn → Cn+1 such that b2 = B2 = bB +Bb = 0. See
Loday [15], page 79, or Keller [17], page 4, for more details.27 The notation (C, b,B) is often
abbreviated to C. A mixed complex C determines a first-quadrant bicomplex BC , illustrated
in figure 3.8 below.
The prototypical mixed complex is the complex (CR, b,B) where (CR, b) is the Hochschild
complex of a unital k-algebra R, introduced in section 3.5.2 above, and B is Connes’ boundary
map B. The corresponding bicomplex is the familiar B-bicomplex BR. Note that Bernhard
Keller [17] has defined a more general mixed complex associated with R, that makes sense
in the nonunital case. The construction of this complex is described in section A.2 of the
appendix.
27Note that Keller does not explicitly include the condition that B2 = 0.
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Figure 3.8: Bicomplex BC associated with a mixed complex C.
Hochschild Homology of a Mixed Complex. The Hochschild homology groups
HHn,C of a mixed complex C are the homology groups of the first column of C; i.e., the
homology groups of the complex (C, b). For the mixed complex (CR, b,B), the groups HHn,C
are just the Hochschild homology groups HHn,R of R, defined in section 3.5.2 above. See
Loday [15], page 79, for more details.
Cyclic Homology of a Mixed Complex. Since the bicomplex BC associated with a mixed
complex C = (C, b,B) is an abstraction of the familiar B-bicomplex BR, it is no surprise that
the associated cyclic homology groups are defined in an analogous way.
Definition 3.5.4.1 Let C = (C, b,B) be a mixed complex. The cyclic homology groups
HCn,C of C are the homology groups of the total complex Tot BC of C.
There is a Connes periodicity exact sequence for a mixed complex, generalizing the sequence
appearing in equation 3.5.2.16 above.
Negative Cyclic Homology of a Mixed Complex. Like the familiar B-bicomplex BR
associated with a unital k-algebra R, the bicomplex BC associated with a mixed complex
C = (C, b,B) may be extended to the left to yield a periodic bicomplex BperC and a negative
bicomplex B−C . The bicomplexes BC and B−C are natural sub-bicomplexes of BperC , which share
the column in degree zero and are otherwise disjoint. These bicomplexes fit into a diagram
analogous to the one shown in figure 3.7 above, where each term R⊗n+1 is generalized to the
abstract term Cn.
As in the case of algebras, the product total complexes ToT B−C and ToT BperC generally contain
infinite numbers of factors. I follow Weibel et al. [19] and use the modified total complexes
and ToT′BperC and ToT′B−C to define periodic cyclic and negative cyclic homology.
Definition 3.5.4.2 Let C = (C, b,B) be a mixed complex.
1. The periodic cyclic homology groups HPn,C of C are the homology groups of the
modified total complex ToT′BperC .
2. The negative cyclic homology groups HNn,C of C are the homology groups of the
modified total complex ToT′B−C.
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Note that as in the special case of k-algebras, the negative cyclic homology groups HNn,C are
generally nontrivial in negative degrees.
Keller’s Localization Pairs. Bernhard Keller [17] defines Hochschild, cyclic, and negative
cyclic homology theories for special pairs of categories called localization pairs.28 This is
accomplished by first associating a mixed complex with a localization pair, then proceeding
to define homology as described above. The importance of Keller’s approach in the context of
the coniveau machine is that it facilitates flexible and general definitions of cyclic homology
and negative cyclic homology for an algebraic scheme X, using the localization pair consisting
of the modified category ParX of perfect complexes of OX-modules on a scheme X, described
in section 3.4.3 above, and its acyclic subcategory. Keller’s approach allows cyclic homology
and negative cyclic homology to be treated on a similar footing as Bass-Thomason K-theory,
since all three theories rely on the same underlying category of perfect complexes.
Using Keller’s approach, one may construct a functor HN from an appropriate category of
schemes to an appropriate category of spectra via the following general steps:
1. Begin with the localization pair (ParX ,Ac), where ParX is the modified category of
perfect complexes of OX-modules on X described in section 3.4.3 above, and Ac is its
full subcategory of acyclic complexes.
2. Keller’s machinery of localization pairs ([17]) produces a mixed complex CX = (C, b,B).
3. The complex HNX is then defined to be the complex
HNX ∶= ToT′(...→ 0→ CX B→ CX[−1] B→ CX[−2] B→ ...),
where ToT′ is the modified total complex defined in equation 3.5.3.1 above, and the
bicomplex appearing the parentheses is constructed by sewing together copies of the
mixed complex CX by means of the “Connes boundary map” B.
4. There exists an Eilenberg-MacLane functor from complexes to spectra; see [56] for
details. This functor converts the complex HNX to a spectrum HNX .
From this viewpoint, the assignment X ↦ HNX defines a presheaf of spectra on the Zariski
site. In section 3.8 below, I show that this presheaf is a substratum of spectra satisfying the
e´tale Mayer-Vietoris and projective bundle properties, and may thus be treated on the same
footing as Bass-Thomason K-theory.
3.6 Relative K-Theory and Relative Cyclic Homology
The third and fourth columns of the coniveau machine relate the relative versions of two
different generalized cohomology theories. A good general heuristic is the think of the theory
appearing in the third column as a relative multiplicative theory, and the theory in the fourth
28“An exact category gives actually rise to a pair of exact DG categories: the category of complexes and its
full subcategory of acyclic subcomplexes. This pair is an example of a “localization pair.” Keller [17].
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column as a relative additive theory. In the simple case of codimension-one cycles on an
algebraic curve, considered in chapter 2 above, this interpretation may be taken literally,
since the first object in the third column is the sheaf of multiplicative groups O∗Xε,ε, while
the first object in the fourth column is the sheaf of additive groups O+X . In the more general
case of codimension-p cycles on an n-dimensional algebraic variety or scheme, the theory in
the third column is the relative version of Bass-Thomason K-theory, and the theory in the
fourth column is the relative version of negative cyclic homology. In this section, I will discuss
appropriate cases of these theories.
In general, relative versions of generalized cohomology theories are defined so as to possess
convenient functorial properties, and this does not always lead to simple descriptions in terms
of absolute objects. For example, in modern algebraic K-theory, relative K-groups are usually
defined via homotopy fibers, which guarantees the existence of long exact sequences relating
absolute and relative groups.29 Even for Milnor K-theory, “sophisticated” definitions are
sometimes appropriate.30 Similarly, for cyclic homology, relative constructions are generally
carried out at the level of bicomplexes, leading to long exact sequences in the total homology.31
Here, however, the relative groups of principal interest arise from split nilpotent extensions of
commutative rings, and may therefore be defined as kernels of maps between absolute groups.
The prototypical example of a split nilpotent extension of a commutative ring S is the ring
R = S[ε]/ε2 → S of dual numbers over S. This is the extension used repeated in Chapter 2,
with S usually being a ring of regular or rational functions associated to an algebraic curve.
Prototypical examples of relative objects in this context are the sheaves O∗Xε,ε and O+X . The
first sheaf is the kernel of the map O∗Xε → O∗X , given by sending ε to zero, and the second sheaf
is isomorphic, as an additive group, to the kernel of the corresponding map OXε → OX .
3.6.1 Split Nilpotent Extensions; Split Nilpotent Pairs
Split Nilpotent Extensions. A split nilpotent extension of a ring S is the algebraic coun-
terpart of an infinitesimal thickening of the affine scheme Spec(S). Heuristically, a split
nilpotent extension augments S by the addition of elements “sufficiently small” that products
of sufficiently many such elements vanish.
Definition 3.6.1.1 Let S be a commutative ring with identity. A split nilpotent extension
of S is a split surjection R → S whose kernel I, called the extension ideal, is nilpotent.
The index of nilpotency of I is the smallest integer N such that IN = 0. A nilpotent
extension ideal I is contained in any maximal ideal J of R, since R/J is a field, and hence
belongs to the Jacobson radical of R. Hence, a split nilpotent extension is a special case of
what Maazen and Stienstra [29] call a split radical extension.
29For example, see Weibel [48] Chapter IV, page 8.
30For example, Marc Levine defines relative Milnor K-theory of a commutative semilocal ring R with respect
to an entire list of ideals (I1, ..., Is) of R, in terms of hypercubes of elements of R.
31For example, see Loday [15], 2.1.15, page 60.
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Example 3.6.1.2 As mentioned above, the simplest nontrivial split nilpotent extension of S
is the extension to the ring of dual numbers R = S[ε]/ε2 → S over S. This is the extension
underlying the results of Chapter 2. It is also the extension involved in Van der Kallen’s early
computation [25] of relative K2, described in lemma 3.6.4.1 below, which plays a prominent
role in the approach of Green and Griffiths [8] to studying the tangent groups at the identity
of Z2X and Ch
2
X , where X is an algebraic surface. More generally, if k is a field and S is
a k-algebra, then tensoring S with any local artinian k-algebra A induces a split nilpotent
extension S ⊗k A → S. These are the extensions considered by Stienstra [30] in his study of
the formal completion Ĉh
2
X,A,m of Ch
2
X for a smooth projective surface over a field containing
the rational numbers. @
Category of Split Nilpotent Pairs. It is sometimes useful to think of a split nilpotent
extension as a pair (R, I), where R is a commutative ring with identity and I is a nilpotent
ideal of R such that the quotient homomorphism R → R/I ∶= S is split. This is the language
used by Maazen and Stienstra [29] for split radical pairs; split nilpotent pairs are a special
case. The family of such pairs forms a category as follows:
Definition 3.6.1.3 The category of split nilpotent pairs Nil is the category whose ob-
jects are pairs (R, I), and whose morphisms (R, I)→ (R′, I ′) are ring homomorphisms R → R′
such that I maps into I ′.
Sometimes it is appropriate to restrict attention to a subcategory; for example, R might be
required to be a k-algebra for some ground ring k, and the homomorphisms R → R′ defining
morphisms of pairs might be required to be k-algebra homomorphisms. Note that the category
of split nilpotent pairs has nothing to do with the category of pairs Pk over a distinguished
category of schemes Sk, introduced in section 3.8 below.
The principal reason for introducing the category of split nilpotent pairs Nil is to provide a
“global description” of the relative generalized algebraic Chern character introduced in section
3.7.2 below. Relative algebraic K-theory and relative negative cyclic homology, suitably
restricted, may be viewed as functors from Nil to the category of abelian groups. In this
context, the relative generalized algebraic Chern character is an isomorphism of functors
between these two theories.
3.6.2 Relative Groups with Respect to Split Nilpotent Extensions
The following definition expresses relative K-groups and relative cyclic homology groups with
respect to split nilpotent extensions as kernels of homomorphisms of the corresponding abso-
lute groups.
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Definition 3.6.2.1 Let S be a commutative ring with identity, and let R be a split nilpo-
tent extension of S with extension ideal I. For Milnor K-theory, Bass-Thomason K-theory,
absolute Ka¨hler differentials, cyclic homology, periodic cyclic homology, and negative cyclic
homology, the nth groups of R relative to I are defined to be the kernels of the homomorphisms
induced by the canonical split surjection R → S sending elements of I to zero:
KMn,R,I = Ker[KMn,R →KMn,S],
Kn,R,I = Ker[Kn,R →Kn,S],
ΩnR,I = Ker[ΩnR/Z → ΩnS/Z],
HCn,R,I = Ker[HCn,R → HCn,S],
HPn,R,I = Ker[HCn,R → HPn,S],
HNn,R,I = Ker[HCn,R → HNn,S].
(3.6.2.1)
Similar definitions apply to other generalized cohomology theories with respect to split nilpo-
tent ideals. These include relative Dennis-Stein-Beilinson-Loday K-theory, relative algebraic
de Rham theory, relative de Rham-Witt theory, and “ordinary” relative cyclic homology,
rather than the negative variant. It is sometimes convenient to refer to the groups in defini-
tion 3.6.2.1 as the relative groups of the split nilpotent extension R → S, rather than relative
groups with respect to the ideal I.
Example 3.6.2.2 (Tangent groups). When R is the ring of dual numbers R = S[ε]/ε2 → S
over S, the relative groupsKMn,R,I , Kn,R,I , etc., are called the tangent groups at the identity
of the absolute KMn,S, Kn,S, etc., and are denoted by TK
M
n,S, TKn,S, etc. This generalizes the
definitions of tangent groups appearing in chapter 2 in the context of smooth complex algebraic
curves @
As the terminology of tangent groups suggests, relative groups may be viewed as an abstrac-
tion of linearization. In particular, relative groups are often simpler than the corresponding
absolute groups. This can be very useful; for example, Weibel et al. [22], use the relative
Chern character chn,R,I ∶ Kn,R,I → HNn,R,I to show that the corresponding absolute Chern
character respects lambda and Adams operations in characteristic zero.
Relative SBI Sequence. Let R be a commutative k-algebra and I ⊂ R an ideal. The
relative construction of cyclic, periodic cyclic, and negative cyclic homology at the level of
bicomplexes leads to a short exact sequence of bicomplexes
0 // CNR,I // CPR,I // CCR,I[0,2] // 0, (3.6.2.2)
which leads to a “relative SBI sequence:”32
... // HPn+1,R,I // HCn−1,R,I // HNn,R,I // HPn,R,I // HCn−2,R,I // ....
(3.6.2.3)
32I have suppressed the maps S, B, and I here to avoid multiple uses of the symbol I.
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In the case where R is a split nilpotent extension of S and the ground ring k contains Q, the
relative periodic cyclic homology groups HPn+1,R,I vanish. Using this result in the relative
SBI sequence yields canonical isomorphisms between relative cyclic homology and relative
negative cyclic homology up to a shift in degree. This result is summarized in the following
lemma:
Lemma 3.6.2.3 Let S be a commutative ring with identity, and let R be a split nilpotent
extension of S with extension ideal I. Then the relative periodic cyclic homology groups
HPn,R,I vanish. Hence, the relative version of the SBI sequence takes the following form:
... // 0
S // HCn−1,R,I B // HNn,R,I I // 0 S // ..., (3.6.2.4)
The Connes boundary maps B are therefore isomorphisms Bn ∶ HCn−1,R,I → HNn,R,I in the
split nilpotent case.
Proof: See Loday [15], Corollary 4.1.15, page 121, and also Proposition 11.4.10, page 374. ◻
For future reference, I mention here that the composition of the Connes map Bn ∶ HCn−1,R,I →
HNn,R,I with Goodwillie’s isomorphism ρn ∶Kn,R,I → HCn−1,R,I is the relative Chern character
ch ∶Kn,R,I → HNn,R,I connecting the third and fourth columns of the coniveau machine. This
is discussed further in sections 3.6.4 and 3.7.2 below.
3.6.3 Relative Symbolic K-Theory in the Split Nilpotent Case
In this section, I discuss in more detail relative Milnor K-groups in the split nilpotent case.
I also briefly mention the corresponding case of relative Dennis-Stein-Beilinson-Loday K-
groups. The purpose of this section is to facilitate computations of the type performed by
Green and Griffiths. Let S be a commutative ring with identity, and let R be a split nilpotent
extension of S with extension ideal I. By definition 3.4.2.1 above, every entry rj in a Steinberg
symbol {r1, ..., rn} ∈ KMn,R belongs to the multiplicative group R∗ of invertible elements of R.
A subgroup of R∗ of particular importance in the context of relative Milnor K-theory is the
subgroup (1+I)∗ of invertible elements of the form 1+i, where i belongs to the extension ideal
I. Since I is assumed to be nilpotent in the present context, every such element is invertible,
with inverse given by (1 + i)−1 = 1 − i + i2 − ...,
where the series terminates because i is nilpotent. However, I will continue to use the notation(1 + I)∗ to emphasize the group operation.
The following lemma characterizes the relative Milnor K-groups KMn,R,I in terms of such ele-
ments.
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Lemma 3.6.3.1 Let S be a commutative ring with identity, and let R be a split nilpotent
extension of S with extension ideal I. Then the relative Milnor K-group KMn,R,I is generated
by Steinberg symbols {r1, ..., rn} with at least one entry rj belonging to (1 + I)∗.
Proof: See [33], lemma 3.2.3. ◻
Lemma 3.6.3.1 facilitates explicit description relative Milnor K-groups in the split nilpotent
case. Let R, S, and I be as above.
Example 3.6.3.2 (Relative Milnor K-groups of low degree). The zeroth relative Milnor
K-group KM0,R,I is trivial, because both absolute groups K
M
0,R and K
M
0,S are, by definition,
equal to the underlying additive group Z+ of the integers, and the induced map in Milnor
K-theory KM0,R → KM0,S is by definition the identity. The first relative Milnor K-group
KM1,R,I is by definition equal to the multiplicative subgroup (1+I)∗ of R∗, since it is generated
under multiplication in R∗ by elements of the form 1 + i for i ∈ I. The second relative
Milnor K-group KM2,R,I is much more subtle and interesting. A famous theorem of Spencer
Bloch shows that this group is isomorphic to the group Ω1R,I/dI of absolute Ka¨hler differentials
relative to I, modulo exact differentials.33 I discuss Ka¨hler differentials and Bloch’s theorem
in much more detail in section 3.6.5 below. In particular, theorem 3.6.4.2 is Bloch’s theorem.@
Example 3.6.3.3 (Tangent groups). As mentioned in example 3.6.2.2 above, in the special
case where R is the ring of dual numbers S[ε]/ε2 over S and I is the nilpotent ideal (ε),
the relative groups KMn,R,I are by definition the tangent groups at the identity TK
M
n,S of the
absolute groups KMn,S. In this case, there is a degree-shifting isomorphism to the absolute
absolute Ka¨hler differentials over S:
TKMn,R,I = Ωn−1S/Z. (3.6.3.1)
The case n = 2 is due to Van der Kallen [25]. The isomorphisms appearing in equation 3.6.3.1
may be viewed as primitive Goodwillie-type isomorphisms in the sense of section 3.6.4 below.
Alternatively, they may be viewed as rudimentary versions of the relative Chern character.@
Example 3.6.3.4 Under “mild” hypotheses, the higher relative Milnor K-groups KMn,R,I
of a general split nilpotent extension admit description in terms of the algebraic de Rham
complex, or the more general de Rham-Witt complexes. Hence, these groups are generally
more accessible than the corresponding relative groups of modern homotopy-theoretic ver-
sions of K-theory, which require cyclic homology and topological cyclic homology for their
description. In particular, theorem 3.6.5.10 below, proven in my paper [33], states that under
a few mild hypotheses regarding invertibility and stability34 of R, the (n+1)st relative Milnor
33These differentials are absolute in the sense that they are differentials with respect to Z; they are relative
to I in the same sense that the corresponding Milnor K-groups are relative to I.
34This notion goes back to Van der Kallen. It is introduced in definition 3.6.5.1 below.
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K-group of R with respect to I is isomorphic to the nth group of absolute Ka¨hler differentials
relative to I, modulo exact differentials:
KMn+1,R,I ≅ ΩnR,IdΩn−1R,I , (3.6.3.2)
where the isomorphism is given by the formula:
{r0, r1, ..., rn}↦ log(r0)dr1
r1
∧ ... ∧ drn
rn
,
where r0 is assumed to belong to (1+I)∗.35 This isomorphism is a “less rudimentary” version
of the relative Chern character. It is discussed in more detail in section 3.6.4 below. @
Example 3.6.3.5 In the split nilpotent case, relative Dennis-Stein-Beilinson-LodayK-groups
also admit a description analogous to that of lemma 3.6.3.1. In this case, the generators are
Dennis-Stein-Beilinson-Loday symbols ⟨r1, r2⟩ for which either r1 or r2 belongs to I. However,
this particular result is not needed in what follows. @
3.6.4 Goodwillie-Type Theorems
Green and Griffiths [8] define the tangent sheaves TKMn,X of the Milnor K-theory sheaves K
M
n,X
on a smooth n-dimensional algebraic variety X to be the sheaves Ωn−1
X/Z of absolute Ka¨hler
differentials on X in the next lowest degree. In particular, they define TKM1,X = TO∗X = OX , and
TKM1,X = TO∗X = Ω1X/Z. The first of these two definitions is “trivial,” but the second, originally
proven by Van der Kallen, plays a major role in their study. These results may be viewed
as primitive versions of what I will call Goodwillie-type theorems, in honor of Goodwillie’s
prototypical result, described in section 3.6.4 below. Such theorems relate relative algebraic
K-theory and relative cyclic homology with respect to nilpotent ideals.
Van der Kallen: an Early Computation of K2,S[ε]/ε2,(ε). Consider again the simplest
nontrivial split nilpotent extension of a commutative ring with identity S; namely, extension
to the dual numbers R = S[ε]/ε2 over S. In 1971, Wilberd Van der Kallen [25] considered an
important special case of this extension, and proved the following result:
Lemma 3.6.4.1 Let S be a field containing the rational numbers, or a local ring with residue
field containing the rational numbers. Then the second relative K-group of S[ε]/ε2 with respect
to the ideal (ε) is the first group of absolute Ka¨hler differentials:
K2,S[ε]/ε2,(ε) ≅ Ω1S/Z. (3.6.4.1)
35This assumption is permitted by the invertibility and stability hypotheses in the statement of theorem
3.6.5.10.
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Proof: See Van der Kallen [25]. ◻
Van der Kallen’s result features prominently in the work of Green and Griffiths.36 To un-
derstand this, recall Bloch’s formula 1.0.0.1 for the Chow groups in terms of sheaf cohomol-
ogy:
ChpX =HpZar(X,Kp,X).
Taking for granted the fact that “linearization commutes with taking sheaf cohomology” in
this case gives the following linearized form of Bloch’s formula:
TChpX =HpZar(X,TKp,X). (3.6.4.2)
Sheafifying equation 3.6.4.1 and substituting it into equation 3.6.4.2 in the case p = 2 yields
the expression
TCh2X =H2Zar(X,Ω1X/Z), (3.6.4.3)
where Ω1
X/Z is the sheaf of absolute Ka¨hler differentials on X. Working primarily from the
viewpoint of complex algebraic geometry, Green and Griffiths were struck by the “mysterious”
appearance of absolute differentials in this context, and much of their study [8] is an effort to
explain the “geometric origins” of such differentials. The right-hand-side of equation 3.6.4.3
is what Green and Griffiths call the “formal tangent space to Ch2X .”
Green and Griffiths generalize equation 3.6.4.3 to give a definition37 of the tangent space
TChpX of the pth Chow group of a p-dimensional smooth projective variety:
TChpX =HpZar(X,Ωp−1X/Z). (3.6.4.4)
Equation 3.6.4.4 is given by substituting the expression
TKMp,X = Ωp−1X/Z (3.6.4.5)
into the linearized Bloch formula 3.6.4.4. Equation 3.6.4.5 is the definition Green and Griffiths
use for the “tangent sheaf” of the Milnor K-theory sheaf KMp,X . It is the sheafification of the
group-level equation 3.6.3.1.
A Result of Bloch. The following relationship between the second relative K-group and
the first group of absolute Ka¨hler differentials of a split nilpotent extension was first pointed
out by Spencer Bloch.
Theorem 3.6.4.2 Suppose R is a split nilpotent extension of a ring S, with extension ideal I
whose index of nilpotency is N . Suppose further that every positive integer less than or equal
to N is invertible in S. Then
K2(R, I) ≅ Ω1R,I
dI
. (3.6.4.6)
36They also include a messy but elementary symbolic proof of this result in [8], appendix 6.3.1, pages 77-81.
37See [8] equation 8.53, page 145
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Proof: See Bloch [28], or Maazen and Stienstra [29], Example 3.12 page 287. ◻
Example 3.6.4.3 Van der Kallen’s isomorphism K2,S[ε]/ε2,(ε) ≅ Ω1S/Z is a special case of
Bloch’s result. To see this, note that in this case, R = S[ε]/ε2, I = (ε), S = R/I is assumed
to be local, I is nilpotent, and the underlying field k contains Q. Under these conditions,
it is easy to show that the group Ω1R,I/dI is isomorphic to the group Ω1S = Ω1S/Z of absolute
Ka¨hler differentials over S. Indeed, by lemma 3.6.5.8, the relative group Ω1R,I is generated by
differentials of the form εadb + cdε for some a, b, c ∈ S. Hence, in the quotient Ω1R,I/dI,
d(cε) = cdε + εdc = 0, so cdε = −εdc, (3.6.4.7)
by the Leibniz rule and exactness. This shows that Ω1R,I/dI is generated by differentials of the
form εadb, and it is easy to see that all the remaining relations come from Ω1
S/Z. Identifying
εadb with adb then gives the isomorphism Ω1R,I ≅ Ω1S/Z.38 @
Bloch’s isomorphism 3.6.4.6 helps establish the base case of the induction proof of theorem
3.6.5.10 below, the details of which appear in my paper [33].
Stienstra: Formal Completion of Ch2X; Cartier-Dieudonne´ Theory. A sheafified
version of Bloch’s isomorphism 3.6.4.6 was used by Jan Stienstra in his study [30] of the
formal completion at the identity Ĉh
2
X,A,m of the Chow group Ch
2
X of a smooth projective
surface defined over a field k containing the rational numbers. Stienstra’s formal completion
generalizes the tangent group at the identity TCh2X = H2Zar(X,Ω1X/Z) appearing in equation
3.6.4.3 above. As discussed in section 3.6.4, this expression comes from sheafifying Van der
Kallen’s isomorphism K2,S[ε]/ε2,(ε) ≅ Ω1S/Z, appearing in equation 3.6.4.1. Bloch’s more general
result immediately gives much more. Exploring this thread, Stienstra identifies the formal
completion Ĉh
2
X,A,m as the Zariski sheaf cohomology group
Ĉh
2
X,A,m =H2Zar⎛⎝X, Ω1X⊗kA,X⊗kmd(OX ⊗k m)⎞⎠, (3.6.4.8)
where A is a local artinian k-algebra with maximal ideal m and residue field k, and where Ĉh
2
X
is viewed as a functor from the category of local artinian k-algebras with residue field k to
the category of abelian groups.39 This formidable-looking expression arises from sheafification
38In many instances, it is better to “carry along the ε,” and to think of Ω1R,I as Ω
1
S/Z ⊗k (ε), since the latter
form generalizes in important ways. For example, Ω1S/Z ⊗k (ε) is replaced by Ω1S/Z ⊗k m for an appropriate
local artinian k-algebra with maximal idea m and residue field k in the context of Stienstra’s paper [30] on
the formal completion of Ch2X .
39See Stienstra [30] page 366. Stienstra writes, “We may forget about K-theory. Our problem has become
[analyzing HnZar(X,ΩX⊗A,X⊗m/d(OX ⊗km)), as a functor of (A,m).]” Much of Stienstra’s paper consists of
expressing these cohomology groups in terms of the simpler objects HnZar(X,OX), Ω1A,m, and HnZar(X,Ω1X/Z).
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of Bloch’s isomorphism K2,R,I ≅ Ω1R,I/dI in theorem 3.6.4.2, substituted into the linearized
version of Bloch’s expression for the Chow groups in equation 3.6.4.2.
Example 3.6.4.4 If A is the ring of dual numbers k[ε]/ε2 over k, and m is the ideal (ε),
then one recovers the case studied by Green and Griffiths:
Ĉh
2
X,k[ε]/ε2,(ε) = TCh2X =H2Zar(X,Ω1X/Z).
@
Stienstra has carried this theory much further in his paper Cartier-Dieudonne´ Theory for
Chow Groups [9], and the subsequent correction [10] which are beyond the scope of this thesis
to adequately describe.
Hesselholt: Relative K-Theory of Truncated Polynomial Algebras. Lars Hesselholt
has done a body of substantial work on the relative K-theory of rings with respect to nilpotent
ideals, and corresponding Goodwillie-type theorems.40 Here, I cite only one of his many results
that is of particular relevance to the subject of this thesis. In his paper K-theory of truncated
polynomial algebras, [31], Hesselholt computes the relative K-theory of polynomial algebras of
the form S[ε]/εN for some integer N ≥ 1, where S is commutative regular noetherian algebra
over a field. The case N = 1 is trivial, yielding back S, while the case N = 2 gives the familiar
extension of S to the ring of dual numbers over S. Hesselholt’s result may be expressed as
follows:
Kn+1,S[ε]/εN ,(ε) ≅ ⊕
m≥0 (Ωn−2mS/Z )N−1. (3.6.4.9)
The case N = 2 gives the expression
Kn+1,S[ε]/ε2,(ε) ≅ ΩnS/Z ⊕Ωn−2S/Z ⊕Ωn−4S/Z ⊕ ... (3.6.4.10)
The first summand on the right-hand side of equation 3.6.4.10 is immediately recognizable
as the tangent group at the identity of Milnor K-theory, identified in equation 3.6.3.1. The
remaining summands may be viewed, roughly speaking, as representing “tangents to the non-
symbolic part of K-theory.” As in equation 3.5.2.9 above, this direct sum decomposition is a
lambda decomposition, as explained below.
Goodwillie’s Isomorphism. Goodwillie’s isomorphism [14] is more general than the fore-
going results, but is less precise and harder to describe. In particular, it is only a rational
isomorphism in general, meaning that the generalized cohomological objects involved must
be tensored with Q for the isomorphism to hold. Further, the right-hand side is expressed in
terms of cyclic homology, which is generally harder to compute than differentials. In stating
Goodwillie’s isomorphism, I use notation and terminology similar to that of Loday [15].
40In a formal sense, this story may be considered complete: as Hesselholt points out ([31], page 72) “If the
ideal... ... is nilpotent, the relative K-theory can be expressed completely in terms of the cyclic homology
of Connes and the topological cyclic homology of Bo¨kstedt-Hsiang-Madsen.” However, one is still concerned
with unwinding the latter theories in cases of particular interest. This is the object of Hesselholt’s paper
[31], and of my paper [33].
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Theorem 3.6.4.5 Let R be a ring and let I be a two-sided nilpotent ideal in R. Then for
any positive integer n, there is a canonical isomorphism
ρ ∶Kn,R,I ⊗Q ≅ HCn−1,R,I ⊗Q. (3.6.4.11)
Proof: See Goodwillie [14]. ◻
As discussed in section 3.7.3 below, Goodwillie’s isomorphism composes with a particular
map from cyclic homology to negative cyclic homology, to give the relative Chern character,
which connects the third and fourth columns of the coniveau machine.
Hesselholt’s result 3.6.4.9 is an “exact case” of Goodwillie’s theorem, in which tensoring with
Q is not necessary. In this case, the direct sum ⊕m≥0 (Ωn−2mS/Z )N−1 is the lambda decomposition
of the relative cyclic homology group HCn−1,S[ε]/εN ,(ε)
3.6.5 A Goodwillie-Type Theorem for Milnor K-Theory of Rings
with Many Units
In this section I describe a concrete generalization of Green and Griffiths’ approach to studying
TCh2X . Much of the material discussed here closely follows my paper [33], in which more
details may be found. Jan Stienstra has suggested [35] that the theorem proven in [33], which
I include here as theorem 3.6.5.10 below, may be combined with the main theorem in his
paper [9] to generalize his results in [30].
Rings with Many Units; Van der Kallen Stability. Certain convenient properties of
algebraic K-theory, particularly symbolic K-theories, rely on an assumption that the ring
under consideration has “enough units,” or that its units are “organized in a convenient
way.” One way to make this idea precise is via Van der Kallen’s [24] notion of stability.41 This
notion is closely related to the stable range conditions of Hyman Bass, introduced in the early
1960’s.
Definition 3.6.5.1 Let S be a commutative ring with identity, and let m be a positive integer.
1. A pair (s, s′) of elements of S is called unimodular if sS + s′S = S.
2. S is called m-fold stable if, given any family {(sj, s′j)}mj=1 of unimodular pairs in S,
there exists an element s ∈ S such that sj + s′js is a unit in S for each j.
Example 3.6.5.2 A semilocal ring42 is m-fold stable if and only if all its residue fields contain
at least m + 1 elements. See Van der Kallen, Maazen and Stienstra [26], page 935, or Van
41This terminology seems to have first appeared in Van der Kallen, Maazen, and Stienstra’s 1975 paper A
Presentation for Some K2(R,n) [26].
42A commutative ring R is semilocal if and and only if it has a finite number of maximal ideals. The general
definition is that R/JR is semisimple, where JR is the Jacobson radical of R.
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der Kallen [24], page 489. In particular, for any m, the class of m-fold stable rings is much
larger than the class of local rings of smooth algebraic varieties over a field containing the
rational numbers, which are the rings of principal interest in the context of Green and Griffiths
[8]. Due to the relationship between stability and the size of residue fields, theorem 3.6.5.10
below allows some of the computations of Green and Griffiths to be repeated in positive
characteristic. @
The following easy lemma establishes two useful consequences of stability necessary for the
proof of the theorem 3.6.5.10 below:
Lemma 3.6.5.3 Suppose R is a split nilpotent extension of a commutative ring S with iden-
tity. Let I be the extension ideal.
1. If S is m-fold stable, then R is also m-fold stable.
2. If S is 2-fold stable and 2 is invertible in S, then every element of R is the sum of two
units.
Proof: See [33], lemma 2.3.3. ◻
Lemma 3.4.2.3 of section 3.4.2 above translates the na¨ıve tensor algebra definition of Milnor
K-theory into a definition in terms of Steinberg symbols and relations. The following lemma
gathers together additional relations satisfied by Steinberg symbols in the 5-fold stable case.
The first of these, the idempotent relation, actually requires no stability assumption, but is
included here, rather than in lemma 3.4.2.3, because it is information-theoretically redundant.
The other two relations, however, require the ring to have “enough units.”
Lemma 3.6.5.4 Let R be a 5-fold stable ring. Then the Steinberg symbols {r0, ..., rn} gener-
ating KMn+1(R) satisfy the following additional relations:
3. Idempotent relation: if any entry of the Steinberg symbol {r1, ..., rn} is idempotent, then{r1, ..., rn} = 1 in KMn,R.
4. Additive inverse relation: {..., r,−r, ...} = 1 in KMn,R.
5. Anticommutativity: {..., r′, r, ...} = {..., r, r′, ...}−1 in KMn,R
Proof: See [33], lemma 3.2.2. ◻
Symbolic K-Theory and Stability. If a ring R is sufficiently stable in the sense of definition
3.6.5.1 above, different versions of symbolic K-theory tend to produce isomorphic K-groups.
An important example of such an isomorphism involves the second Dennis-Stein K-group and
the second Milnor K-group.
Theorem 3.6.5.5 (Van der Kallen) Let S be a commutative ring with identity, and suppose
that S is 5-fold stable. Then
KM2,S ≅D2,S. (3.6.5.1)
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Proof: See Van der Kallen [24], theorem 8.4, page 509. ◻
Whether or not theorem 3.6.5.5 remains true if one weakens the stability hypothesis to 4-fold
stability apparently remains unknown.43
The following result, involving the “full” relative K-groups, rather than merely the relative
Milnor K-groups, does not require any stability hypothesis:
Theorem 3.6.5.6 (Maazen and Stienstra) If R is a split radical extension of S with extension
ideal I, then
K2,R,I ≅D2,R,I (3.6.5.2)
Proof: Maazen and Stienstra [29], theorem 3.1, page 279. ◻
Algebraic de Rham Complex; Relative Version. The “higher-degree analogues” of the
group Ω1R,I/dI appearing on the right-hand side of Bloch’s isomorphism in theorem 3.6.4.2 are
the groups ΩnR,I/dΩn−1R,I for n ≥ 2. To understand these groups, it is useful to first examine the
corresponding “absolute” groups Ωn
R/Z/dΩnR/Z. The following lemma describes these groups in
terms of generators and relations:
Lemma 3.6.5.7 As an abstract additive group, Ωn
R/Z/dΩn−1R/Z is generated by differentials r0dr1∧
... ∧ drn, where rj ∈ R for all j, subject to the relations
0. Ωn+1
R/Z/dΩnR/Z is abelian.
1. Additive relation: (r0 + r′0)dr1 ∧ ... ∧ drn = r0dr1 ∧ ... ∧ drn + r′0dr1 ∧ ... ∧ drn.
2. Leibniz rule: r0d(r1r′1) ∧ dr2 ∧ ... ∧ drn = r0r1dr′1 ∧ dr2 ∧ ... ∧ drn + r0r′1dr1 ∧ dr2 ∧ ... ∧ drn.
3. Alternating relation: r0dr1 ∧ ...∧drj ∧drj+1 ∧ ...∧drn = −r0dr1 ∧ ...∧drj+1 ∧drj ∧ ...∧drn.
4. Exactness: dr1 ∧ ... ∧ drn = 0.
Proof: This follows directly from definition 3.5.1.1 and the properties of the exterior algebra.◻
These relations, of course, imply other familiar relations. For example, the Leibniz rule and
exactness together imply that
r1dr0 ∧ dr2 ∧ ... ∧ drn = −r0dr1 ∧ dr2 ∧ ... ∧ drn,
so the alternating property “extends to coefficients.” This, in turn, implies that additivity is
not “confined to coefficients:”
r0dr1 ∧ ... ∧ d(rj + r′j) ∧ ... ∧ drn = r0dr1 ∧ ... ∧ drj ∧ ... ∧ drn + r0dr1 ∧ ... ∧ dr′j ∧ ... ∧ drn.
43Van der Kallen [24] writes “We do not know if 4-fold stability suffices for theorem 8.4.” More recently, Van
der Kallen tells me [36] that the answer to this question is still apparently unknown.
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Similarly, repeated use of the alternating relation implies that applying a permutation to the
elements r0, ..., rn appearing in the differential r0dr1 ∧ ... ∧ drn yields the same differential,
multiplied by the sign of the permutation.
The following lemma establishes properties of Ka¨hler differentials analogous to the properties
of MilnorK-groups established in lemma 3.6.3.1. Minor stability and invertibility assumptions
are necessary to yield the desired results.
Lemma 3.6.5.8 Let R be split nilpotent extension of a 2-fold stable ring S, in which 2 is
invertible. Let I be the extension ideal.
1. The group ΩnR,I of absolute Ka¨hler differentials of degree n relative to I is generated by
differentials of the form rdr¯ ∧ dr¯′, where r is either 1 or belongs to I, where r¯ ∈ I, and
where r¯′ ∈ R∗.
2. The group Ωn+1R,I /dΩnR,I is a subgroup of the group Ωn+1R /dΩnR. In particular, dΩnR,I =
dΩnR ∩Ωn+1R,I .
Proof: See [33], lemma 3.3.2. ◻
The d log Map; the de Rham-Witt Viewpoint. The following lemma establishes the ex-
istence of the “canonical d log map” from Milnor K-theory to the absolute Ka¨hler differentials.
Lemma 3.6.5.9 Let R be a commutative ring. The map R∗ → Ω1
R/Z sending r to d log(r) =
dr/r extends to a homomorphism d log ∶ TR∗/Z → Ω●R/Z of graded rings, by sending sums to
sums and tensor products to exterior products. This homomorphism induces a homomorphism
of graded rings:
d log ∶KMR Ð→ Ω●R/Z
{r0, ..., rn}↦ dr0
r0
∧ ... ∧ drn
rn
. (3.6.5.3)
Proof: The map d log ∶ TR∗/Z → Ω∗R/Z is a graded ring homomorphism by construction, since
its definition stipulates that sums are sent to sums and tensor products to exterior products.
Elements of the form r⊗ (1− r) in R∗⊗ZR∗ map to zero in Ω2R/Z by the alternating property
of the exterior product:
d log (r ⊗ (1 − r)) = dr
r
∧ d(1 − r)
1 − r = − 1r(1 − r)dr ∧ dr = 0,
so d log descends to a homomorphism KMR Ð→ Ω●R/Z. ◻
Lars Hesselholt [32] provides a more sophisticated viewpoint regarding the d log map and
the closely related map φn+1 in the main theorem, expressed in equation 3.6.5.5 above. This
viewpoint is expressed in terms of pro-abelian groups, de Rham Witt complexes, and Frobe-
nius endomorphisms. In describing it, I closely paraphrase a private communication [37] from
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Hesselholt. For every commutative ring R, there exists a map of pro-abelian groups
d log ∶KMn,R →WΩnR/Z
from Milnor K-theory to an appropriate de Rham-Witt theory WΩn
R/Z, taking the Steinberg
symbol {r1, ..., rn} to the element d log[r1]...d log[rn], where [r] is the Teichmu¨ller represen-
tative of r in an appropriate ring of Witt vectors of R. Here, WΩn
R/Z may represent either the
p-typical de Rham-Witt groups or the big Rham-Witt groups. On the p-typical de Rham-
Witt complex, there is a (divided) Frobenius endomorphism F = Fp; on the big de Rham-Witt
complex, there is a (divided) Frobenius endomorphism Fn for every positive integer n. The
map d log maps into the sub-pro-abelian group
(WΩnR/Z)F=Id ⊂WΩnR/Z,
fixed by the appropriate Frobenius endomorphism or endomorphisms. Using the big de Rham
complex, one may conjecture44 that for every commutative ring R and every nilpotent ideal
I ⊂ R, the induced map of relative groups
KMn,R,I → (WΩnR,I)F=Id,
is an isomorphism of pro-abelian groups. Expressing the right-hand-side in terms of differen-
tials, as in the main theorem 3.6.5.4, likely requires some additional hypotheses.45
The Theorem. The following “main theorem” from my paper [33] establishes the existence
of a rather general Goodwillie-type isomorphism for Milnor K-theory:
Theorem 3.6.5.10 Suppose that R is a split nilpotent extension of a 5-fold stable ring S,
with extension ideal I, whose index of nilpotency is N . Suppose further that every positive
integer less than or equal to N is invertible in S. Then for every positive integer n,
KMn+1,R,I ≅ ΩnR,IdΩn−1R,I . (3.6.5.4)
Proof: See [33], section 4. ◻
The isomorphism 3.6.5.4 is given by the map φn+1 ∶KMn+1,R,I Ð→ ΩnR,IdΩn−1R,I sending
{r0, r1, ..., rn}↦ log(r0)dr1
r1
∧ ... ∧ drn
rn
, (3.6.5.5)
44This is Hesselholt’s idea.
45Hesselholt [37] writes, “If every prime number l different from a fixed prime number p is invertible in R,
then one should be able to use the p-typical de Rham-Witt groups instead of the big de Rham-Witt groups.
In this context, [the main theorem] can be seen as a calculation of this Frobenius fixed set... ... In order to
be able to express the Frobenius fixed set in terms of differentials (as opposed to de Rham-Witt differentials),
I would think that it is necessary to invert N ... ...I do not think that inverting 2 is enough.”
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where r0 belongs to the subgroup (1 + I)∗ of the multiplicative group R∗ of R, and r1, ..., rn
belong to R∗. The inverse isomorphism is the map
ψn+1 ∶ ΩnR,I
dΩn−1R,I Ð→KMn+1,R,I
r0dr1 ∧ ... ∧ drm ∧ drm+1 ∧ ... ∧ drn ↦ {er0rm+1...rn , er1 , ..., erm , rm+1, ..., rn}, (3.6.5.6)
where the elements r0, r1, ..., rm belong to the ideal I, and the elements rm+1, ..., rn belong
to the multiplicative group R∗ of R. Part of the proof of the theorem involves verifying
that the formulae 3.6.5.5 and 3.6.5.6, defined in terms of special group elements, extend to
homomorphisms.
In particular, Bloch’s isomorphism takes the Steinberg symbol {1 + i, r} to
log(1 + i)dr
r
= (i − i2
2
+ i3
3
− ...)dr
r
,
where the series in the parentheses terminates because i is nilpotent.
3.7 Algebraic Chern Character
The algebraic Chern character is a natural transformation of functors from algebraic K-theory
to negative cyclic homology. The relative version of the algebraic Chern character, which is
closely related to Goodwillie’s isomorphism 3.6.4.11, induces an isomorphism of complexes
between the Cousin resolution of relative K-theory and the Cousin resolution of relative
negative cyclic homology. Loday [15] gives a good treatment of the Chern character in the
modern algebraic setting, and compares this to the more familiar classical version. Classically,
the Chern character computes an invariant of topological K-theory with values in de Rham
cohomology. In the modern algebraic setting, an appropriate variant of cyclic homology
replaces de Rham cohomology. This replacement is particularly essential in noncommutative
geometry, where the classical definitions of differential forms, and hence de Rham cohomology,
do not apply. In the commutative case, both theories are available, but fortunately there is
no need to choose between them: the Chern character to cyclic homology lifts the classical
Chern character, so nothing is lost by changing the target to the more general theory of cyclic
homology.
3.7.1 Preliminaries
Geometric Background. The version of the Chern character that appears in the coniveau
machine represents the last of a sequence of generalizations and abstractions arising from the
theory of characteristic classes in differential and algebraic geometry, beginning in the 1940’s
and 1950’s. The Chern character first appeared in the theory of complex vector bundles on
manifolds. Let E be a complex vector bundle on a manifold X. Important invariants of E
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are its Chern classes ci(E), which are elements of the de Rham cohomology of X.46 These
may be expressed in terms of the curvature form Ω associated with a connection ∇ on X. In
this context, the Chern character ch(E) may be defined as a certain universal polynomial in
the Chern classes ci(E).47 It may be expressed by exponentiating the curvature form Ω in an
appropriate sense.
Algebraic Version for K0. Moving to the algebraic setting, finitely generated projective
modules over a ring R assume the role of complex vector bundles. In this context also, the
Chern character may be defined via a connection. In particular, if M is a finitely generated
projective module over a k-algebra R, and ∇ ∶ M ⊗R ΩnR/k → M ⊗R Ωn+1R/k is a connection on
R with curvature form Ω, then the Chern character ch(M) is the (algebraic) de Rham co-
homology class of tr(eΩ). The connection ∇ is omitted in the expression ch(M) due to a
theorem stating that the cohomology class of tr(eΩ) is independent of the choice of connec-
tion.48 Thus defined, the Chern character descends to a map on the zeroth-degree part of
algebraic K-theory:
ch0 ∶K0,R →HdR(R;k)
[M]↦ ch(M), (3.7.1.1)
where [M] is the class of M in the Grothendieck group K0,R.49
3.7.2 Relative Generalized Algebraic Chern Character
Outline of the General Construction. Loday [15] describes how the Chern character
introduced in section 3.7.1 may be progressively generalized, first to a map from K0,R to
cyclic homology (chaper 8, section 8.3), then to a map from Kn,R to negative cyclic homology
(chapter 8, section 8.4), and finally to a relative version
ch−n ∶Kn,R,I → HNn,R,I , (3.7.2.1)
(chapter 11, section 11.4). The following description, paraphrasing Loday, is intended to
apprise the reader of where the details may be found and how they are used, not to provide
a self-contained exposition. A very good recent discussion of this topic appears in Cortin˜as
and Weibel’s 2009 paper Relative Chern Characters for Nilpotent Ideals [59].
Loday uses the relative Volodin construction to describe ch−n. There is a map of complexes
46If one takes X to be a smooth projective variety, the Chern classes ci(E) may be viewed as elements of the
Chow ring ChX , defined in terms of their intersection properties. These descend to cohomology via a cycle
class map.
47Explicitly ch(E) = r + c1 + 12(c21 − 2c2) + 16(c31 − 3c1c2 + 3c3) + ..., where r is the rank of E and where I have
abbreviated ci(E) to ci. See Hartshorne [42], appendix A, sections 3 and 4 for the case in which X is a
smooth projective variety.
48See Loday [15] Theorem-Definition 8.1.7, page 260.
49See Loday [15] Theorem 8.2.4, page 262.
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C●(XR,I)→ Ker[ToT CNR → ToT CNR,I], (3.7.2.2)
([15] lemma 11.4.6, page 372), where XR,I is a relative Volodin-type space (11.3.2), C● is the
Eilenberg-MacLane complex (11.4.5; also section A.5 of the appendix), CNR is the negative
cyclic bicomplex of R (5.1), CNR,I is the relative negative cyclic bicomplex defined as the
kernel of the map CNR → CNR/I (2.1.15), and ToT is the “total complex” whose degree-n
term is ∏p+q=n CNp,q (5.1.2). Taking homology gives a map
H●(XR,I)→ HNR,I , (3.7.2.3)
([15] 11.4.7, page 373). Composing on the left with the Hurewicz map
Kn,R,I = pin(X+R,I)→Hn(XR,I), (3.7.2.4)
yields the desired relative Chern character.
Ladder Diagram. The absolute and relative Chern characters fit into the following com-
mutative “ladder diagram” with exact rows.
... Kn+1,R Kn+1,R/I Kn,R,I Kn,R Kn,R/I ...
... HNn+1,R HNn+1,R/I HNn,R,I HNn,R HNn,R/I ...
chn+1,R chn+1,R/I chn,R,I chn,R chn,R/I
Loday gives a proof of this result in his book ([15] Proposition 11.4.8, page 373).50
Example 3.7.2.1 Recall from example 3.5.3.5 above that if S is a smooth algebra over a
commutative ring k containing Q, then
HN2,S ≅ Z2S ×∏
i>0 H2i+2dR (R).
The quotient of Z2R by exact forms is the second de Rham cohomology group H
2
dR(R;k), so
HN2,R projects into H2dR(R;k). The composite map
KM2,R →K2,R ch−2Ð→ HN2,R →H2dR(R)
is the “canonical dlog map” sending the Steinberg symbol {r, r′} to (dr/r)∧(dr′/r) in H2dR(R).
See Loday [15], page 275, for details. @
50Loday does not say that the rows are exact in the statement of the proposition, but this is what he means.
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Example 3.7.2.2 Suppose S is a local ring at a point on a smooth complex algebraic variety,
and let R = Sε be the ring of dual numbers over S. The above ladder diagram splits into short
exact ladder diagrams:
0 Kn,Sε,(ε) Kn,Sε Kn,S 0
0 HNn,Sε,(ε) HNn,Sε HNn,S 0
chn,Sε,(ε) chn,Sε chn,S
For n = 0, the relative groups vanish, and the diagram is not very interesting. For n = 1, the
diagram reduces to
incl ε↦ 0
d ε↦ 0log dlog dlog
0 1 + εS S∗ε S∗ 0
0 εS Z1Sε ×HdR Z1S ×HdR 0
For n = 2, the diagram is
incl ε↦ 0
d ε↦ 0log × dlog dlog dlog
0 K
M
2,Sε,(ε) KM2,Sε KM2,S 0
0 εΩ1S Z
2
Sε
×HdR Z2S ×HdR 0
@
3.7.3 Relative Chern Character as an Isomorphism of Functors
The importance of the relative (generalized algebraic) Chern character ch in the context of the
coniveau machine is that it induces the isomorphism between the third and fourth columns.
This construction depends on the functorial properties of ch and of the coniveau spectral
sequence, introduced in section 4.2 below. For ch, the necessary properties are captured by
the following lemma:
Lemma 3.7.3.1 The (generalized algebraic) Chern character chn,R ∶ Kn,R → HNn,R extends
to a natural transformation of functors from algebraic K-theory to negative cyclic homology.
Its relative version chn,R,I ∶ Kn,R,I → HNn,R,I extends to a natural transformation of functors
from relative algebraic K-theory to relative negative cyclic homology, viewed as functors from
an appropriate category of pairs (R, I) to the category of abelian groups. When the chosen
category of pairs is the category Nil of split nilpotent pairs defined in definition 3.6.1.1 above,
ch is an isomorphism of functors.
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Proof: See Cortin˜as and Weibel [59], section 6. ◻
Goodwillie’s isomorphism, cited in theorem 3.6.4.5 above, may be written in the form ρ ∶
Kn,R,I → HCn−1,R,I , when R is a Q algebra. In this case, ρ “coincides with” ch in the following
sense:
Lemma 3.7.3.2 Let R be a Q-algebra, and I ⊂ R a nilpotent ideal. Then the composite map
Kn,R,I
ρÐ→ HCn−1,R,I BÐ→ HNn,R,I
is the relative Chern character, where B is the map from Connes’ cyclic bicomplex.
Proof: See Loday [15] Theorem 11.4.11, page 374. ◻
3.8 Cohomology Theories with Supports
The top row of the coniveau machine for codimension-p cycles on a smooth algebraic variety X
is defined in terms of the sheaves of algebraic K-theory Kp,X , “augmented K-theory” Kp,Xε ,
relative K-theory Kp,Xε,ε, and relative negative cyclic homology HNp,Xε,ε. The remaining
rows may be constructed in a functorial manner from the top row, but this requires extending
algebraic K-theory and negative cyclic homology to cohomology theories with supports. This
is essentially because the terms appearing in the lower rows depend on information associated
with closed subsets Z of X. From the perspective of studying Chow groups, this is not very
surprising, since the Chow groups are intimately related to closed subsets of X; namely the
supports of algebraic cycles.
In this section, I introduce the theory of cohomology theories with supports, following closely
the development of Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13]. A cohomology theory with
supports is a special family of contravariant functors from a category of pairs (X,Z), where
X is a scheme and Z is a closed subset, to an abelian category A. In many important cases, a
cohomology theory with supports may be defined in terms of a substratum, which is a special
contravariant functor from an appropriate category of pairs to the category ChA of chain
complexes of objects of an abelian category A, or to an appropriate category E of topological
spectra. The substrata of principal interest for studying the infinitesimal theory of Chow
groups are Bass and Thomason’s nonconnective K-theory spectrum K, and the negative
cyclic homology spectrum HN. The corresponding cohomology theories with supports yield
group-valued nonconnective K-theory functors Kp, and negative cyclic homology functors
HNp.
3.8.1 Cohomology Theories with Supports
Some Distinguished Categories of Schemes. Let Sk be a full subcategory of the category
of all schemes over a field k, stable under e´tale extensions. Assume that Sk includes the prime
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spectrum Spec k of k, and that whenever a scheme X belongs to Sk, the projective space
P1X ∶= P1Z ×Spec Z X also belongs to Sk. Examples of categories satisfying these assumptions
include the category Sepk of separated schemes over k, and the category Smk of smooth
schemes over k. Given the category Sk, define Pk to be the category of pairs (X,Z), where X
belongs to Sk, and where Z is a closed subset of X. A morphism of pairs f ∶ (X ′, Z ′)→ (X,Z)
is a morphism f ∶X ′ →X in Sk such that f−1(Z) ⊂ Z ′.
Cohomology Theories with Supports. The defining property of a cohomology theory
with supports over a category of pairs Pk is the existence of a certain long exact sequence of
cohomology groups with supports for every triple (X,Y,Z), where X belongs to the distin-
guished category of schemes Sk, and Y and Z are closed subsets of X such that Z ⊆ Y ⊆ X.
The following definition makes this precise:
Definition 3.8.1.1 A cohomology theory with supports on the category of pairs Pk over
a distinguished category of schemes Sk is a family H ∶= {Hn}n∈Z of contravariant functors
Hn ∶ (X,Z)↦HnX on Z
from Pk to an abelian category A, satisfying the following condition: for any triple Z ⊆ Y ⊆X,
where Y,Z are closed in X, there exists a long exact sequence:
...Ð→HnX on Z inÐ→HnX on Y jnÐ→HnX−Z on Y −Z dnÐ→Hn+1X on Z Ð→ ...
where the maps in and jn are induced by the morphisms of pairs (X,Z) ← (X,Y ) and(X,Y )← (X −Z,Y −Z), and where dn is the nth connecting morphism.
The most important examples of cohomology theories with supports for the purposes of this
thesis are Bass-Thomason K-theory and negative cyclic homology.
The family CoPk of all cohomology theories with supports on Pk, together with their natural
transformations, is a contravariant functor category on Pk, where natural transformations
between cohomology theories with supports are the morphisms in CoPk . An important ex-
ample of such a morphism is the Chern character between Bass-Thomason K-theory and
negative cyclic homology.
“New Theories out of Old;” Multiplying by a Fixed Separated Scheme. Colliot-
The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13] devote considerable attention to the notion of defining a
new cohomology theory with supports H ′ by modifying the definition of an existing theory
H in some useful way. The point of such an exercise is that important properties of H can
sometimes be easily established for H ′ by modifying their proofs for H. The example of
cardinal importance in this thesis is the property of effaceability, discussed in section 3.8.4
below.
In the context of this thesis, the “new” cohomology theory with supports H ′ will usually be
an “augmented” or “relative” version of the “old” theory H. A case of particular interest is
where HY is given by “multiplying by a fixed separated scheme.” This notion is made precise
in the following definition:
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Definition 3.8.1.2 Let Sk a category of schemes over a field k satisfying the conditions given
at the beginning of section 3.8.1. Let Y be a separated scheme over k. Let H be a cohomology
theory with supports on the category of pairs over Sk, with values in an abelian category A.
Define a family of functors HY = {HYn }n∈Z on the category of pairs over Sk as follows:
HYn,X on Z ∶=Hn,X×kY on Z×kY . (3.8.1.1)
As usual, the notation ×k for the fiber product means ×Spec k. I will call the family HY the
augmented version of H with respect to Y .
It is an easy exercise to show that HY is indeed a cohomology theory with supports; see
Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13], 5.5(1).
3.8.2 Substrata
Substrata. A substratum is a complex-valued or spectrum-valued functor that serves as a
“precursor” to a cohomology theory with supports. The corresponding cohomology functors
are given by taking cohomology groups of complexes or homotopy groups of spectra, as
explained in definition 3.8.2.3 below.
Definition 3.8.2.1 A substratum on a distinguished category of schemes Sk is a contravari-
ant functor C ∶ X → CX from Sk to the category ChA of chain complexes of objects of an
abelian category A, or to an appropriate category E of topological spectra.
For each pair (X,Z) in Pk, one may then define a “complex or spectrum with supports”
CX on Z by taking the homotopy fiber of the map of complexes or spectra CX → CX−Z . These
fit together to give a short exact sequence of complexes or spectra:
Lemma 3.8.2.2 For any triple (X,Y,Z) as above, there exists a sequence of complexes, or
spectra, exact up to homotopy:
0Ð→ CX on Z Ð→ CX on Y Ð→ CX−Z on Y −Z Ð→ 0. (3.8.2.1)
A cohomology theory with supports may then be defined by taking cohomology groups of
complexes or homotopy groups of spectra:
Definition 3.8.2.3 Let C be a substratum on the category of pairs Pk. If the target category
of C is a category of complexes ChA, define functors Hn from Pk to A by taking cohomology
of complexes:
HnX on Z ∶=Hq(CX on Z).
If the target category of C is a category of spectra E, define functors functors Hn from Pk by
taking homotopy groups of spectra:
HnX on Z ∶= pi−q(CX on Z).
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By basic homological algebra, the short exact sequence of complexes or spectra in equation
3.8.2.1 induces a long exact sequence of the groups HnX on Z :
...Ð→HnX on Z Ð→HnX on Y Ð→HnX−Z on Y −Z Ð→Hn+1X on Z Ð→ ...
Hence, the functors Hn define a cohomology theory with supports as defined in definition
3.8.1.1 above.
The most important examples of substrata for the purposes of this thesis are Bass-Thomason
K-theory K and negative cyclic homology HN.
The family SubPk of all substrata on Pk, together with their natural transformations, is a
contravariant functor category on the category of pairs Pk. The Chern character between
Bass-Thomason K-theory and negative cyclic homology may be understood at the level of
substrata by working with the spectra K and HN.
“New Theories out of Old” at the Substratum Level. As in the case of cohomology
theories with supports, it is often useful to modify a substratum C to obtain a new substratum
C ′. The case of principal interest here is again given by multiplying by a fixed separated
scheme.
Definition 3.8.2.4 Let Sk a category of schemes over a field k satisfying the conditions given
at the beginning of section 3.8.1. Let Y be a separated scheme over k. Let C be a substratum
on Sk, with values in an abelian category A. Define a functor CY on Sk as follows:
CYX ∶= CY ×kT . (3.8.2.2)
It is an easy exercise to show that CY is indeed a substratum; see Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler,
and Kahn [13], 5.5(1).
3.8.3 Generalized Deformation Groups and Generalized Tangent Groups of Chow
Groups
Now let X be a smooth algebraic variety over a field k, and let Y be a fixed separated scheme
over k. Let C be the substratum K of Bass-Thomason K-theory, and let CY be the modified
substratum whose value on X is the augmented K-theory spectrum KX×kY defined in section
3.4.3 above. Recall that the relative K-theory spectrum KX×kY,Y is the homotopy fiber of
the morphism of spectra KX×kY → KX . Define K-theory groups and sheaves on X from
these spectra in the usual way. Via Bloch’s formula for the Chow groups, the augmented and
relative K-theory spectra KX×kY and KX×kY,Y enable definition of generalized deformation
groups and generalized tangent groups of the Chow groups. The following definition makes
this precise:
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Definition 3.8.3.1 Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over a field k, and let Y be a sepa-
rated k-scheme, not necessarily smooth.
1. The generalized deformation group DY Ch
p
X of the pth Chow group Ch
p
X of X with
respect to Y is the pth Zariski sheaf cohomology group of the augmented K-theory sheaf
Kp,X×kY on X:
DY Ch
p
X ∶=HpZar(X,Kp,X×kY ). (3.8.3.1)
2. The generalized tangent group at the identity TY Ch
p
X of the pth Chow group Ch
p
X
of X with respect to Y is the pth Zariski sheaf cohomology group of the relative K-theory
sheaf Kp,X×kY,Y on X:
TY Ch
p
X ∶=HpZar(X,Kp,X×kY,Y ). (3.8.3.2)
3.8.4 Effaceability
Effaceability is a technical condition involving the behavior of a cohomology theory with
supports, or a substratum, with respect to open neighborhoods of finite collections of points
in smooth affine schemes in Sk. This condition is useful for the construction of the coniveau
machine because it guarantees the exactness of certain Cousin complexes, as described below.
In particular, this provides a method of computing the generalized deformation groups and
generalized tangent groups of Chow groups.
Definition 3.8.4.1 Let X ∈ Sk be an affine scheme, and let {t1, ..., tr} be a finite set of points
of X.
1. A cohomology theory with supports H = {Hn}n∈Z on the category of pairs Pk over Sk is
called effaceable51 at {t1, ..., tr} if, given any integer p ≥ 0, any open neighborhood W of{t1, ..., tr} in X, and any closed subset Z ⊂W of codimension at least p+ 1, there exists
a smaller open neighborhood U ⊆ W of {t1, ..., tr} in X and a closed subset Z ′ ⊆ W ,
containing Z, with codimW (Z ′) ≥ p, such that the map
HnU on Z∩U →HnU on Z′∩U
is zero for all n ∈ Z. H is called effaceable if this condition is satisfied for any smooth
X and any {t1, ..., tr}.
2. A substratum C on Sk is called effaceable at {t1, ..., tr} if, given p,W, and Z as above,
there exists U and Z ′ as above such that the map of substrata
CU on Z∩U → CU on Z′∩U
is nullhomotopic. A substratum is called effaceable if this condition is satisfied for any
smooth X and any {t1, ..., tr}.
51Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13] call this condition strict effaceability (definition 5.1.8, page 28)
but I drop the adjective “strict” since this is the only such property used here.
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It is natural to try to draw schematic diagrams illustrating the effaceability condition. Such
diagrams are not necessarily very enlightening, partly because it is hard to represent the con-
ditions involving codimension. Figure 3.9 below makes no attempt to illustrate codimension
accurately, merely showing the inclusion properties of the subsets W,U,Z, and Z ′ of X. The
diagram at least illustrates the heuristic idea that effaceability “has something to do with
interpolation.”
X W U Z ′ Z
ti
Figure 3.9: Effaceability: given {t1, ..., tr}, W , and Z, there exist U and Z ′.
Effacement Theorems. Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13] prove several different
versions of an effacement theorem giving conditions under which cohomology theories with
supports, or substrata, are effaceable. These different versions offer a balance between gen-
erality and ease of application. Algebraic K-theory and negative cyclic homology satisfy
somewhat stronger hypotheses than those required for the most general effacement theorems,
so easier versions may be used for these theories. The effacement conditions I will use for
cohomology theories with supports are called e´tale excision and the cohomological projec-
tive bundle condition. The effacement conditions I will use for substrata are called the e´tale
Mayer-Veitoris condition and the projective bundle condition for substrata.52
Effaceability for Cohomology Theories with Supports. Let H and H ′ be cohomology
theories with supports on the category of pairs Pk over the distinguished category of schemes
Sk. Following Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13], I will specify a condition COH1,
involving the behavior of H with respect to e´tale covers of X, and a condition COH5,
involving the behavior of H and H ′ with respect to projective bundles over subsets of X.
52Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13] offer five different conditions on cohomology theories with supports,
labeled COH1 through COH5, and five conditions on substrata, labeled SUB1 through SUB5. Appro-
priate pairs of these conditions ensure effaceability. Here, COH1 and SUB1 are e´tale excision and the e´tale
Mayer-Veitoris condition, respectively, while COH5 and SUB5 are the projective bundle conditions for
cohomology theories with supports and substrata, respectively. The conditions COH2 and SUB2 are called
“key lemmas” for the corresponding theories. The most general effacement theorem appearing in the paper
[13], namely Theorem 5.1.10 on page 28, states that a cohomology theory with supports satisfying COH1
and COH2, or a substratum satisfying SUB1 and SUB2, is effaceable. Other versions of the effacement
theorem appearing in the paper replace COH2 for cohomology theories with supports, and SUB@ for
substrata, with less general alternative conditions that are easier to apply. The alternative conditions I will
use here are COH5 and SUB5.
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Definition 3.8.4.2 The cohomology theory with supports H satisfies the condition COH1,
called e´tale excision, if H is additive, and if for any diagram of the form shown below, where
f is e´tale and f−1(Z)→ Z is an isomorphism, the induced map f∗ ∶HqX on Z →HqX′ on Z is an
isomorphism for all q:
X ′
Z X
f
Some preliminary work is required before stating the condition COH5. Let V be an open
subset of the n-dimensional affine space Ank over k for some n, and let the diagram
A1V P1V V
V
j s∞
pi p˜i =
represent the inclusion of A1k and the section at infinity into the projective space P1V over V .
Let F be a closed subset of V . Let H and H ′ be cohomology theories with supports on the
category Pk of pairs over the distinguished category Sk of schemes, with values in a common
abelian category A, such that for any pair (X,Z) there exists a map
PicX // HomA(H ′∗X on Z ,H∗X on Z), (3.8.4.1)
which is functorial for pairs (X,Z). Taking X = P1V , Z = P1F , there is a homomorphism
H
′∗
P1V on P
1
F
[O(1)]−[O]
// H∗P1V on P1F . (3.8.4.2)
Composing with p˜i∗, there is a homomorphism
H
′∗
V on F
αV,F
// H∗P1V on P1F , (3.8.4.3)
which is functorial for pairs (V,F ).
Definition 3.8.4.3 The pair of cohomology theories with supports (H,H ′) satisfy the con-
dition COH5, called the cohomological projective bundle formula, if for V , F , p˜i as
given above, the natural map
HqV on F ⊕H ′qV on F p˜i∗, αV,F // HqP1V on P1F (3.8.4.4)
is an isomorphism for all q. In particular, if the pair (H,H), satisfies COH5, one says that
H satisfies COH5.
Effaceability for Substrata. Let C and C ′ be substrata on Pk. Again following [13], I
specify a condition SUB1, involving the behavior of C with respect to e´tale covers of X, and
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a condition SUB5, involving the behavior of C and C ′ with respect to projective bundles
over subsets of X.
Definition 3.8.4.4 The substratum C satisfies the condition SUB1, called the e´tale Mayer-
Vietoris condition, if C is additive, and if and for any diagram of the form shown below on
the left, where f is e´tale and f−1(Z) → Z is an isomorphism, the commutative square shown
below on the right is homotopy cartesian:
X ′
Z X
f
CX′ CX′−Z
CX CX−Z
v
u
A useful fact cited in [13], lemma 5.1.2, page 25, is that the above square is homotopy cartesian
if and only if the induced map
CX on Z
f
// CX′ on Z
is a homotopy equivalence.
Some preliminary work is required before stating condition SUB5. As in the case of co-
homology theories with supports, let V be an open subset of Ank for some n, and let the
diagram
A1V P1V V
V
j s∞
pi p˜i =
represent the inclusion of A1k and the section at infinity into P1V . Let F be a closed subset of
V . Let C and C ′ be substrata on the category Pk of pairs over the distinguished category Sk
of schemes, with values in an appropriate category E of complexes or spectra over a common
abelian category A, such that for any X in Sk there exists a map
PicX // HomE(C ′X ,CX), (3.8.4.5)
which is functorial for X. Taking X = P1V , there exists a map
C ′P1V [O(1)]−[O] // CP1V . (3.8.4.6)
Hence, composing with p˜i∗, there exists a map
C ′V αV // CP1V , (3.8.4.7)
functorial for V . For spectra, these maps are in the stable homotopy category.
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Definition 3.8.4.5 The pair of substrata (C,C ′) satisfy the condition COH5, called the
projective bundle formula for substrata, if for V , p˜i as given above, the natural maps
CV ⊕C ′V p˜i∗,αV // CP1V for complexes (3.8.4.8)
CV ∨C ′V p˜i∗,αV // CP1V for substrata (3.8.4.9)
are homotopy equivalences. In particular, if the pair (C,C), satisfies SUB5, one says that C
satisfies SUB5.
3.8.5 Effaceability for Bass-Thomason K-Theory and
Negative Cyclic Homology
The effaceability conditions for Bass-Thomason K-theory follow directly from some of the
principal results of Thomason’s seminal paper [6], particularly Thomason’s localization the-
orem ([6], theorem 7.4). The corresponding results for negative cyclic homology are easier,
and follow from parenthetical results in Weibel et al. [19].
Effaceability for Bass-Thomason K-Theory. Let K be the substratum assigning a
scheme X to the Bass-Thomason nonconnective K-theory spectrum KX .
The following theorem is part of Thomason’s localization theorem:
Theorem 3.8.5.1 Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme. Let Z be a closed
subspace of X such that X −Z is quasi-compact. Then there is a homotopy fiber sequence
KX on Z →KX →KX−Z . (3.8.5.1)
Proof: See [6], Theorem 7.4. ◻
The following theorem is a preliminary result supporting Thomason’s localization theorem:
Theorem 3.8.5.2 Let f ∶ X ′ → X be a map of quasi-compact and quasi-separated schemes
which is e´tale and induces an isomorphism f−1(Z)→ Z. Let Z be a closed subspace of X such
that X −Z is quasi-compact. Then the map of spectra
f∗ ∶ KX on Z →KX′ on Z (3.8.5.2)
is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof: See Thomason [6], theorem 7.1. ◻
Together, these results imply that the substratum functor K satisfies e´tale Mayer-Vietoris
condition SUB1.
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The following theorem is a special case of another supporting result for Thomason’s localiza-
tion theorem:
Theorem 3.8.5.3 Let V be an open subset of Ank for some n. Let V˜ be the trivial bundle of
rank 2 over V , and let P1V ∶= P(V˜ ) be the corresponding projective space bundle. Then there
is a homotopy equivalence
KV ⊕KV →KP1V .
Proof: See Thomason [6] theorem 7.3. ◻
This result implies that the substratum functor K satisfies projective bundle condition for
substrata SUB5.
Effaceability for Negative Cyclic Homology The e´tale Mayer-Vietoris condition SUB1
is called Nisnevich descent by Weibel et al. [19], page 3. In more detail, following the
terminology of [19], an elementary Nisnevich square is a cartesian square of schemes
X ′
f

Y ′oo

X Y
ioo
for which X ← Y ∶ i is an open embedding, f ∶ X ′ → X is e´tale, and (X ′ − Y ′) → (X − Y )
is an isomorphism. A functor E from the category Sfin/k of schemes essentially of finite type
over a field k with values in a suitable category of spectra satisfies Nisnevich descent,53 as
defined in [19], if, for any such cartesian square, the square of spectra given by applying E
is homotopy cartesian. Letting Z be a closed subset of X and Y = X − Z its complement,
there is an open embedding X ← Y ∶ i, which may be completed to a cartesian square. If
E is contravariant, then the Nisnevich descent condition is precisely the e´tale Mayer-Vietoris
condition given by Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler and Kahn [13].
Lemma 3.8.5.4 The substratum HN satisfies the e´tale Mayer-Vietoris condition SUB1.
Proof: See [19] theorem 2.9, page 9. ◻
Lemma 3.8.5.5 The substratum HN satisfies the projective bundle condition for substrata
SUB5.
Proof: See [19] remark 2.11, page 9. ◻
53Weibel et al. remark that the term “e´tale descent” used in Weibel and Geller is equivalent to Nisnevich
descent for presheaves of Q-modules.
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Chapter 4
Coniveau Machine
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I construct the coniveau machine for a suitable cohomology theory with
supports H on the category of pairs P over an appropriate category of topological spaces S.
In the example of principal interest, H is algebraic K-theory, and S is a distinguished category
Sk of schemes over a field k, satisfying the conditions given at the beginning of section 3.8.1,
and including smooth algebraic varieties as a subcategory. Some of the steps involved in the
construction are carried out only for this particular case, even though many of these steps are
more general. The approach of entertaining a very broad viewpoint, despite focusing almost
exclusively on a particular special case, is chosen in response to two facts: first, many aspects
of the construction are very general, without any exclusive restriction to smooth algebraic
varieties, or even to the field of algebraic geometry; second, I do not yet know how useful or
applicable the theory is in other contexts.
4.1.1 Generalities
The coniveau machine produces “short exact sequences of spectral sequences,” represented
by the rows of the following “commutative diagram:”
EHrel,S EHaug,S EH,S
i j
EH+
rel
,S EH+aug,S EH+,Si
+ j+
chrel chaug ch
(4.1.1.1)
Here, the term EH,S at the top right is the functor assigning to a topological space X belonging
to S the coniveau spectral sequence {EH,X,r} associated with an appropriate cohomology theory
with supports H on the category of pairs P over S. The functors EHaug and EHrel
assign
to X the coniveau spectral sequences associated with “augmented” and “relative” versions
of H, respectively. The downward arrows, and the bottom row of the diagram in equation
4.1.1.1, are shaded, to indicate that they exist only under the hypothesis that H possesses
an appropriate “additive version” H+, related to H by a “logarithmic-type map” labeled ch.
Under this hypothesis, H+aug and H+rel are “augmented” and “relative” versions of the additive
theory H+.
The foregoing discussion is encapsulated in the following definition, with some deliberate
vagueness:
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Definition 4.1.1.1 Let S be a category of topological spaces, and H a cohomology theory
with supports on the category of pairs P over S, with values in an abelian category A. Let
Haug be an appropriate “augmented version” of H, and let Hrel be the corresponding relative
theory. Let H+ be an “additive version of H,” if it exists, and let H+aug and H+rel be the
corresponding augmented and relative additive theories. Then the coniveau machine for H
on S with respect to the augmentation H ↦ Haug, if it exists, is the commutative diagram of
functors and natural transformations with “exact rows,” depicted in equation 4.1.0.1 above,
where each functor assigns to a space X in S the coniveau spectral sequence for the appropriate
cohomology theory with supports.
This preliminary definition leaves many unanswered questions, including the following:
1. Given a cohomology theory with supports H on the category of pairs over S, how is
the “augmented theory” Haug defined? In the example of principal interest, S is a
category of schemes Sk over a field k satisfying the conditions given at the beginning
of section 3.8.1, H is algebraic K-theory, and the augmented theory Haug is defined
by “multiplying by a fixed separated scheme Y ,” as explained in section 3.8 above.
Note that to guarantee that the relative Chern character chrel induces an isomorphism
of spectral sequences in this context, one must assume the further condition that the
augmentation is given by nilpotent thickening; i.e., by taking Y to be the prime spectrum
of a k-algebra generated over k by nilpotent elements. This suggests that a minimal
requirement for the “entire construction to work” in general is that “some type of
underlying ring structure must be present.” Another way to express this is by making
the observation that the most of the cohomology theories with supports to which one can
imagine applying the construction are “mediated by ring structure,” in the sense that
the corresponding functors are defined in terms of rings of functions on a topological
space. This is true, for example, of the list of cohomology theories with supports given
by Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13], sections 7 and 8.
In some contexts, one may choose to “ascribe the augmentation to objects of S rather
than to H.” For example, when “multiplying by a fixed separated scheme Y ,” sending
each scheme X in S to X×kY , one may choose to think of applying the same cohomology
theory H to two different geometric objects X and X ×k Y , rather than augmenting H.
While this may be a “better” point of view from the perspective of trying to extend
results about particular types of varieties or schemes to a more general context, it
is unnatural in the cases of principal interest in this thesis, in which only nilpotent
thickenings are involved. Not only are the underlying topological spaces the same, in this
context, in the absolute, augmented, and relative cases, but the entire method of analysis
is based upon a purely topological construction; namely, filtration by codimension. It
is most natural in this context to consider “different cohomology theories on the same
object.”
2. How is the relative theory Hrel defined? In this thesis, I focus mostly on relative K-
theory and relative cyclic homology for nilpotent thickenings of a smooth algebraic
variety X over a field k, which reduce to split nilpotent extensions at the level of k-
algebras. In this case, relative cohomology theories admit easy description at the group
level in terms of kernels, as described in definition 3.6.2. More generally, cohomology
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theories involve intermediary constructs such as complexes, bicomplexes, spectra, spec-
tral sequences, etc., and relative constructions must generally be performed at this level
to ensure good functorial properties.
Of course, the procedure of “multiplying by a fixed separated scheme Y ” to define the
augmented theory Haug is much more general than nilpotent thickening, and the re-
sulting relative theory is generally not defined in terms of kernels at the group level.
In particular, if H is algebraic K-theory, defined in terms of spectrum-valued functors
KX on Z of Bass and Thomason, then the augmented theory is defined via the spec-
trum KX×kY , and the relative theory is defined via the spectrum KX×kY,Y which is by
definition the homotopy fiber of the morphism of spectra KX×kY →KX .
3. What does “additive version of H” mean in general, and what is the map ch? When H
is algebraic K-theory, additive version of H is negative cyclic homology, and the map
ch is the algebraic Chern character, which may be viewed as a generalized logarithmic
map (or derivative thereof), sending “multiplicative” structure in K-theory to “additive
structure” in negative cyclic homology. More generally, exponential and logarithmic-
type maps are ubiquitous in mathematics; e.g., in Lie theory, and this ubiquity is due to
the very general defining characteristics of such maps. Hence, while the term “additive”
is best viewed as an analogy in the general context, it may signify much more for many
choices of S and H besides those examined here.
4. What is the functorial nature of EH,S, EHaug,S, etc., in general? This is somewhat
involved. Returning to the case where S is a category of schemes Sk over a field k,
and H is algebraic K-theory, a morphism of schemes X ←X ′ in S leads to a functorial
morphism of coniveau spectral sequences {EH,X,r} → {EH,X′,r}. Since this is merely a
consequence of the fact that K is a contravariant functor, similar statements apply to
other cohomology theories for which the coniveau spectral sequence is defined. At a
higher level, one may also consider natural transformations H →H ′ of cohomology the-
ories with supports, and study the existence and properties of induced transformations
EH,S → EH′,S in the covariant direction. The transformations i, j, and ch (if it exists)
are examples of such covariant transformations. Of course, the prototypical example of
ch is the algebraic Chern character from algebraic K-theory to negative cyclic homology.
4.1.2 Main Focus: Algebraic K-Theory for Nilpotent Thickenings of Smooth
Algebraic Varieties
As already described in the introduction, analyzing the infinitesimal structure of the Chow
groups ChpX of a smooth algebraic variety X over a field k involves nilpotent thickenings
X ↦ X ×k Y , which may be described locally in terms of split nilpotent extensions of k-
algebras. The “nilpotent variables” added via these extensions supply “infinitesimal degrees
of freedom,” or “directions of motion” for algebraic cycles on X. Under these circumstances,
the natural transformations i and j in equation 4.1.1.1 split, and the relative Chern character
chrel is an isomorphism of functors. The generalized tangent group of the Chow groups Ch
p
X
with respect to Y is the pth Zariski sheaf cohomology group of the relative sheaf Kp,X×kY,Y ,
as described in section 3.8.3 above. This cohomology group may be computed via a flasque
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resolution of the sheaf Kp,X×kY,Y , which arises by sheafifying the −pth row of the coniveau
spectral sequence for relative K-theory on X, as described in section 4.4 below.
Since the relative Chern character chrel is an isomorphism of functors in this context, it suffices
to compute the pth Zariski sheaf cohomology group of the relative negative cyclic homology
sheaf HNp,X×kY,Y on X. This cohomology group, in turn, may be computed via the sheafified−pth row of the coniveau spectral sequence for HNrel. The absolute and augmented versions
of negative cyclic homology are “irrelevant” in this context, as are the remaining rows of the
coniveau spectral sequences. Hence, one may simplify the picture by isolating and sheafifying
the −pth rows of the coniveau spectral sequences for absolute, augmented, and relative K-
theory, and for relative negative cyclic homology. It is convenient to transpose these rows to
form four columns, which are the Cousin flasque resolutions of the sheaves Kp,X , Kp,X×kY ,
Kp,X×kY,Y , and HNp,X×kY,Y , respectively. The first and second columns are connected by the
map of complexes arising from the splitting of the natural transformation j in equation 4.1.1.1,
and the second and third columns are connected by the map of complexes arising from the
splitting of the natural transformation i. The third and fourth columns are connected by the
map of complexes induced by the relative algebraic Chern character. Putting all this together
yields the schematic diagram of complexes shown in figure 4.1 below, arranged so that the
arrows go from left to right:
Cousin
resolution
of K-theory
sheaf
Kp,X
of smooth
variety X
1
Cousin
resolution
of K-theory
sheaf
Kp,X×kY
of thickened
variety X ×k Y
2
split
inclusion
Cousin
resolution
of relative
K-theory
sheaf
Kp,X×kY,Y
3
split
projection
Cousin
resolution
of relative
negative
cyclic
homology
sheaf
HNp,X×kY,Y
relative
Chern
character≅
4
tangent map
Figure 4.1: Simplified “four column version” of the coniveau machine for algebraic K-theory on a
smooth algebraic variety in the case of a nilpotent thickening.
For the remainder of this chapter, I will focus mostly on this “simplified four-column version”
of the coniveau machine. For example, when speaking of the “first column of the machine,” I
mean the Cousin resolution of Kp,X , not the column involving the generalized relative Chern
character in equation 4.1.1.1.
4.2 Coniveau Spectral Sequence
Relatively early in the development of modern algebraic geometry, Hartshorne and Grothendieck
[7] introduced a very general method for constructing a spectral sequence associated with a
complex of sheaves on a filtered topological space. In the case of principal interest for this
thesis, the topological space is the Zariski space ZarX of an algebraic scheme X, filtered by
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codimension, and the complex of sheaves is defined in terms of a cohomology theory with sup-
ports H. In this case, the resulting spectral sequence is called the coniveau spectral sequence
for H on X. The functors appearing in the abstract form of the coniveau machine in defini-
tion 4.1.1.1 assign such coniveau spectral sequences to objects of a distinguished category of
schemes S.
Even for experienced practitioners, the use of spectral sequences can present some annoying
features, due to the large amount of bookkeeping involved and the presence of certain in-
consistencies in the literature. For this reason, I have included detailed material on spectral
sequences in section A.6 of the appendix. This material serves both to fix notation and to
make the thesis more self-contained. For the remainder of this section, I will use the material
in A.6 as needed. Of particular importance is the general construction of the spectral sequence
associated with an exact couple,
4.2.1 Filtration by Codimension
In equation 3.1.5.1 of section 3.1.5 above, I introduced the coniveau filtration on an n-
dimensional noetherian scheme X as a decreasing filtration
⊘ ⊂ Zar≥nX ⊂ Zar≥n−1X ⊂ ... ⊂ Zar≥1X ⊂ Zar≥0X = ZarX , (4.2.1.1)
where Zar≥pX is defined to be the set of all point of X of codimension at least p. The pth
associated graded piece of the coniveau filtration may be identified with the set ZarpX of all
points of codimension p in X.
It is sometimes useful to consider the more general notion of filtration with respect to an
abstract codimension function. Let T be a topological space, and let IrredT be the set of
irreducible closed subsets of T , partially ordered by strict inclusion.
Definition 4.2.1.1 An abstract codimension function is a contravariant order morphism
codimT ∶ IrredT → L, where L is a totally ordered set.
Usually L is taken to be the nonnegative integers, sometimes augmented by an absorbing
element ∞ to accommodate the empty set.1 The meaning of a contravariant order morphism
is that for any strict inclusion of irreducible closed subsets U ⊂ V of T , codimXU > codimXV
in L.
The filtration of the topological space T with respect to an abstract codimension function
codimT is the family of subsets {T ≥l}l∈L, where T ≥l ∶= codim−1T ({l′ ∈ L∣l′ ≥ l}) ⊂ IrredT . The
family {T ≥l} is totally ordered by inclusion. The map from L to the underlying ordered set
of {T ≥l} sending l to the element corresponding to T ≤l is a contravariant order isomorphism.
In this sense, the filtration of T with respect to codimT is a contravariant categorification of
L, sending elements to subsets of IrredT and relations to inclusions in the opposite order. In
1There exist many important examples of noninteger dimension and codimension in other areas of mathemat-
ics, though these often involve additional structures such as a metric. Familiar examples include Hausdorff
dimension and Minkowski (i.e. “box-counting”) dimension.
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the case where L is the augmented integers Z ∪ {∞}, and where codimT (T ) is taken to be
zero, the filtration of T with respect to codimT may be written as a sequence
⊘ ⊂ ... ⊂ T ≥l ⊂ T ≥l−1 ⊂ ... ⊂ T ≥1 ⊂ T ≥0 = T. (4.2.1.2)
T is called finite-dimensional with respect to codimT when this sequence is bounded below.
This places the coniveau filtration on an n-dimensional noetherian scheme X in a wider
context.
Filtration with respect to a codimension function is not the only useful way to filter a topo-
logical space T by means of its closed subsets. In particular, given additional structure on T ,
one may design a filtration to organize this information in a convenient way. An important
example of additional structure in this sense is a sheaf, or complex of sheaves, on T , with val-
ues in an abelian category. Hartshorne discusses a number of different sheaf-related filtrations
on topological spaces in [7], which is based on ideas of Grothendieck concerning duality of
coherent sheaves. As Balmer observes in [60], page 2, the construction of the coniveau spec-
tral sequence does not depend on the details of Zariski codimension in algebraic geometry,
but applies to any suitable codimension function. Balmer calls his corresponding functions
dimension functions, and his spectral sequence the niveau spectral sequence. In the ter-
minology of this thesis, an abstract dimension function is a covariant order morphism
dimX ∶ IrredT → L.2
4.2.2 Coniveau Spectral Sequence
The material in this section is standard, but much more specialized and targeted to the
subject of this thesis than the supporting material in section A.6 of the appendix. The main
references are Hartshorne [7] Chapter IV, and Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13]. The
notation, as usual, is mine, and differs somewhat from that in the references. For much of
this section, I will focus on the case where the topological space X under consideration is an
equidimensional and noetherian scheme over a field k.
Let Sk be a distinguished category of schemes over a field k, and let X be an object of Sk.
Let H ∶= {Hn}n∈Z be a cohomology theory with supports on the category of pairs over Sk.
Consider a chain Z of closed subsets of X of the form ⊘ ⊂ Zd ⊂ Zd−1 ⊂ ... ⊂ Z0 =X, where the
inclusions are proper. By the definition of a cohomology theory with supports, every inclusion
Zp+1 ⊂ Zp in the chain Z induces a long exact cohomology sequence of cohomology groups, of
the following form:
...Ð→Hp+q
X on Zp+1
ip+1,q−1
ZÐ→ Hp+qX on Zp jp,qZÐ→Hp+qX−Zp+1 on Zp−Zp+1 kp,qZÐ→Hp+q+1X on Zp+1 Ð→ ... (4.2.2.1)
2Balmer makes everything covariant by inverting the totally ordered target set, which in his case is the aug-
mented integers. Hence, his “dimension function” measuring the “codimensions” of irreducible closed subsets
of schemes is the negative of the Krull codimension function. I prefer to maintain the order-theoretic distinc-
tion between dimension and codimension, and to adhere to the cohomological/contravariant/codimensional
viewpoint familiar in the study of cycle and Chow groups.
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These sequences are of the same form as the long exact sequences
...Ð→Dp+1,q−1 ip+1,q−1Ð→ Dp,q jp,qÐ→ Ep,q kp,qÐ→Dp+1,q Ð→ ...
associated with an exact couple appearing in equation A.6.0.4 of section A.6 of the appendix.
These sequences may be used to define an exact couple CZ ∶= (DZ ,EZ , iZ , jZ , kZ) of bigraded
k-vector spaces, and from this a spectral sequence {EZ,r} ∶= {Ep,qZ,r, dp,qZ,r}. In particular, Dp,qZ
is defined to be the cohomology group Hp+qX on Zp , and Ep,qZ is defined to be the cohomology
group Hp+q
X−Zp+1 on Zp−Zp+1 . The maps iZ , jZ , and kZ are defined to be the maps whose graded
pieces appear in the long exact cohomology sequence above. The exact couple CZ yields a
spectral sequence {EZ,r}, whose EZ,1-terms are Ep,qZ . This spectral sequences converges to{HnX} with respect to the filtration F pHnX = Im(Dp,n−pZ → HnX), where the map Dp,n−pZ → HnX
is the composition
Dp,n−p
Z
=HnX on Zp ip,qZÐ→HnX on Zp−1 ip−1,q+1ZÐ→ ... i2,n−2ZÐ→ HnX on Z1 i1,n−1ZÐ→ HnX . (4.2.2.2)
Convergence follows from the fact that CZ is bounded above; indeed, for p > d, the set Zp is
empty, so the cohomology group Dp,n−p
Z
=HnX on Zp is zero in this case.
Now assume that X is equidimensional and noetherian of dimension d, and that for all p,
the codimension of the closed subset Zp in X is at least p. The family of all chains of closed
subsets Z of the form ⊘ ⊂ Zd ⊂ Zd−1 ⊂ ... ⊂ Z0 = X is partially ordered by the relation ≺
defined by setting Z ≺ Z ′ if and only if Zp ⊆ Zp′ for all p. The relations Z ≺ Z ′ may be viewed
as the morphisms of an appropriate category of chains of closed subsets. The construction of
the exact couple is covariant with respect to these relations, meaning that the construction
is a functor taking each morphism Z ≺ Z ′ to a morphism of exact couples CZ → CZ′ . Hence,
there is an induced partial order on the family of exact couples {CZ}. Passing to the limit in
this partially ordered family, one may define a define a new exact couple C ∶= (D,E, i, j, k),
where
Dp,q ∶= lim{Z}Hp+qX on Zp and Ep,q ∶= lim{Z}Hp+qX−Zp+1 on Zp−Zp+1 . (4.2.2.3)
Definition 4.2.2.1 The spectral sequence {Ep,qr , dp,qr } associated to the exact couple C =(D,E, i, j, k) defined above is called the coniveau spectral sequence for H on X.
When it is important to emphasize the cohomology theory H and the space X, the coniveau
spectral sequence may be denoted by {EH,X,r}, and its terms by Ep,qH,X,r. Usually, H and X
are clear from context, and the coniveau spectral sequence may be denoted simply by {Er}
and its terms by Ep,qr .
4.2.3 Coniveau Spectral Sequence via Coniveau Filtration
Let Sk be a distinguished category of schemes over a field k, and let X be an object of
Sk. Assume that X is equidimensional and noetherian of dimension d. Let H ∶= {Hn}n∈Z
be a cohomology theory with supports on the category of pairs over Sk. For a point x
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in ZarpX , define the cohomology group H
p+q
X on x supported at x to be the limit group
lim{U ∣x∈U}Hp+qU on x∩U over all open sets U containing x. The following lemma, adapted from
Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13], Lemma 1.2.1, page 6, is crucial for expressing the
coniveau spectral sequence for H = {Hn}n∈Z on X in terms of the coniveau filtration of
X.
Lemma 4.2.3.1 The E1-terms E
p,q
X,1 of the coniveau spectral sequence for H on X are of the
form
Ep,qX,1 ≅ ∐
x∈ZarpXH
p+q
X on x. (4.2.3.1)
Proof: The proof can be found in Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13], but the version I
give here gives more details and is more consistent with the choice of notation and terminology
in this thesis. The first step is to prove the following intermediate statement: if T1, ..., Tr are
pairwise disjoint closed subsets of X, then for any p ≥ 0,
⊕
i
HpX on Ti ≅HpX on ∪Ti . (4.2.3.2)
To prove this, first assume, by induction, that r = 2. Now consider the following diagram:
HpX−T2 on T1
HpX on T1 H
p
X on T1∪T2 HpX−T1 on T2
HpX on T2
i j
i′
j′
φ
ψ
This diagram is commutative with exact row and column, and the maps φ ∶= j′ ○ i and
ψ ∶= j ○ i′ are isomorphisms. The row and column are exact because they are parts of the long
exact sequences in cohomology corresponding to the triple inclusions T1 ⊂ T1 ∪ T2 ⊂ X and
T2 ⊂ T1 ∪ T2 ⊂ X, respectively. To show that φ is an isomorphism, consider the morphisms of
pairs (X −T2, T1)→ (X,T1∪T2) and (X,T1∪T2)→ (X,T1) given by the inclusion X −T2 →X
and the identity X → X. These morphisms induce the maps j′ and i, respectively, and their
composition is the morphism of pairs (X − T2, T1)→ (X,T1) inducing the map φ. This is the
same morphism of pairs appearing in the following e´tale excision square, where all maps are
inclusions:
T1 X
T1 X − T2
Thus, by e´tale excision, φ is an isomorphism. A symmetrical argument shows that ψ is an
isomorphism. The inverses of φ and ψ split the row and column, so HpX on T1 ⊕HpX on T2 =
HpX on T1∪T2 . By induction, this proves the intermediate statement.
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To prove the lemma, consider again the directed system {Z,≺} of chains of closed subsets of X.
For a particular chain Z ∶= ⊘ ⊂ Zd ⊂ Zd−1 ⊂ ... ⊂ Z0 =X, I have assumed that the codimension
of Zp is at least p. Label the irreducible components of Zp of minimal codimension p by
Y1, ..., Yr. Now consider the set difference Zp − Zp+1. The idea of the proof is that Zp − Zp+1
is “approximately” equal to the disjoint union
r∐
i=1(Yi − Zp+1), and that equality is attained
at some finite stage of the limiting process. In general, the Yi intersect each other, so Zp+1
must include all the intersections (which are of strictly lower dimension) for the union to be
disjoint. Also, Zp itself may include some components of higher codimension, so Zp+1 must
include these components as well for the difference Zp−Zp+1 to equal the above disjoint union.
By the definition of the partial order ≺, given any chain Z, there exists another chain Z ′, such
that Z ≺ Z ′ and the above conditions are satisfied in Z ′. For instance, one could simply let
Zp′ = Zp, and choose Z ′p+1 to contain the intersections and lower-dimensional components
mentioned above. Once equality has been attained,
Hp+q
X−Zp+1 on Zp−Zp+1 =Hp+qX−Zp+1 on ∐ri=1(Yi−Zp+1) = r⊕i=1 Hp+qX−Zp+1 on Yi−Zp+1 . (4.2.3.3)
In the limit, Zp eventually includes every point of codimension at least p, and Zp+1 eventually
includes every point of codimension at least p+1. The difference Zp−Zp+1 eventually includes
every point of ZarpX and eventually excludes every other point. Thus, the limit is E
p,q ≅∐
x∈ZarpXH
p+q
X on x, as claimed.
◻
The E1-terms, and the convergence property, of the coniveau spectral sequence for {Hn}n∈Z
on X, may be expressed by the concise statement
Ep,q1 ≅ ∐
x∈ZarpXH
p+q
X on x⇒Hp+qX . (4.2.3.4)
4.3 Cousin Complexes; Bloch-Ogus Theorem
Figure 4.2 below shows the E1-level of the coniveau spectral sequence for a cohomology theory
with supports H on an equidimensional noetherian scheme X over a field k. The shading
serves to divide the “plane” of bidegrees into quadrants.3 Note that all terms Ep,q1 with p ≤ 0
vanish, since X has no points of negative codimension. Also note that H may admit nontrivial
cohomology groups with negative degrees.
3This device is particularly useful in future diagrams in which the bidegree of an object may not be obvious
from the identity of the object itself.
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E1-level, abstract form E1-level, concrete form
E−1,−11 E0,−11 E1,−11
E−1,01 E0,01 E1,01
E−1,11 E0,11 E1,11
d−1,−11
d−1,01
d−1,11
d0,−11 d1,−11
d0,01 d
1,0
1
d0,11 d
1,1
1
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
H−1X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
H0X on x
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
H0X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
H1X on x
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
H1X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
H2X on x
d0,−11 d1,−11
d0,01 d
1,0
1
d0,11 d
1,1
1
Figure 4.2: E1 level of the coniveau spectral sequence, expressed abstractly and in terms of filtration
by codimension.
4.3.1 Cousin Complexes
The rows of the E1 level of the coniveau spectral sequence {Ep,qr , dp,qr } forH onX are important
on an individual basis, since they arise in very general settings and possess important universal
properties. In particular, they are Cousin complexes at the group level. The general theory of
Cousin complexes is outlined in section A.7 of the appendix. As described below, sheafified
versions of these Cousin complexes are flasque resolutions of the sheaves HqX induced by H on
X, and may therefore be used to compute the sheaf cohomology groups of HqX . In particular,
when H is algebraic K-theory, the sheafified Cousin complexes may be used to compute the
Chow groups ChqX =Hq(Kq,X).
Definition 4.3.1.1 The qth row of the E1-level of the coniveau spectral sequence {Ep,qr , dp,qr }
for H on X is called the qth Cousin complex for H on X.
If the dimension of X is d, the qth Cousin complex has at most d + 1 nontrivial terms, since
the only possible codimensions for points of X are 0, ..., d. Hence, the qth Cousin complex for
a cohomology theory with supports H on a d-dimensional scheme X is of the form
(4.3.1.0)0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
HqX on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
Hq+1X on x ∐
x∈ZardX
Hq+dX on x 0d0,q1 d1,q1 dd−1,q1
The next lemma, adapted from Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13], Lemma 1.2.2, page
7, says that the terms in the Cousin complexes sheafify to give flasque sheaves on X. A
sheaf is called flasque if its restriction maps are surjective. In the present case, flasqueness
is a reflection of reductionism; all the information in every sheaf appearing in each Cousin
complex belongs to individual points of X, so the information assigned by every such a sheaf
to an open subset of X is neither more nor less than the sum of the pointwise information
over the relevant points in the subset.
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Lemma 4.3.1.2 For all choices of n and p, the presheaf HnX on X
U ↦HnU = ∐
x∈ZarpUH
n
X on x (4.3.1.1)
is a flasque sheaf, which may be identified with the coproduct of skyscraper sheaves
∐
x∈ZarpXH
n
X on x. (4.3.1.2)
Proof: The equality of the specified presheaf and sheaf follows immediately from the direct
limit definition of the cohomology group HnX on x, and the definition of a skyscraper sheaf.
Indeed, the summand HnX on x of the specified sheaf contributes a factor of H
n
X on x to its
group of sections over U if and only if x ∈ U , which gives precisely the same groups of sections
as the specified presheaf. Flasqueness follows from the definition of inclusion and the fact
that all the information in the sheaf belongs to individual points of X. ◻
The sheafified Cousin complexes are of the form
(4.3.1.3)0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
HqX on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
Hq+1X on x ∐
x∈ZardX
Hq+dX on x 0,d0,q1 d1,q1 dd−1,q1
where I have used the same notation for the sheaf maps as for the maps at the level of
groups.
4.3.2 Bloch-Ogus Theorem
As shown in the last few sections, the construction of the coniveau spectral sequence and
Cousin complexes for a cohomology theory with supports H on a scheme X over a field k
requires some assumptions on X, but none on H. In particular, though the construction of the
coniveau spectral sequence requiresX to be equidimensional and noetherian, the only property
of H used in the construction is the defining property that the sequences of inclusions Zp+1 ⊂
Zp ⊂ X induce long exact sequence of cohomology groups with supports. Indeed, the Cousin
complexes exist even under much more general conditions. The desired use of the sheafified
Cousin complexes in the present context, however, is to compute the cohomology groups of the
sheaves HnX on X associated to the cohomology theory with supports H. For this to succeed,
the sheafified Cousin complexes must be acyclic resolutions. Each sheaf in the sheafified
Cousin complexes is automatically flasque, and hence acyclic, but the complexes must also
be exact, which fails for general cohomology theories with supports, even for equidimensional
noetherian schemes. Hence, it is necessary to introduce some further assumptions on X and
H. In this section, I will assume that X is smooth and H is effaceable. The smoothness
criterion can be relaxed to a certain extent.
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The following lemma is adapted from Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13], Proposition
2.1.2, page 8. The proof I present is easier than the proof given there, because the effaceability
condition I use is simpler than the one used in [13].4 Note that the group-level Cousin
complexes involving the semilocal ring spectrum Y appearing in this proposition are not the
group-level Cousin complexes for X, and their exactness does not imply exactness of the
group-level Cousin complexes for X. However, they sheafify to give the same sheaf-level
Cousin complexes, and their exactness implies the exactness of these sheaf complexes.
Lemma 4.3.2.1 Let Sk be a distinguished category of schemes over a field k, and let X be
an object of Sk. Assume that X is equidimensional and noetherian of dimension d. Let
H ∶= {Hn}n∈Z be a cohomology theory with supports on the category of pairs over Sk. Let
R = Ot1,...,tr be the semilocal ring of X at (t1, ..., tr), and let Y = Spec R. Suppose that H is
effaceable at (t1, ..., tr). Then in the exact couple defining the coniveau spectral sequence for
H on Y , the maps ip,q are identically zero for all p > 0. Hence, computing the cohomology of
the E1-level,
Ep,q2 = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩H
p
Zar(X,HqX) if p = 0
0 if p > 0.
Further, the Cousin complexes yield exact sequences
0 HnY ∐
x∈Zar0Y
HnY on x ∐
x∈Zar1Y
Hn+1Y on x ∐
x∈ZardY
Hn+dY on x 0d0,n1 d1,n1 dd−1,n1
Proof: Let X,U,W,Z, and Z be defined as in the effaceability condition, as illustrated in the
schematic diagram on the right below, and let (t1, ..., tr) and Y be defined as in the statement
of the proposition. For each p > 0, Consider the diagram on the left in figure 4.3 below:
ip,n−p
HU on Z∩U HU on Z′∩U
HU on ZarpU
H
U on Zarp−1U
HY on ZarpY
H
Y on Zarp−1Y
X W U Z ′ Z
ti
Figure 4.3: Effaceability, the E2-page of the coniveau spectral sequence, and exactness of the corre-
sponding Cousin complexes.
4[13], Proposition 2.1.2, page 8, involves the weaker effaceability condition which assumes only that the
composition HW on Z → HU on Z∩U → HU on Z′∩U vanishes. The effaceability condition used here, which
[13] calls strict effaceability, assumes that the second arrow in this composition itself vanishes.
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By effaceability, the top horizontal map is identically zero. Passing to the limit over Z,
the middle horizontal map is also zero. Passing to the limit over W , which contains U
and (t1, ..., tr), the bottom horizontal map ip,n−p is zero. Recall that the differential dp,n−p1 ∶
Ep,n−p1 → Ep+1,n−p1 is the composition jp+1,n−p1 ○ kp,n−p1 , since k follows j in the diagram for the
exact couple. By exactness, Ker(kp,n−p1 ) = Im(ip,n−p1 ) = 0, so dp,n−p1 vanishes for every p > 0.
This leaves the first differential d0,n1 to analyze. This is the composition ◻
The following corollary of lemma 4.3.2.1 is a version of the Bloch-Ogus theorem. It is adapted
from [13] corollary 5.1.11, page 29, and proposition 5.4.3, page 33.
Corollary 4.3.2.2 (Bloch-Ogus Theorem). Let k be an infinite field, and Sk a category of
schemes over k satisfying the conditions given at the beginning of section 3.8.1. Let H be
a cohomology theory with supports on the category of pairs over Sk, satisfying e´tale excision
(COH1) and the projective bundle condition (COH5). Then, for any smooth scheme X
belonging to Sk, the sheafified Cousin complexes appearing in equation 4.3.1.3 above are flasque
resolutions of the sheaves HnX associated to the presheaves U ↦ HnU , and the E2-terms of the
coniveau spectral sequence for H on X are
Ep,q2 =HpZar(X,HqX). (4.3.2.1)
Proof: Lemma 4.3.2.1 implies that the sheafified Cousin complexes are flasque resolutions of
H
q
X , with groups of global sections given by the E2-terms in equation 4.3.2.1. ◻
4.4 Coniveau Machine for Algebraic K-Theory in the Nilpotent Case
In this section, I construct in detail the coniveau machine for Bass-Thomason algebraic K-
theory, focusing on the “simplified four-column version” for a smooth algebraic variety over
a field k, augmented via a nilpotent thickening. Here, K-theory is viewed as a cohomology
theory with supports on the category Pk of pairs over a distinguished category Sk of schemes
over a field k, satisfying the conditions given at the beginning of section 3.8.1 above. For
the convenience of the reader, I reproduce in figure 4.4 below the schematic diagram of the
four-column version already appearing in figures 1.1 and 4.1 above.
The arguments presented in this section, together with previous results from chapters 3 and 4,
actually serve to establish the more general version of the coniveau machine appearing in equa-
tion 4.1.1.1 above, but I choose to concentrate mostly on the simpler four-column construction
in order to focus attention on the infinitesimal theory of Chow groups. Throughout this sec-
tion, schemes over a field k are assumed to be “as general as is convenient;” for example, in
section 4.4.1 below, I sometimes make the assumption that a k-scheme X is equidimensional
and noetherian. However, these assumptions always include the case of smooth algebraic
varieties over k.
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Figure 4.4: Simplified “four column version” of the coniveau machine for algebraic K-theory on a
smooth algebraic variety in the case of a nilpotent thickening.
4.4.1 First Column of the Machine via the Bloch-Ogus Theorem
Let Sk be a distinguished category of schemes over a field k, satisfying the conditions given
at the beginning of section 3.8.1 above, and let X in Sk be smooth. If H is an effaceable
cohomology theory with supports on the category of pairs over Sk, then the Bloch-Ogus theo-
rem 4.3.2.2 guarantees “good enough behavior” to construct the first column of the coniveau
machine for H on X. Here, of course, H is Bass-Thomason algebraic K-theory.
Homological versus Cohomological K-Theory. Let Z be a closed subset of X, and
let KX , KX on Z , and KX−Z , be the K-theory spectra of Bass and Thomason. Let Kn,X ,
Kn,X on Z , and Kn,X−Z be the corresponding K-theory groups, and Kn,X , Kn,X on Z , and
Kn,X−Z the corresponding K-theory sheaves. In section 3.8.5 above, I showed how results
of Thomason [6] imply that K is an effaceable substratum on the category Pk of pairs over
Sk. Hence, Bass-Thomason K-theory is an effaceable cohomology theory with supports. In
particular, by Thomason’s localization theorem ( [6], theorem 7.4), there exists a long exact
sequence
...←ÐKn,X on Z ←ÐKn+1,X ←ÐKn+1,X−Z ←ÐKn+1,X on Z ←Ð ... (4.4.1.1)
The reason for writing the arrows going to the left is to emphasize that K-theory is tra-
ditionally expressed in homologically rather than cohomologically. To view K-theory as a
cohomology theory with supports, I follow the usual practice of defining cohomology groups
by exchanging subscripts for superscripts and additively inverting degrees:
KnX ∶=K−n,X , KnX on Z ∶=K−n,X on Z , and KnX−Z ∶=K−n,X−Z . (4.4.1.2)
Let K = {Kn}n∈Z be the resulting cohomology theory with supports, and let X in Sk be a
smooth noetherian scheme, equidimensional of dimension n over k. Then the E1-level of the
coniveau spectral sequence {EK,X,r} for K on X is of the form shown in figure 4.5 below:
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0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
K−1X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
K0X on x ∐
x∈ZarnXK
n−1
X on x 0
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
K0X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
K1X on x ∐
x∈ZarnXK
n
X on x 0
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
K1X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
K2X on x ∐
x∈ZarnXK
n+1
X on x 0
d0,−11 d1,−11
d0,01 d
1,0
1
d0,11 d
1,1
1
Figure 4.5: E1-level of the coniveau spectral sequence for cohomological algebraic K-theory on a
smooth noetherian scheme of dimension n over a field k.
Converting this back to homological K-theory, and using the fact that negative K-groups
vanish on smooth schemes, yields the fourth-quadrant “trapezoidal diagram” depicted in
figure 4.6 below:
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
Kd+1,X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
Kd,X on x ∐
x∈ZarnXK1,X on x 0
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
Kd,X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
Kd−1,X on x ∐
x∈ZarnXK0,X on x 0
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
K2,X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
K1,X on x ∐
x∈Zar2X
K0,X on x 0 0
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
K1,X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
K0,X on x 0 0
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
K0,X on x 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0
0
0
d0,−11
d0,−21
d0,−n1
d0,−1−n1
d1,−21
d1,−n1
d1,−n−11
dn−1,−n1
dn−1,−n−11
Figure 4.6: E1-level of the coniveau spectral sequence for homological algebraic K-theory on a
smooth algebraic scheme, incorporating vanishing of negative K-groups.
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Existence of the First Column of the Coniveau Machine via Bloch-Ogus. By
the Bloch-Ogus Theorem 4.3.2.2, the corresponding sheafified Cousin complexes are flasque
resolutions of the algebraic K-theory sheaves K0,X , K1,X , ... ,Kn,X , ..., on X. In the case
where X is a smooth algebraic variety, Bloch’s formula expresses the Chow groups Ch0X , Ch
1
X ,
..., ChnX ,... as the sheaf cohomology groups
H0(X,K0,X), H1(X,K1,X), ... ,Hn(X,Kn,X), ... (4.4.1.3)
By the definition of sheaf cohomology, these are the groups
(4.4.1.4)Γ
⎛⎝ ∐
x∈Zar0X
K0,X on x
⎞⎠ , , ... , , ...Γ
⎛⎝ ∐
x∈Zar1X
K0,X on x
⎞⎠
Im(Γ(d0,−11 ))
Γ
⎛⎝ ∐x∈ZarnXK0,X on x⎞⎠
Im(Γ(dn−1,−n1 ))
where d0,−11 is the sheaf map corresponding to d0,−11 in the sheafified Cousin complex, and
Γ(d0,−11 ) is the corresponding map on global sections, and similarly for dn−1,−n1 .
These results may be rephrased in the context of the coniveau machine as follows:
Lemma 4.4.1.1 Let Sk be a distinguished category of schemes over a field k, satisfying the
conditions given at the beginning of section 3.8.1 above, and let X in Sk be smooth, equidimen-
sional, and noetherian. Then the first column of the coniveau machine for Bass-Thomason
K-theory on X exists; that is, the Cousin complex appearing as the pth row of the E1-level
of the coniveau spectral sequence for K on X sheafifies to yield a flasque resolution of the
K-theory sheaf Kp,X on X for all p.
Proof: This is established by the foregoing discussion; the crucial ingredient is the Bloch-Ogus
theorem. ◻
“Column” Terminology. In both the introduction to this thesis 1.1.2 and the beginning of
the present chapter 4.1, I described verbally how the “simplified four-column version” of the
coniveau machine for Bass-Thomason algebraicK-theoryK on a smooth algebraic variety over
a field k, augmented via a nilpotent thickening, is constructed by isolating and sheafifying
certain rows of the coniveau spectral sequence for the absolute, augmented, relative, and
relative additive versions of K on X, then transposing them to form the four columns of
the machine. Here, I spell this procedure out in more detail for the first column of the
machine.
As indicated in equations 4.4.1.3 and 4.4.1.4 above, the Chow group ChpX is the pth sheaf
cohomology group of the sheaf Kp,X , computed by applying the global sections functor Γ to
the pth sheafified Cousin complex, i.e., the sheaf complex obtained by sheafifying the −pth
row of the coniveau spectral sequence for K on X:
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(4.4.1.6)0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
Kp,X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
Kp−1,X on xd0,−p1 d1,−p1
In particular, when p = n, the dimension of X, the sheafified Cousin complex is
(4.4.1.7)0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
Kn,X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
Kn−1,X on x ∐
x∈ZardX
K0,X on x 0,
d0,−n1 d1,−n1 dn−1,−n1
so that the nth Chow group involves K0.
Example 4.4.1.2 In chapter 2, in the “toy version of the theory” for smooth complex pro-
jective algebraic curves, this particular complex is just the sheaf divisor sequence appearing
in equation 2.2.5.1:
1→ O∗X iÐ→ R∗X DivXÐ→ Z1X → 0,
where the leftmost “1” in the sequence reflects the fact that “addition” in the first graded piece
K1,X ≅ O∗X of the sheaf of rings KX corresponds to “multiplication” in O∗X . This sequence
forms the “first column of the coniveau machine for curves” appearing in figure 2.10. This
construction ignores the other Cousin complexes appearing in the coniveau spectral sequence
for K on X, so the development of Chapter 2 reveals only part of the structural picture, even
in the simple case of curves. @
Figure 4.7 below illustrates how the first column of the “simplified four-column version” of the
coniveau machine fits into the trapezoidal diagram arising from the coniveau spectral sequence
for K on X, first shown in figure 4.6 above. Here, I have sheafified the entire trapezoidal
diagram. The boxed row, when transposed, is the first column of the coniveau machine.
Operations along the Diagonal. Note that the intersection of cycles on open subsets
of X induces operations along the diagonal of total degree zero in the trapezoidal diagrams
appearing in figures 4.6 and 4.7. These operations correspond to multiplication in the Chow
ring ChX of X. It would be interesting to look for similar operations among the sheafified
Ep,−p1 -terms of the coniveau spectral sequences for other cohomology theories with supports
on suitable categories of topological spaces.
4.4.2 “New Theories Out of Old;” Second and Third Columns
Viewpoints Concerning Augmentation. The existence of the first column of the coniveau
machine for algebraic K-theory on a smooth algebraic variety over a field k, established in
lemma 4.4.1.1 above, requires a smoothness hypotheses for the scheme X. This hypothesis
derives from the smoothness hypothesis in the Bloch-Ogus theorem 4.3.2.2. Turning to the
second column of the machine, as depicted in figure 4.4, this smoothness hypothesis can no
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longer be invoked, since the second column involves the thickened scheme X ×k Y , which is
singular.
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
Kn+1,X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
Kn,X on x ∐
x∈ZarnXK1,X on x 0
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
Kn,X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
Kn−1,X on x ∐
x∈ZarnXK0,X on x 0
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
K2,X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
K1,X on x ∐
x∈Zar2X
K0,X on x 0 0
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
K1,X on x ∐
x∈Zar1X
K0,X on x 0 0
0 ∐
x∈Zar0X
K0,X on x 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0
0
0
d0,−11
d0,−21
d0,−n1
d0,−1−n1
d1,−21
d1,−n1
d1,−n−11
dn−1,−n1
dn−1,−n−11
Figure 4.7: Sheafified version of the trapezoidal diagram in figure 4.6 above. Box indicates first
column of the coniveau machine.
As mentioned in section 4.1.1 at the beginning of this chapter, the “augmentation” involved
in constructing the second column of the coniveau machine may be viewed in at least two
different ways: one may either think of “augmenting the cohomology theory,” or “augmenting
the scheme.” Technically, there is no difference between the two choices, since the “augmented
cohomology theory” is defined by applying the original cohomology theory to the “augmented
scheme” X×kY . However, “augmenting the cohomology theory” is the preferred viewpoint in
the present context, since the objects of principal interest in this thesis are the cycle groups
and Chow groups of X in the case where X is a smooth algebraic variety. Stated differently,
although the thickened scheme X ×k Y is singular, its singularity is of a very “uniform” type.
Hence, attempting a wholesale extension of the theory to the case of singular schemes is not
really relevant to the construction of the second column.
Augmented Cohomology Theories with Supports and Substrata. Hence, I will de-
scribe the second column of the coniveau machine in terms of “augmented cohomology,”
viewpoint, following Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn’s program [13] of building “new the-
ories out of old.” In this case, the “new theory” is the algebraic K-theory of X ×kY , viewed as
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a cohomology theory with supports on the original scheme X, as explained at the end of sec-
tion 3.4.3 above. More generally, I use the following definition, adapted from Colliot-The´le`ne,
Hoobler, and Kahn [13] 5.5:
Definition 4.4.2.1 Let Sk a category of schemes over a field k satisfying the conditions given
at the beginning of section 3.8.1. Let Y be a separated scheme over k.
1. Let H be a cohomology theory with supports on the category of pairs over Sk, with values
in an abelian category A. Define a family of functors HY = HYn n∈Z on the category of
pairs over Sk as follows:
HYn,X on Z ∶=Hn,X×kY on Z×kY . (4.4.2.1)
2. Let C be a substratum with supports on the category of pairs over Sk, with values in an
abelian category A. Let Y be a separated scheme over k. Define a functor CY on Sk as
follows:
CYX ∶= CX×kY . (4.4.2.2)
For this construction to work, it is necessary to verify that the “augmented” functors HYn
and CY satisfy the conditions to define cohomology theories with supports and substrata,
respectively, and that the construction preserves effaceability. This is verified by the following
lemma, also adapted from Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13] 5.5:
Lemma 4.4.2.2 Let Sk a category of schemes over a field k satisfying the conditions given
at the beginning of section 3.8.1. Let Y be a separated scheme over k.
1. HY is a cohomology theory with supports on the category of pairs over Sk. If H satisfies
e´tale excision (COH1), and the cohomological projective bundle formula (COH5), then
so does HY .
2. CY is a substratum on Sk. If C satisfies the e´tale Mayer-Vietoris property (SUB1),
and the projective bundle formula for substrata (SUB5), then so does CY .
Proof: See Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13] 5.5. ◻
Second and Third Columns of the Machine. Applying lemma 4.4.2.2 to Bass-Thomason
K-theory leads to the following result:
Lemma 4.4.2.3 Let Sk be a distinguished category of schemes over a field k, satisfying the
conditions given at the beginning of section 3.8.1 above, and let X in Sk be smooth, equidi-
mensional, and noetherian. Let Y be a separated scheme over k. Then the second column
of the coniveau machine for Bass-Thomason K-theory on X exists; that is, the Cousin com-
plexes appearing as the rows of the E1-level of the coniveau spectral sequence for augmented
K-theory on X with respect to Y sheafify to yield flasque resolutions of the sheaves Kp,X×kY
on X.
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Proof: This is established by the foregoing discussion. ◻
Recall that the sheaves Kp,X×kY are defined in terms of the augmented K-theory spectrum
KX×kY of X with respect to Y , defined in definition 3.4.3.1 above.
When X is a smooth algebraic variety, lemma 4.4.2.3 enables computation of the generalized
deformation groups DY Ch
p
X , defined in definition 3.8.3.1 above, in terms of the sheafified
Cousin complexes arising from the spectral sequence for augmented K-theory. Note that the
augmented K-theory groups in negative degrees are generally nontrivial here, since they are
ultimately K-groups of singular schemes.
In the case where X ↦ X ×k Y is a nilpotent thickening, the image of X under the functor
EHrel,S
appearing in the generalized form of the coniveau machine:
EHrel,S EHaug,S EH,S
i j
EH+
rel
,S EH+aug,S EH+,Si
+ j+
chrel chaug ch
(4.4.2.3)
is just the kernel of the canonical split surjection of spectral sequences induced by the splitting
of the natural transformation i. Focusing on the level of individual Cousin complexes and
sheafifying yields the existence of the third column of the coniveau machine:
Lemma 4.4.2.4 Let Sk be a distinguished category of schemes over a field k, satisfying the
conditions given at the beginning of section 3.8.1 above, and let X in Sk be smooth, equidi-
mensional, and noetherian. Let Y be the prime spectrum of a k-algebra generated over k
by nilpotent elements. Then the third column of the coniveau machine for Bass-Thomason
K-theory on X exists; that is, the Cousin complexes appearing as the rows of the E1-level of
the coniveau spectral sequence for relative K-theory on X with respect to Y sheafify to yield
flasque resolutions of the sheaves Kp,X×kY,Y on X.
Proof: This is established by the foregoing discussion. ◻
When X is a smooth algebraic variety, lemma 4.4.2.4 enables computation of the generalized
tangent groups at the identity TY Ch
p
X , defined in definition 3.8.3.1 above, in terms of the
sheafified Cousin complexes arising from the spectral sequence for relative K-theory. As in
the case of augmentedK-theory, the relativeK-theory groups in negative degrees are generally
nontrivial here. A better method of computation, and the whole reason for constructing the
coniveau machine in the first place, is to use the relative additive theory; in this case, negative
cyclic homology.
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4.4.3 Relative Chern Character; Fourth Column
As stated in lemma 3.7.3.1, the relative generalized algebraic Chern character ch is an iso-
morphism between the relative algebraic K-theory functor and the relative negative cyclic
homology functor, considered as functors from the category Nil of split nilpotent pairs (R, I)
defined in definition 3.6.1.1 to the category of abelian groups. Hence, for each p, ch induces
functorial isomorphisms
Kp,X×kY,Y → HNp,X×kY,Y . (4.4.3.1)
Due to the functorial properties of the coniveau spectral sequence, there therefore exists an
isomorphism of functors between the coniveau spectral sequence for relative K-theory and
the coniveau spectral sequence for relative negative cyclic homology. This immediately yields
the following lemma:
Lemma 4.4.3.1 Let Sk be a distinguished category of schemes over a field k, satisfying the
conditions given at the beginning of section 3.8.1 above, and let X in Sk be smooth, equidi-
mensional, and noetherian. Let Y be the prime spectrum of a k-algebra generated over k
by nilpotent elements. Then the fourth column of the coniveau machine for Bass-Thomason
K-theory on X exists; that is, the algebraic Chern character induces an isomorphism of func-
tors between the coniveau spectral sequences of relative K-theory and relative negative cyclic
homology with respect to the nilpotent thickening X ↦X ×k Y .
Proof: This is established by the foregoing discussion. ◻
Combining lemmas 4.4.1.1, 4.4.2.3, 4.4.2.4, and 4.4.3.1 leads to the following theorem, which
is the main result of this thesis:
Theorem 4.4.3.2 Let Sk be a distinguished category of schemes over a field k, satisfying
the conditions given at the beginning of section 3.8.1 above, and let X in Sk be smooth,
equidimensional, and noetherian. Let X ↦ X ×k Y be a nilpotent thickening of X. Then the
coniveau machine for Bass-Thomason K-theory on X with respect to Y exists; that is, the
Cousin complexes appearing as the rows of the E1-level of the coniveau spectral sequence for
augmented and relative K-theory and negative cyclic homology on X with respect to Y sheafify
to yield flasque resolutions of the corresponding sheaves, and the algebraic Chern character
induces an isomorphism of functors between the coniveau spectral sequences of relative K-
theory and relative negative cyclic homology.
Proof: The statement follows from a straightforward combination of lemmas 4.4.1.1, 4.4.2.3,
4.4.2.4, and 4.4.3.1. ◻
Example 4.4.3.3 For the pth Chow group ChpX , using augmentation by the prime spectrum
of the algebra of dual numbers, this leads to the version of the coniveau machine shown in
figure 4.8 below:
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Figure 4.8: Simplified “four column version” of the coniveau machine for algebraic K-theory on a
smooth algebraic variety X over a field k, thickened by the prime spectrum of the algebra of dual
numbers over k.
In particular, the cases where X is a smooth curve and p = 1, and where X is a smooth surface
and p = 2, are the “toy version” of the coniveau machine constructed in Chapter 2, and the
version of Green and Griffiths discussed in the introduction, respectively. @
The existence of the coniveau machine enables the computation of the generalized tangent
groups at the identity of the Chow groups of a smooth algebraic variety X via negative cyclic
homology:
Corollary 4.4.3.4 Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over a field k, and let Y be a separated
scheme over k. Then for all p, the relative algebraic Chern character induces canonical
isomorphisms
TY Ch
p
X ≅HpZar(X,HNp,X×kY,Y ) (4.4.3.2)
between the generalized tangent groups at the identity of the Chow groups ChpX are the sheaf
cohomology groups of relative negative cyclic homology on X with respect to the nilpotent
thickening X ↦X ×k Y .
Proof: By definition 3.8.3.1, the generalized tangent groups at the identity TY Ch
p
X of the
Chow groups ChpX are the Zariski sheaf cohomology groups H
p
Zar(X,Kp,X×kY ); the result
then follows via the relative Chern character. ◻
Example 4.4.3.5 When k is of characteristic zero and Y is the prime spectrum of the algebra
of dual numbers, corollary 4.4.3.4 gives the same answer as Sen Yang’s version of the coniveau
machine [11], illustrated in figure 1.4 above:
TChpX ≅HpZar(X,Ωp−1X/Z ⊕Ωp−3X/Z ⊕ ...) (4.4.3.3)
@
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4.4.4 Universal Exactness
In section 4.4.2 above, I discussed the choice of viewpoint between “augmenting the scheme”
and “augmenting the cohomology theory” in constructing the second and third columns of
the coniveau machine. The latter alternative proved more appropriate in this context. A
third possibility is to directly “augment the Cousin complexes” arising from the coniveau
spectral sequences, and show that the resulting complexes remain exact under appropriate
assumptions. This is the approach of universal exactness, which provides some additional
ways of extending the theory.
Universal Exactness. An exact sequence in an abelian category is called universally exact
if it remains exact following the application of certain additive functors. The concept of
universal exactness was introduced by Daniel Grayson in his short 1985 paper Universal
Exactness in Algebraic K-Theory [61], in the special case of abelian groups. Grayson proved
([61], Corollary 6, page 141) that the sheafified Cousin resolutions for algebraic K-theory
on smooth algebraic varieties, discussed in a more general context in section 4.3 above, are
universally exact. In particular, Grayson observed that applying universal exactness to the
Cousin complex for the pth K-theory sheaf Kp,X on a smooth algebraic variety X, and taking
sheaf cohomology, leads to the identity
ChpX ⊗Zm =HpZar(X,Kp,X ⊗Zm), (4.4.4.1)
via Bloch’s theorem. Here, I outline a more general approach to universal exactness for
cohomology theories with supports, based on Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Kahn [13].
The following definition of universal exactness is adapted from Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler and
Kahn [13], definition 6.1.1, page 34:
Definition 4.4.4.1 Let A be an abelian category. A complex C of objects of A is called uni-
versally exact if for any abelian category B and any additive functor F ∶ A→ B commuting
with colimits of filtered diagrams, the complex FC in B is exact.
Universal Exactness for Effaceable Substrata. The complexes of principal interest in
the present context are, of course, the Cousin complexes arising from the coniveau spectral
sequence of an effaceable cohomology theory with supports H, applied to a smooth scheme
X. As discussed below, it turns out that if such a cohomology theory arises from an effaceable
substratum functor, then universal exactness holds.
The following lemma is adapted from Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler and Kahn [13], Theorem 6.2.1,
page 35.
Lemma 4.4.4.2 Let Sk be a category of schemes over a field k satisfying the conditions
given at the beginning of section 3.8.1 above, and let X be an affine variety in Sk. Let H
a cohomology theory with supports on the category of pairs over Sk, and assume that H is
defined via a substratum C, effaceable at a family of points (t1, ..., tr). Let R = Ot1,...,tr be the
semilocal ring of X at (t1, ..., tr), and let Y = Spec R. Then the Cousin complexes
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0 HnY ∐
x∈Zar0Y
HnY on x ∐
x∈Zar1Y
Hn+1Y on x ∐
x∈ZardY
Hn+dY on x 0d0,n1 d1,n1 dd−1,n1
are universally exact.
Proof: See Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler and Kahn [13], Theorem 6.2.1, page 35. ◻
Since Bass-Thomason K-theory and negative cyclic homology are defined in terms of efface-
able substrata, this result allows the coniveau machine for to be generalized further to enable
analysis of “modified generalized deformation groups and tangent groups” analogous to the
groups studied by Grayson [61].
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Appendix A
Background on K-Theory and Cyclic Homology
A.1 Topological Spectra
Modern algebraic K-theory may be described in terms of the theory of topological spectra.
In this section, I briefly review some standard material from the theory of spectra for the
convenience of the reader. The four references [62], [63], [64], and [65] represent the spectrum-
theoretic background of the papers of Thomason [6] and Colliot-The´le`ne, Hoobler, and Khan
[13] in which spectra are crucial. See [6], Introduction, page 249, and [13], section 5.2, page
29. Schwede’s book project [66] seems to be a helptul modern source on the subject.
A topological spectrum E ∶= {En, εn} is a sequence of pointed spaces En and structure maps εn
mapping the reduced suspension ΣEn of En to En+1. The indices n are usually chosen to run
over the integers or the nonnegative integers.1 Since the reduced suspension functor Σ is left-
adjoint to the loop space functor Ω, the structure maps are equivalent to maps En → ΩEn+1. If
these maps are isomorphic, then E is called an Ω-spectrum. Isomorphism in this context may
mean homeomorphism, homotopy equivalence, or weak homotopy equivalence, in descending
order of strength.
The homotopy groups pir,E of a spectrum E are stable homotopy groups in the following
sense. The reduced suspension map En → ΣEn and the structure map ΣEn → En+1 together
induce homomorphisms on the homotopy groups of spaces:
pin+r,En → pin+r+1,ΣEn → pin+r+1,En+1 ,
for each r ∈ Z. Calling the composite maps sn, one has a directed system
...
sn−1 // pin+r,En sn // pin+r+1,En+1 sn+1 // ...,
and one defines the homotopy group pir,E of E to be the direct limit limÐ→n pin+r,En of this directed
system. In general, the term stability in homotopy theory refers to phenomena that do not
depend on behavior at any particular dimension or over any finite range of dimensions, but
can be detected as the dimension grows arbitrarily large. Note in particular that the limit
pir,E = limÐ→n pin+r,En may or may not be attained at some finite n, depending on the spectrum
E. However, if E is an Ω-spectrum, then the homomorphism sn ∶ pin+r,En → pin+r+1,En+1 is an
isomorphism for all n ≥ 1 − r, so in this case
pir,E = pin+r,En for any n ≥ 1 − r.
1There is also a notion of coordinate free spectra, for which there are defined structure maps for every
injective map of finite sets; Waldhausen’s K-theory spectrum may be viewed as coordinate free in this sense
(see [66] page 23).
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Note also that the homotopy groups pir,E are defined, and may be nonzero, for negative r,
whether or not the index set for the spaces En includes negative integers. In many important
cases, the homotopy groups vanish in negative degrees, just as do the homotopy groups of an
individual topological space. For instance, the Waldhausen K-theory spectrum ([6] page 260)
has vanishing negative homotopy groups. If pir,E = 0 for r < 0, then E is called a connective
spectrum. Otherwise it is called nonconnective.
Just as the connectivity of a spectrum E does not depend on the range of indices of the
individual topological spaces En, it does not depend on the connectivity properties of the
En, although the two types of properties are analogous. More precisely, a topological space
is called r-connected if it is path-connected and its first r homotopy groups (beginning with
the fundamental group) vanish. Hence, a connective spectrum is analogous in this sense to a
topological space which is r-connected for some nonnegative r. However, one may change the
connectivity of a spectrum trivially by simply shifting the indices of the spaces En; if pir(E) ≠ 0
for some r, then the spectrum E′ with E′n ∶= En+r+1 is nonconnective since pi−1(E′) = pir(E).
Usually, however, the indices are fixed by topological considerations specific to the problem at
hand. For instance, if one begins with a pointed topological space E and forms the suspension
spectrum E ∶= Σ∞E by repeated application of the reduced suspension functor, it is natural
to index the spaces En so that E0 = E.
A.2 Keller’s Mixed Complex
For any k-algebra R, unital or nonunital, Bernhard Keller [17] defines a mixed complex(MR, d,B), as I will now describe. This approach is more general than the approaches to the
cyclic homology of algebras outlined in sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, and generalizes better.
Recall that the map (1 − t) links the columns (CR,−b′) and (CR, b) of degrees 1 and 0 in
the cyclic bicomplex CCR, where t is the cyclic operator, whose index depends on the row,
and where 1 denotes the identity operator. Also, the norm operator N links the columns of
degrees 2 and 1. Since CCR is a bicomplex, the maps b, b′, (1− t), and N satisfy the following
identities:
b2 = b′2 = b(1 − t) − (1 − t)b′ = Nb − b′N = (1 − t)N = N(1 − t) = 0. (A.2.0.1)
In particular, the map (1 − t) is a chain map between the complexes (CR, b′) and (CR, b).2
The mapping cone (MR, d) over the chain map (1 − t) ∶ (CR, b′) → (CR, b) is by definition
the chain complex whose nth term is
Mn ∶= Cn,R ⊕Cn−1,R = R⊗n+1 ⊕R⊗n. (A.2.0.2)
2Note how the minus sign has disappeared on the boundary map b′; this is because of the standard convention
for bicomplexes; the maps are chosen so that each square anticommutes, rather than commuting. Thus, the
map (1 − t) as it appears in CCR is not quite a chain map; the minus sign must be removed to give one.
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The differential d in (MR, d) is defined by the matrix
d = (b 1 − t
0 −b′ ) . (A.2.0.3)
This is illustrated in figure A.2 below. See Keller [17], page 5, for details.3
Degree: 0 1 2 3
R
R⊗2
R⊗3
R
R⊗2
R⊗3
R
R⊗2
R⊗3
b
b
b
−b′
−b′
−b′
b
b
b
1 − t
1 − t
1 − t
N
N
N
R
R⊗2
R⊗3
−b′
−b′
−b′
1 − t
1 − t
1 − t
N
N
N
Figure A.1: Mapping cone over the chain map (1 − t).
The matrix definition means that if one views an element m =mn ∈Mn as a column vector of
the form
mn = ( rnrn−1) , rn ∈ R⊗n+1, rn−1 ∈ R⊗n,
then
d(m) = dn(mn) = (bn 1 − tn−10 −b′n−1 )( rnrn−1) = (bn(rn) + (1 − tn−1)(rn−1)−b′n−1(rn−1) ) .
Matrix multiplication shows that d2 = 0, so that (MR, d) is indeed a complex:
(b 1 − t
0 −b′ )(b 1 − t0 −b′ ) = (b2 b(1 − t) − (1 − t)b′0 b′2 ) = 0.
Next, define a cochain map
BM = ( 0 0
N 0
) ,
3Note that the minus sign has reappeared, but this is by definition of the mapping cone. Some other authors
define the mapping cone differently; for instance, see Weibel [56], section 1.5, page 18.
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on MR.4 BMn maps Mn to Mn+1. For an element mn as above,
BMn (mn) = ( 0 0Nn 0)( rnrn−1) = ( 0Nn(rn)) .
Figure A.2 illustrates both the abstract and concrete forms of Keller’s mixed complex. (MR, d,BM).
Abstract form:
M0
d
BM
M1
d
BM
M2
d
BM
M3
Concrete form:
R⊕
0
N0
b0
1 − t0
−b′0 R
⊕R
⊗2 b1
1 − t1
−b′1
N1
R⊗2
⊕R
⊗3 b2
1 − t2
−b′2
N2
R⊗3
⊕R
⊗4
Figure A.2: Abstract and Concrete Forms of Keller’s Mixed Complex (MR, d,B).
Clearly (BM)2 = 0. Also, dBM +BMd = 0, as can be shown by matrix multiplication:
dBM +BMd = (b 1 − t
0 −b′ )( 0 0N 0) + ( 0 0N 0)(b 1 − t0 −b′ ) = ((1 − t)N 0−b′N 0) + ( 0 0Nb N(1 − t)) ,
which is the zero matrix because
(1 − t)N = N(1 − t) = Nb − b′N
by the identities above. This shows that (MR, d,BM) is a mixed complex, as claimed.
A.3 Simplicial and Cyclic Theory
In this section, I briefly describe the simplicial and cyclic categories, simplicial and cyclic
objects, and cyclic modules. This material supports a general approach toward cyclic homol-
ogy useful for dealing with broad structural issues at a high level of algebraic hierarchy. In
particular, Keller’s machinery of localization pairs may be understood in this context.
4The “M” stands for “mixed.” This is my nonstandard notation; Keller simply uses the notation B, but this
is extremely confusing since B is used in several different ways in very similar contexts. In particular, BM
is not the Connes boundary map B. More on this in the remarks below.
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A.3.1 Simplicial Basics
The simplicial category ∆ is the category whose objects are finite linearly ordered sets [n] ={0, ..., n}, called n-simplices, and whose morphisms are order-preserving (i.e. nondecreasing)
maps. The morphisms in ∆ are conveniently described in terms of special morphisms called
face operators and degeneracy operators. The face operator δni ∶ [n] → [n + 1] is the unique
injective morphism that omits the element i in the image, and the degeneracy operator σni ∶[n] → [n − 1] is the unique surjective morphism that has two elements mapping to i. More
concretely,
δni (j) = { j if j < i,j + 1 if j ≥ i,
and
σni (j) = { j if j ≤ i,j − 1 if j > i.
The face and degeneracy operators satisfy the following identities:
δn+1j δni = δn+1i δnj−1 if i < j,
σn−1j σni = σn−1i σnj+1 if i ≤ j,
and
σn+1j δni = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
δn−1i σnj if i < j,
Id[n] if i = j or i = j + 1,
δn−1i−1 σnj if i > j + 1.
Figure A.3 illustrates the face and degeneracy operators in the simplicial category.
[0] [1] [2] [3]δ00σ10
δ01
δ10
σ20
δ11
σ21
δ12
δ20
σ30
δ21
σ31
δ22
σ32
δ23
Figure A.3: The Simplicial Category.
Every morphism α ∶ [n] → [m] in the simplicial category has a unique factorization α = δσ,
where σ is an epimorphism consisting of a composition of degeneracy operators, and δ is a
monomorphism consisting of a composition of face operators.
Simplicial Objects. Let C be a category. Simplicial and cosimplicial objects in C are families
of objects and morphisms in C that either reproduce or reverse the abstract structure of the
face and degeneracy morphisms in the simplicial category ∆. Unfortunately, the objects that
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reverse the structure are called “simplicial,” while the objects that reproduce the structure
are called “cosimplicial.” This terminological stumbling block is a historical artifact that is
too deeply ingrained to contravene.
Formally, a simplicial object in C is a contravariant functor from ∆ to C. More concretely,
a simplicial object in C is a sequence C0,C1, ... of objects in C, together with face operators
din ∶ Cn → Cn−1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n and degeneracy operators sin ∶ Cn → Cn+1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, satisfying
the following identites:
din+1djn = dj−1n+1din if i < j,
sin−1sjn = sj+1n−1sin if i ≤ j,
and
din+1sjn = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
sj−1n−1din if i < j,
IdCn if i = j or i = j + 1,
sjn−1di−1n if i > j + 1.
Figure A.4 shows a simplicial object in an arbitrary category C. Pay special attention to
the fact that the face and degeneracy operators of a simplicial object go in the opposite
directions from the face and degeneracy operators in the simplicial category ∆. They really
ought to be called coface and codegeneracy operators, but instead these names are assigned
to the corresponding operators in cosimplicial objects (which ought to be called simplicial
objects).
C0 C1 C2 C3
d01
s00
d11
d02
s01
d12
s11
d22
d03
s02
d13
s12
d23
s22
d33
Figure A.4: A Simplicial Object
A.3.2 Cyclic Basics
The cyclic category ∆C has the same objects as the simplicial category, but has extra mor-
phisms generated by the cyclic operators τn ∶ [n]→ [n] defined by
τn(i) = { i − 1 if i > 0,
n if i = 0.
Note that τn acts in the opposite way from the cyclic operators tn defined above. This is
because cyclic objects are defined to be contravariant functors, just as simplicial objects are
defined to be contravariant functors.
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In addition to the identities satisfied by the face and degeneracy operators, the following
identities are also satisfied in the cyclic category:
τnδni = { δni−1τn if i > 0,δnn if i = 0.
τnσn+1i = { σn+1i−1 τn if i > 0,σn+1n (τn+1)2 if i = 0.(τn)n+1 = Id[n]
For example, the curious-looking identity τnσn+10 = σn+1n (τn+1)2 may be verified graphically as
illustrated in figure A.5.
n + 1
n
2
1
0
n
n − 1
1
0
n
n − 1
1
0
n + 1
n
2
1
0
n + 1
n
2
1
0
n + 1
n
2
1
0
n
n − 1
1
0
σn+10 τn τn+1 τn+1 σn+1n
Figure A.5: Example: the identity τnσn+10 = σn+1n (τn+1)2.
Figure A.6 illustrates the face, degeneracy, and cyclic operators in the cyclic category.
[0] [1] [2] [3]δ00σ10
δ01
τ0
δ10
σ20
δ11
σ21
δ12
τ1
δ20
σ30
δ21
σ31
δ22
σ32
δ23
τ2 τ3
Figure A.6: The Cyclic Category.
Every morphism β ∶ [n] → [m] in the cyclic category has a unique factorization β = (τm)lα,
where α is a morphism in the simplicial category ∆, and (τm)l is an element of the cyclic
group of order m + 1 generated by τm.
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Unlike the simplicial category, the cyclic category is isomorphic to its opposite category.
Cyclic Objects. Similar to a simplicial object, a cyclic object in a category C is a family
of objects and morphisms in C that reverses the abstract structure of the cyclic category.
Cyclic objects really ought to be called cocyclic objects, but it is too late to change the
terminology.
Formally, a cyclic object in C is a contravariant functor from ∆C to C. More concretely,
a cyclic object in C is a sequence C0,C1, ... of objects in C, together with face operators
din ∶ Cn → Cn−1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, degeneracy operators sin ∶ Cn → Cn+1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and cyclic
operators tn ∶ Cn → Cn, satisfying the following identites:
din+1djn = dj−1n+1din if i < j,
sin−1sjn = sj+1n−1sin if i ≤ j,
din+1sjn = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
sj−1n−1din if i < j,
IdCn if i = j or i = j + 1,
sjn−1di−1n if i > j + 1,
dintn = { tn−1di−1n if i > 0,dnn if i = 0.
sintn = { tn+1si−1n if i > 0,(tn+1)2snn if i = 0.(tn)n+1 = IdCn
Figure A.7 shows a cyclic object in an arbitrary category C. Again, note that the face,
degeneracy, and cyclic operators of a cyclic object go in the opposite directions from the face,
degeneracy, and cyclic operators in the cyclic category ∆.
C0 C1 C2 C3
δ01
σ00
δ11
τ0
δ02
σ01
δ12
σ11
δ22τ1
δ03
σ02
δ13
σ12
δ23
σ22
δ33
τ2 τ3
Figure A.7: A Cyclic Object.
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A.3.3 Cyclic Modules
A cyclic module is a cyclic object in the category of k-modules. A cyclic module induces
a mixed complex, whose corresponding bicomplex may be used to compute cyclic homology
and negative cyclic homology. Not every mixed complex comes from a cyclic module, but
many important examples of mixed complexes arise in this way. In particular, the Hochschild
complex of a unital k-algebra is a cyclic k-module.
Cyclic Modules. Let k be a commutative ring. A cyclic k-module is a cyclic object in the
category of k-modules. It is represented by a diagram as shown in figure A.8 below, where
the objects Cn are k-modules, and the face operators δn, degeneracy operators σn, and cyclic
operators τn are k-module morphisms. A cyclic module C defines a chain complex (C, b),
where for each n, bn ∶ Cn → Cn−1 is given by the alternating sum of the face operators
b = n∑
i=0(−1)iδin. (A.3.3.1)
This formula is analogous to the boundary map for the Hochschild complex CR of a unital
k-algebra R, appearing in equation 3.5.2.2 above.
C0 C1 C2 C3
δ01
σ00
δ11
τ0
δ02
σ01
δ12
σ11
δ22τ1
δ03
σ02
δ13
σ12
δ23
σ22
δ33
τ2 τ3
Figure A.8: A Cyclic Object.
Cyclic Homology of a Cyclic Module. A cyclic module defines a mixed complex (C, b,B),
where for each n, B = Bn is defined by the formula
Bn ∶= (1 − τn+1)σnNn,
where the maps 1, τn+1, σn, and Nn are the abstract analogues of the maps 1, tn+1, sn, and
Nn appearing in the definition of Connes’ boundary map in equation 3.5.2.10 of section 3.5.2
above. In particular, the extra degeneracy σn = σn+1n is defined in terms of the last “ordinary”
degeneracy σnn and the cyclic operator τn+1 as σn+1n = (−1)n+1τn+1σnn.
Definition A.3.3.1 Let C be a cyclic module. The cyclic homology groups HNn,C of
C are the homology groups of the product total complex of the associated mixed complex. A
similar definition holds of negative cyclic homology.
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A.4 Weibel’s Cyclic Homology for Schemes
Weibel’s Approach. Charles Weibel [20] defines the cyclic homology of a scheme X over a
commutative ring k by sheafifying the B-bicomplex BR illustrated in figure 3.5 above, and tak-
ing Cartan-Eilenberg hypercohomology. The bicomplex BR may either be sheafified directly,
or the Hochschild complex CR may be sheafified first, and the corresponding bicomplex of
sheaves may be constructed afterwards using the resulting sheaf complex, in a manner anal-
ogous to the construction of BR from CR. Here, I begin by discussing the sheafification of
the Hochschild complex, since this approach also allows for the construction of Hochschild
homology of schemes along the way.
Sheafification of the Hochschild Complex. For any n ≥ 0, let Cn,X be the sheaf associated
to the presheaf
U ↦ O⊗n+1U ,
where as usual tensors are over k. By elementary sheaf theory, the Hochschild boundary maps
bn,U ∶ O⊗n+1U → O⊗nU for each open set U ⊂X assemble to give a complex of sheaves
...
b // Cn,X
b // Cn−1,X b // .... (A.4.0.2)
called the Hochschild complex of X. The Hochschild complex is a cyclic object in the category
of sheaves on X.
Weibel’s Hochschild Homology of Schemes. The Hochschild homology of X is by
definition the Cartan-Eilenberg hypercohomology of the unbounded cochain complex C∗X , where
CnX ∶= C−n,X . Figure A.9 illustrates graphically how this definition converts C∗X to be a cochain
complex concentrated in negative degrees. Section A.5 of the appendix provides a description
of Cartan-Eilenberg hypercohomology. Weibel [20] also contains a good discussion.
mirror
C0 C1 C2 C3C0C−1C−2C−3 0
Figure A.9: Converting CX,∗ to a cochain complex C∗X .
The Hochschild homology HHn,X of an algebraic scheme X is defined to be the Cartan-
Eilenberg hypercohomology of the complex C∗(X):
HHn,X ∶= H−n(C∗X), (A.4.0.3)
where H denotes Cartan-Eilenberg hypercohomology. If X = Spec(R) for a ring R, then
HHn,X = HHn,R, the usual Hochschild homology of R, for n ≥ 0.5 Note, however, that the
Hochschild homology of a scheme X is generally nonzero in negative degrees. In particular,
5Weibel [20] cites a paper by Weibel and Geller for this result.
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as noted by Weibel, Hn(OX) is a summand of HH−n,X . However, if X is quasi-compact and
quasi-separated, only finitely many of the Hochschild homology modules in negative degrees
can be nonzero. For example, HHn,X = 0 for n < −dim(X) whenever X is finite dimensional
and noetherian over k. See [20], page 2, for more details.
Weibel’s Cyclic Homology of Schemes. Let X be an algebraic scheme over k as above.
I will denote the sheafified B complex on X by BX .
Definition A.4.0.2 Let X be a scheme over a commutative ring k. The cyclic homology
groups HCn,X of X are the Cartan-Eilenberg hypercohomology groups H−n(Tot BX) of the
cohomological version of the total complex Tot BX of the sheafified B-bicomplex BX .
To recapitulate, the cyclic homology groups HCn,X may be constructed by means of the
following steps:
1. Sheafify the B-bicomplex BR to obtain a bicomplex BX of sheaves on X. This may be
done either by sheafifying BR directly, or by first sheafifying the Hochschild complex CR
to obtain a cyclic object in the category of sheaves on X, then forming the corresponding
bicomplex. BX is a first-quadrant bicomplex of sheaves on X.
2. Take the total complex Tot BX of BX . This is a chain complex of sheaves concentrated
in non-negative degrees. The number of factors in each total degree is finite, so there is
no need to choose between sum and product total complexes.
3. Convert Tot BX to a cochain complex of sheaves concentrated in non-positive degrees.
4. Take Cartan-Eilenberg hypercohomology.
Negative Cyclic Homology via Weibel’s Approach. Although Weibel [20] does not
mention negative cyclic homology explicitly, it is “obvious” how to modify the above con-
struction to yield a negative variant:
Weibel’s Uniqueness Result. Weibel [20] cites an important uniqueness result about cyclic
homology theories for schemes over k. Weibel defines a cyclic homology theory for schemes
over k to be a family of Z-graded k modules HCn,X , associated to every scheme X over k
satisfying naturality, contravariance, agreement with ordinary cyclic homology in the case of
affine schemes, and existence of Mayer-Vietoris sequences.6 The uniqueness result is then as
follows:
Lemma A.4.0.3 Suppose that HC→ HC′ is a morphism of cyclic homology theories. If X is
a quasi-compact, quasi-separated scheme over a commutative ring k, then the corresponding
cyclic homology groups of X are isomorphic: HCn,X ≅ HC′n,X .
Proof: See Weibel [20]. ◻
Like Hochschild homology, the cyclic homology of a scheme X over a commutative ring k is
generally nonzero in negative degrees. Weibel [20] also mentions that it is possible to define
6See Weibel [20] page 1 for precise statements of these conditions and more details.
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lambda operations on the sheafified Hochschild complex CX and the sheafified bicomplex BX ,
which descend to lambda operations on the Hochschild homology groups HHn,X and the cyclic
homology groups HCn,X .7
A.5 Cartan-Eilenberg Cohomology
The Cartan-Eilenberg hypercohomology is defined as follows. Since the category of abelian
sheaves on X has enough injective objects, there exists an upper-half plane bicomplex I∗∗,
together with an augmentation map of complexes C∗X → I∗0, where each sheaf Iij is injective,
such that the (vertical) maps induced on coboundaries and cohomology fit together to give
injective resolutions of the coboundaries and cohomology of C∗X . Note that in this context,
cohomology means ordinary cohomology of the cochain complex C∗X , not derived functors of
the global section functor. The bicomplex I∗∗ is called a (right) Cartan-Eilenberg resolution
of See Weibel page 149 for more details.
Since the complex C∗X is concentrated in negative degrees in this case, the bicomplex I∗∗ is a
second-quadrant bicomplex. Figure A.10 shows a Cartan-Eilenberg resolution of C∗X .
III
III IV
augmentation
second quadrant
bicomplex
0000
0C0C−1C−2C−3
0I00I−10I−20I−30
0I01I−11I−21I−31
0I02I−12I−22I−32
Figure A.10: Cartan-Eilenberg resolution of the complex C∗X .
The Cartan-Eilenberg hypercohomology of C∗X is defined to be the ordinary cohomology of the
complex of global sections of the product total complex of I∗∗:
H∗(X,C∗X) ∶=H i(Γ(ToT I∗∗)).
7See Weibel [20], page 3, for this remark, which cites the paper [21].
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For technical reasons (e.g. when a complex is not bounded below), the Cartan-Eilenberg
hypercohomology of a complex is not necessarily equal to the corresponding hyper-derived
cohomology. The appendix of Weibel1991, beginning on page 5, is devoted to this subject.
Here Weibel explains the construction of the hyper-derived cohomology, and discusses when
the Cartan-Eilenberg hypercohomology and hyper-derived cohomology are equal. He proves
that there are examples of complexes of sheaves on topological spaces for which the two
definitions differ. He does not make clear if this occurs for the Hochschild complex.
A.6 Spectral Sequences
Generalities. The material in this section is standard. The main references are Weibel
[56], Chapter 5, and McCleary [67], Chapter 2. These references present modern, synthetic
treatments of the original theory developed by Leray, Serre, Koszul, Massey, and others. The
purpose of this material in the present context is to facilitate the construction of the coniveau
spectral sequence for a cohomology theory with supports on a scheme over a field k, in section
6.1.3. The coniveau spectral sequence is a spectral sequence of cohomological type, whose
terms are k-vector spaces. It stabilizes at a finite level, and converges with respect to a finite
filtration. In contrast with the specific nature its intended application, the material in this
section is somewhat more general, with the goal of rendering transparent the terminology and
results concerning the coniveau spectral sequence in the literature. While I do restrict the
discussion to spectral sequences and exact couples of cohomological type, I describe most of
the constructions in terms of a general abelian category, which is taken to possess convenient
limit properties whenever necessary.8 I do not assume that all spectral sequences stabilize at
a finite level or converge with respect to a finite filtration, but this generality is intended only
for context.
A spectral sequence of cohomological type in an abelian category A is a family {Ep,qr } of ob-
jects of A together with morphisms dp,qr ∶ Ep,qr → Ep+r,q−r+1r , called differentials, such that each
object Ep,qr+1 with lower index r+1 is isomorphic to the cohomology object Ker(dp,qr )/Im(dp−r,q−r+1r )
of differentials with lower index r. Here, r ranges from some minimum integer r0 to infin-
ity, while p and q range over the integers. A spectral sequence of cohomological type may
be denoted by {Ep,qr , dp,qr }, or simply by {Er} for short. The subfamily of {Er} consisting
of objects with a particular lower index r is a two-dimensional array called the Er-level of{Er}. The qualifier “of cohomological type” means that the differentials “go to the right,”
in the sense that they increase the first upper index p. For the same reason, the objects
Ker(dp,qr )/Im(dp−r,q−r+1r ) are called cohomology objects rather than homology objects.9 A
spectral sequence for which the differentials “go to the left” is called a spectral sequence of
homological type. All spectral sequences here are of cohomological type, so I will drop this
qualifier going forward. A spectral sequence may begin at any level, though most spectral se-
quences of interest begin at the E0 or E1-level. The coniveau spectral sequence, developed in
8A much more thorough discussion, in terms of Grothendieck’s axioms for abelian categories, is included in
Weibel [56].
9In fact, many references do call them homology objects, but this can only cause trouble.
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the next section, begins at the E1-level. Figure A.11 below illustrates spectral sequences.
The E0, E1, and E2-levels of a spectral sequence {Er} of cohomological type are illustrated in
the following diagram. The shading indicates the four quadrants of the planar lattice10 whose
horizontal axis corresponds to the first upper index p and whose vertical axis corresponds to
the second upper index q of the terms Ep,qr . A spectral sequence is called a first-quadrant
spectral sequence if all its nontrivial terms have nonnegative upper indices; i.e., if Ep,qr = 0
whenever p or q is less than zero. The boundary terms terms of a first-quadrant spectral
sequence are the terms Ep,qr with p = 0 or q = 0. Analogous definitions apply to the other
quadrants. Similarly, a spectral sequence is called a right half-plane spectral sequence if all
its nontrivial terms have nonnegative first index p, and the boundary terms are the terms
Ep,qr with p = 0. Analogous definitions apply for other half-planes, and also for more general
subsets of the planar lattice.11
Many important spectral sequences stabilize at some finite level rs, meaning that for all
r ≥ rs, the objects Ep,qr are independent of r for all p and q. Whether or not a spectral
sequence stabilizes, the terms Ep,qr may approach limits as r increases. Such stable or limiting
terms are denoted by Ep,q∞ . Their existence depends both on the construction of the spectral
sequence {Er} and on the axioms governing the ambient category A.12 Zeros in a spectral
sequence are stable, meaning that whenever Ep,qr vanishes, so does E
p,q
r+1. This is an immediate
consequence of the fact that each level of a spectral sequence is given by taking the cohomology
of the previous level. This implies, in particular, that if the initial level of a spectral sequence
belongs to a particular quadrant or half plane, then the entire spectral sequence belongs to
the same quandrant or half-plane. If any level of a spectral sequence has a finite number of
nonzero rows or columns, then the spectral sequence stabilizes at a finite level. This is true
because zeros are stable, and because in this case the differentials into and out of each term
are of the form 0→ Ep,qr → 0 for sufficiently large r.
The most common use of spectral sequences is to compute sequences of graded objects, such
as cohomology groups, by successive approximations. Let {Hn}n∈Z be a sequence of graded
objects in the abelian category A. A decreasing filtration F p on {Hn}n∈Z is a family of
decreasing filtrations on the objects Hn for each n. These filtrations consist of chains of
subobjects ... ⊂ F p+1Hn ⊂ F pHn ⊂ F p−1Hn ⊂ ... of Hn, usually defined by some canonical
procedure for all values of n. The filtration F p is called exhaustive if ∪pF pHn = Hn for
all n, and is called separated if ∩pF pHn = 0 for all n. The associated graded objects
of the filtration F p are the quotients F pHn/F p+1Hn. A spectral sequence {Er} in A with
stable or limiting terms Ep,q∞ is said to converge to {Hn} with respect to the filtration
10Unfortunately, the “counterclockwise” convention I use here for the numbering of the quadrants is not
universal; some references interchange the third and fourth quadrants.
11More generally, Ep,qr is an initial boundary term if the term E
p−r,q+r−1
r mapping into E
p,q
r under d
p−r,q+r−1
r
is zero, and Ep,qr is a terminal boundary term if the term E
p+r,q−r+1
r that E
p,q
r maps into under d
p,q
r is
zero. If Ep,qr is an initial boundary term, then the corresponding term E
p,q
r+1 at the next level is subobject
of Ep,qr , and if E
p,q
r is a terminal boundary term, then E
p,q
r+1 is a quotient of Ep,qr . The motivation for
distinguishing boundary terms in the present context is to define edge morphisms below.
12See [56] page 125 for a preliminary discussion of this.
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F p if the objects of {Er} approach the associated graded objects of F p in an appropriate
sense.13 In particular, if the filtration F p is finite, exhaustive, and separated, then {Er} is
said to converge to {Hn} with respect to F p if Ep,q∞ ≅ F pHp+q/F p+1Hp+q for all p and q. If a
spectral sequence beginning at the Er0-level converges to {Hn}, this is usually expressed via
the concise notation Ep,qr0 ⇒Hp+q.
E0-level E1-level
E2-level Quadrants
E−1,−10 E0,−10 E1,−10
E−1,00 E0,00 E1,00
E−1,10 E0,10 E1,10
d−1,−10
d−1,00
d0,−10
d0,00
d1,−10
d1,00
E−1,−11 E0,−11 E1,−11
E−1,01 E0,01 E1,01
E−1,11 E0,11 E1,11
d−1,−11 d0,−11
d−1,01 d0,01
d−1,11 d1,01
E−1,−12 E0,−12 E1,−12
E−1,02 E0,02 E1,02
E−1,12 E0,12 E1,12
d−1,12
d−1,02
d−1,−12
d0,12
d0,02
d0,−12
d1,12
d1,02
d1,−12
12
3 4
Figure A.11: Spectral sequences.
A spectral sequence {Er} is said to collapse at the Er-level if the lattice Er has exactly one
nonzero row or column. In this case, {Er} stabilizes at the Er-level, since Ker(dp,qr ) = Ep,qr and
Im(dp−r,q+r−1r ) = 0. Collapse implies convergence, and the family {Hn} to which a collapsing
sequence converges may be easily obtained in the following way. Assuming convergence for the
moment, stability at the Er-level implies that E
p,q
r ≅ Ep,q∞ ≅ F pHp+q/F p+1Hp+q. The diagonal in
13To clarify the terminology appearing in the literature, {Er} is said to converge weakly to {Hn} with
respect to F p if Ep,q∞ ≅ F pHp+q/F p+1Hp+q for all p and q. If in addition, F p is exhaustive and separated,
then {Er} is said to approach {Hn} or abut to {Hn} with respect to F p. Finally, if {Er} approaches {Hn},
then it is said to converge to {Hn} with respect to F p if Hn is equal to the inverse limit lim←Ð Hn/F pHn
for all n.
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the lattice given by setting p+q = n intersects the nonzero row or column in exactly one term,
so there exists at most one choice of p and q summing to n such that F pHn/F p+1Hn is nonzero.
This means that the filtration has only two distinct levels, p and p + 1. Since the filtration is
decreasing, it follows that for this particular choice of p, F pHn =Hn and F p+1Hn = 0. Hence,
Hn is the unique term Ep+qr in the nonzero row or column with p + q = n.
Whenever a convergent spectral sequence belongs to a particular quadrant or half-plane, there
exist special morphisms involving its boundary terms, called edge morphisms. In particular,
if {Er} is a right half-plane spectral sequence, then the source of every differential landing on
the vertical axis is zero, so each term of the form E0,qr+1 is the subobject Ker(dp,qr ) of the term
E0,qr at the previous level. Hence, there exists a sequence14 of inclusions
E0,q∞ ⊂ ... ⊂ E0,qr+1 ⊂ E0,qr ⊂ E0,qr−1 ⊂ ...
Since Ep,q∞ ≅ F pHp+q/F p+1Hp+q = 0 by the definition of convergence whenever p < 0, it fol-
lows that the filtration levels ...F 0, F −1, F −2 are all equal, so F 0Hq = Hq. Hence, E0,q∞ ≅
F 0Hq/F 1Hq = Hq/F 1Hq is a quotient of Hq by the definition of convergence. The com-
positions of the corresponding quotient morphism with appropriate sequences of the above
inclusion maps define edge morphisms Hq → E0,qr :
Hq →Hq/F 1Hq ≅ Ep,q∞ ⊂ ... ⊂ E0,qr+1 ⊂ E0,qr .
In the special case where {Er} collapses at the Er-level with nonzero column given by p = 0, the
edge morphisms are injections. Indeed, in this case F 0Hq = Hq and F 1Hq = 0, so Hq ≅ Ep,q∞ ,
which maps by inclusion into each E0,qr .
Spectral Sequence of an Exact Couple. An exact couple is an algebraic structure
which gives rise to a spectral sequence under appropriate conditions. Abstractly, an exact
couple C consists of a pair of objects (D,E) in an abelian category A, together with a
triple of morphisms i, j, k, fitting into the exact diagram below, where exactness means that
Im(i) = Ker(j), Im(j) = Ker(k), and Im(k) = Ker(i). Hence, C stands for the quintuple{D,E, i, j, k}. The composition j ○k ∶ E → E is denoted by d. It is a differential in the sense
that d ○ d = 0.
D D
E
i
k j
In practice, D and E are usually bigraded objects, often bigraded modules over a commutative
unital ring R. The bigraded pieces of D and E may be denoted by Dp,q and Ep,q. Restricting
the morphisms i, j, k, and d to each bigraded piece of D or E produces morphisms ip,q, jp,q, kp,q,
and dp,q.15 The morphisms i, j, k, and d are usually defined so as to respect the bigrading on D
and E up to an appropriate shift of bidegrees. For instance, i might map each bigraded piece
14Possibly transfinite, if the sequence does not stabilize at a finite level.
15Note that the differential dp,q on Ep,q is the composition jp+1,q ○kp,q, since k follows j in the exact diagram.
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Dp,q of D into Dp+m,q+n for some fixed m and n. In this case, i is said to have bidegree (m,n).
Similar statements apply to j, k, and d. Often a large number of the bigraded pieces Dp,q and
Ep,q vanish, and this is helpful in proving results about the associated spectral sequence. In
particular, an exact couple {D,E, i, j, k} of bigraded objects in A is called bounded above
if for each integer n there exists an integer N such that Dp,q = 0 whenever p > N .
The family of exact couples over A becomes a category when equipped with an appro-
priate family of morphisms. A morphism of exact couples C = {D,E, i, j, k} and C ′ ={D′,E′, i′, j′, k′} is a pair of morphisms φD ∶ D → D′ and φE ∶ E → E′ in A, that fit together
with the morphisms i, j, k and i′, j′, k′ to yield a commutative diagram of the form shown
in the diagram below. Exact couples are often constructed in terms of some topological or
geometric object, and it is often important to show that such a construction has appropriate
functorial properties. A construction of this type is well-behaved if it is a functor from the
appropriate topological or geometric category into the category of exact couples over A. The
exact couples associated to chains of inclusions of closed subspaces of a topological space in
the next section is an example of such a functorial construction.
D D
E
i
k j
D′ D′
E′
i′
k′ j′
φD
φE
φD
An exact couple {D,E, i, j, k} may be extended to a sequence of derived exact couples. In cases
where D and E are bigraded, and the morphisms i, j, and k have appropriate bidegrees, this
sequence leads to a spectral sequence.16 The derived exact couple C ′ ∶= {D′,E′, i′, j′, k′}
of an exact couple C ∶= {D,E, i, j, k} is a new exact couple, where the derived object D′
is the image of the endomorphism i on D, and the derived object E′ is the cohomology
object17 Ker(d)/Im(d) of the differential d on E. The morphisms i′, j′ and k′ are induced by
i, j, and k in a straightforward way: i′ is the restriction of i to D, j′ is the composition of
j and the quotient morphism Ker(d) → E′, and k′ sends a class in E′ to the image under k
of any representative. The composition j′ ○ k′ is the derived differential d′. The exactness of
C ensures that C ′ is well-defined and exact. The process of taking derived couples may be
iterated, producing a sequence C = C1,C ′ = C2, ...,Cr, ... of derived exact couples.
Each derived object Er in the sequence E = E1,E′ = E2, ...,Er, ... is a quotient of a subobject
16In particular, the bidegrees of i, j, and k determine whether the exact couple defines a spectral sequence of
homological type or of cohomological type. The choice of bidegrees (−1,1), (0,0), and (1,0) below gives a
spectral sequence of cohomological type.
17Calling this a cohomology object is justified by the assumption that the bidegrees of i, j, and k are chosen
so as to define a spectral sequence of cohomological type.
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of the previous derived object. It is useful to analyze the subobjects involved in terms of the
maps i, j, and k. Define the cocycle object A1 to be the kernel of d and the coboundary
object B1 to be the image of d.18 Then E2 is equal to the cohomology object A1/B1. In terms
of the maps i, j and k, A1 is the inverse image k−1(Im(i)) of the image of i, and B1 is the image
j(Ker(i)) of the kernel of i. In a similar way, define higher cocycle objects Ar ∶= k−1(Im(ir−1))
and higher coboundary objects Br ∶= j(Ker(ir−1)), where the superscript r − 1 denotes the(r − 1)-fold iteration of i. It is easy to check that the rth derived object Er is isomorphic
to the rth cohomology object Ar/Br. If the abelian category A includes the appropriate
intersections and unions, then a limiting cocycle object A∞ = ∩rAr and coboundary object
B∞ = ∪rBr may be defined. In this case, E∞ is defined to be the quotient A∞/B∞.
Now let C = {Dp,q,Ep,q, ip,q, jp,q, kp,q} be an exact couple of bigraded objects in A, such that
the morphisms i1, j1, k1 have bidegrees (−1,1), (0,0), and (1,0). Note that these choices
endow the differential d1 with bidegree (1,0). For the purposes of the next section, note that
the existence of such an exact couple is equivalent to the existence of long exact sequences of
the form
...Ð→Dp+1,q−1 ip+1,q−1Ð→ Dp,q jp,qÐ→ Ep,q kp,qÐ→Dp+1,q Ð→ ... (A.6.0.4)
for each p. It is a standard result ([67] Theorem 2.8, page 39) that the exact couple C1 yields
a spectral sequence {Ep,qr , dp,qr }, where Ep,qr is the (p, q)th bigraded piece of the object Er
appearing in the rth derived exact couple Cr ∶= {Dp,qr ,Ep,qr , ip,qr , jp,qr , kp,qr } of C, and dp,qr is the
restriction of the differential dr to E
p,q
r . In particular, the object Ep,q of the original exact cou-
ple C is Ep,q1 , so the spectral sequence {Er} begins at the E1-level. The cocycle objects Ar and
coboundary objects Br may be decomposed into bigraded pieces A
p,q
r = k−1(Im(ir−1∣Dp+r,q−r+1))
and Bp,qr = j(Ker(ir−1∣Dp+r,q−r+1)) such that Ep,qr is isomorphic to the quotient Ap,qr /Bp,qr . The
spectral sequence {Er} has limiting or stable terms Ep,q∞ if and only if the limiting objects A∞
and B∞ are defined in A, in which case Ep,q∞ is isomorphic to the quotient Ap,q∞ /Bp,q∞ .
Now consider the convergence properties of the spectral sequence {Er} of the exact couple C.
For each integer n, consider the sequence of morphisms
...
ip+1,n−p−1Ð→ Dp,n−p ip,n−pÐ→ Dp−1,n−p+1 ip−1,n−p+1Ð→ ...
This sequence forms a directed system in A. Denote by Hn the directed limit limÐ→ Dp,n−p,
provided this limit exists in A. Denote by F pHn the image of Dp,n−p in Hn. The inclusions
... ⊂ F p+1Hn ⊂ F pHn ⊂ F p−1Hn ⊂ ... form an exhaustive decreasing filtration of Hn. If{Er} has stable or limiting terms Ep,q∞ , then there exists a natural inclusion of the quotient
F pHn/F p+1Hn into Ep,n−p∞ . Assuming appropriate axioms on the category A, it is a standard
result that this inclusion is an isomorphism if and only if the limiting cocycle object A∞ =∩rk−1(Im(ir−1)) is equal to Ker(k) = Im(j).19 The sense of this statement is that the images of
the iterates of i become sufficiently small as r increases. Now suppose that the exact couple C
is bounded above. Then for each p and q, there exists an r such that ir−1(Dp+r,q−r+1) = ir(0) = 0;
18Usually, these objects are denoted by Z1 and B1, but I use A1 for the cocycles, since Z is already overused.
19See Weibel [56] proposition 5.9.6 page 156 for a homological version of this result.
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i.e., Ap,qr = k−1(0). It follows that if C is bounded above, then the corresponding spectral
sequence {Er} is bounded above and converges to {Hn} = limÐ→ Dp,n−p.
A.7 Local Cohomology; Cousin Complexes
The Cousin complex of an abelian sheaf on a topological space, first described by Hartshorne
and Grothedieck [7], is a very general construction that provides a flasque resolution in many
important cases. Cousin complexes are defined in terms of local cohomology.
Local Cohomology. The local cohomology of an abelian sheaf F plays a central role in
the uniqueness properties, as well as in the actual construction, of its Cousin complex. Local
cohomology organizes information about sections of F whose support is contained in various
closed or locally closed subsets of X. Several different versions of local cohomology may be
defined. One may consider a single closed subset of X, a nested pair of closed subsets, an
entire family of closed subsets, pairs of families, and so on. One may also consider groups of
sections of F whose supports lie in a closed subset, induced sheaves whose groups of sections
are defined by restricting F to open sets and taking supports in relatively closed subsets, and
various combinations of these ideas. These different versions lead to local cohomology groups,
relative local cohomology groups, local cohomology sheaves, relative local cohomology sheaves,
and so on, via the machinery of derived functors. [HartRD] analyzes the various possibilities
in great detail.
The version of local cohomology necessary in the present context involves the local cohomology
sheaves H iϕ(F), where ϕ is a sheaf of families of supports in the sense of [HartRD] variation
5, page 222. Rather than going into the details of this, it suffices at present to note that
the subsets Zp appearing in the coniveau filtration induce sheaves of families of supports in
a canonical way. I will denote the corresponding local cohomology sheaves by H iZp(F). Note
in particular that sheaves of families of supports assign a family of supports to each open set
U of X, so expressions like Zp(U) make sense in this context.
Cousin Complexes. Before stating the appropriate existence and uniqueness result for
Cousin complexes, there are two additional technical concepts to introduce. The first is a
cohomological condition called depth. The Zp-depth of F is defined to be the the largest
integer n, or ∞, such that H iZp(F) = 0 for all i < n. The second is the concept of a sheaf lying
on the Zp/Zp+1-skeleton of X. This may be defined in several equivalent ways, two of which
are the following: one says that F lies on the Zp/Zp+1-skeleton of X if it has supports in Zp,
has Zp+1-depth at least 1, and is flasque, or if F has supports in Zp, and Zp+1-depth at least
2.
The appropriate existence and uniqueness result for Cousin complexes is the following:
Proposition 1. Let F be an abelian sheaf on X, and let X = Z0 ⊃ Z1 ⊃ ... ⊃ Zd ⊃ ⊘ be the
coniveau filtration. There exists an augmented complex C●, called the Cousin complex of F,
of the form
0 // F
γ0
// C0
γ1
// C1 // ...,
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satisfying the following properties:
1. For each p ≥ 0, Cp lies on the Zp/Zp+1-skeleton of X.
2. For each p > 0, Hp(C●) has supports in Zp+2.
3. The map F → H0(C●) has kernel with supports in Z1, and cokernel with supports in
Z2.
Furthermore, C● is unique up to unique isomorphism of complexes and depends functorially
on F.
Note that in the above proposition, the Hp for p ≥ 0 are sheaves given by taking kernels
modulo images in the sheaf complex C●; they are not derived functors of the global sections
functor.
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